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Executive Summary  
In today’s business environment, there is a greater global openness and national borders are becoming 

more transparent than before. Multinational corporations have seen the benefit of the developing 

countries, and in order to survive the fierce competition, they turn towards them. One good example is 

India, which has begun to run its onward march in the world market, and it is developing as an 

economic superpower. Many Danish companies turn towards India in order to benefit from the highly 

educated workforce and the low production costs that the country has to offer.  

 

Due to globalization, many companies are now operating in more than one country. This crossing of 

geographical borders by the companies gives birth to the multinational corporations, where employees 

with different cultural backgrounds and nationalities are now working together. On the one hand, 

physical barriers are breaking down but on the other hand, the cultural issues are emerging as being the 

new set of barriers for businesses. 

 

Scholars within the field of culture have put a great emphasis on cross-cultural differences and their 

consequences for collaboration; instead of how to utilize these differences. On the other hand scholars 

within innovation literature do demonstrate culture as being an important factor for final outcome of 

the innovation. Hence, the literature does not describe how innovation can suggest new ways of better 

understanding the differences in order to improve a cross-cultural collaboration. Therefore, this thesis 

seeks to explore the relation between innovation and culture for the benefit of the cross-cultural 

collaboration.  

 

A qualitative case study approach is applied to collect data from both the Danish MNCs operating in 

India but also from the Indians working under the Danish companies. The main purpose is thus to 

create a product that is rich with their voices, in order to observe which problems Danes and Indians 

face within a cross-cultural collaboration. Therefore, by combining social constructivism and 

hermeneutics, this thesis will be able to explore how social processes in society focuses on the world 

and also how individuals interpret the world.  
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The empirical data showed Danes and Indians facing many cross-cultural issues. The Danish MNCs are 

coming into the Indian market without have some kind of knowledge of cultural differences. It was 

further observed from the empirical data that the Danish respondents had carried out a thorough market 

analysis, but had never considered making a cultural analysis, because they had not anticipated the 

importance of the cultural differences. This results in Danes coming into the Indian market using 

Danish management styles, which the Indians do not recognize. At the same time, the Indians are 

responding with their own cultural framework causing a clash between the two cultures, and hence 

culture is being a distracting feature within the collaboration. It is therefore observed within the 

empirical data that there is a potential need for cross-cultural training before the collaboration for both 

the Danes and the Indians. 

 

The model, which is being developed, is a framework for both the Danes and the Indians to conduct 

before the actual collaboration. The Danish multinational companies should make a solid market and 

cultural research. The Danish multinational corporations should show sensitivity towards the Indian 

culture, while the Indians could familiarize themselves with Danish management culture as well. The 

idea is how do both the Danes and the Indians focus on the management and more on creating value 

based out of their core competencies. Through building a unique shared third culture, which consists of 

the best traits from both of the cultures. So culture does not become a distracting feature between two 

regions of the world and their companies. But it becomes a resource of understanding, bridge building 

and cooperation. 

This thesis concludes that Danish MNCs who want to do business in India should learn how to apply 

culture as a resource in order to enhance bridge building, knowledge sharing and collaboration 

instead of seeing culture as a distracting feature.  
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1. Introduction  

This section presents some background information on the main research area. Secondly, it will 

present a cross-cultural discussion, which leads to the research question, which will be the pivotal 

point of the research. 

1.1. Benefits of Global Openness  

In today’s business environment, there is a greater global openness, and national borders are becoming 

more transparent than before. Many firms move outside their domestic borders into the new dynamic 

world of international business in order to increase their market shares and strengthen their positions. 

As multinational corporations (henceforth called MNCs) are becoming more transnational than before, 

in order to survive the fierce competition, they must change their strategies in order to address the 

similarities and differences in each market they enter (Kanungo, 2006: Dowling, 1999).  

Especially the developing economies are being seen as lucrative markets with both long-term growth 

and profit (Graen, G. and Hui, C, 1996), and one good example is India. India has begun its onward 

march in the global market and it is developing as an economic superpower. In the 1990s, as a result of 

numerous economic reforms, India opened up its markets to the world, and the economic growth 

exploded (Rathinasamy et al. 2003 and Budhwar 2001). Since 1994, the Indian economy has had an 

annual growth of more than 7 %, ranking India among the fastest growing economies in the world 

(Euromonitor, 2015). This leads many western world companies, including Denmark, to turn towards 

India in order to benefit from the highly educated workforce and the low production costs that the 

country has to offer (Rathinasamy et al. 2003 and Budhwar 2001).  

1.2. Challenges of Managing International Business 

When it comes to business, the world is indeed becoming a smaller place. Due to globalization, many 

companies are now operating in more than one country. This crossing of geographical borders by the 

companies gives the birth to MNCs, where employees with different cultural backgrounds and 

nationalities are now working together. On the one hand, physical barriers are breaking down but on 

the other hand, the cultural issues are emerging as being the new set of barriers for businesses. Cultural 

barriers are like icebergs that can leads to cross-cultural management issues caused by different 
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national cultures: in values, ideologies, communication style, work practices, and behavioral style 

(Hofstede, 2001). Hence, it creates an interruption of normal patterns of an organization and makes the 

employees enact new patterns (Martins. E, C et al. 2003). This change, which is an interruption due to 

the cultural differences, is often associated with innovation (ibid.). Innovation is regarded as something 

new, which leads to change. However, change cannot always be regarded as innovation, since it does 

not always involve new ideas or does not always lead to improvement in an organization. (An example 

of change that cannot be regarded as an innovation is changing office hours in an exceptionally hot 

summer season, which is not leading to any improvement (Martins. E, C et al. 2003). Hence, this 

change can result in cross-cultural misunderstandings, which often create a cycle where cross-cultural 

conflicts lead to communication breakdowns, which directly affects the employee performance, the 

innovation process and the long-term business relationship (Hofstede, 2001: Silverthorne, 2005: Graen, 

G. and Hui, C, 1996: Kanungo, 2006: Pervaiz K. Ahmed, 1998: Martins. E, C et al. 2003). 

Globalization has increased the pressure to recognize and adapt these cultural differences when doing 

business. From a management perspective, the concept of culture can be explained as a set of shared 

mental descriptions that shape the way in which managers interact with the world (Kao et al, 1999). 

Since one management technique learned and developed by a manager in his home culture may not 

apply equally in other cultures and thus can produce several clashes and ambiguities. It is therefore 

very important to solve the issues directly when they surface, and if they are not solved they can grow 

into immense complications that can decide the success or failure of the operation in that particular 

market. Therefore, the MNCs must develop innovative solutions in in order to survive the fierce 

competition and to ensure their market position (Kanungo, 2006: Dowling, 1999). 

1.3.  Research Question 

As India and Denmark differ in their fundamental pillars of society, one may expect dissimilarities in 

their culture, communication, and management styles, as they are situated in two vastly different parts 

of the world.  

 

Therefore, this paper will explore a better understanding of:   

How to use cross-cultural context for innovation in an Indo-Danish perspective 
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In order to answer this research question, I will first seek to answer the following two sub-questions: 

• How can the cross-cultural management issues encountered by Danish MNCs in India be 

described? 

• How can Danish MNCs apply innovation to ensure a better cross-cultural collaboration? 

1.4. The structure  

In order to answer the research question, this thesis continues as follows: 

Chapter 2 contains a broad literature review within the fields of innovation and culture, which briefly 

touches upon the different academics. Chapter 3 continues with the research method and methodology 

applied within this study. In chapter 4, the case study is presented by developing a case story of all the 

interviewees. This leads to chapter 5, where the presented case story will be analyzed through the 

theoretical explanations. Chapter 6 presents a discussion of both the empirical and the theoretical 

framework, which is followed by a synthesis where the potential gaps are being discussed and thus the 

new model is being presented. Lastly, chapter 7 will present the conclusion and further discuss 

potential implications the new model may have for both the MNCs and for the academia.  

1.5. An idea behind Indo-Danish perspective  

The purpose of this thesis is to identify and analyze, ‘the travel of ideas’ (Garrahan & Stewart, 1992) 

between the ‘West and East’, in terms of the motive and opportunity behind cross-cultural 

collaboration. Such an understanding of cross-cultural management will help Danes to operate in India. 

Thus, this thesis will now explore the building blocks of Indian business culture compared to those of 

Danish business culture. This would in turn assist Danes and Indians in facilitating a smooth ‘travel’ of 

policies and practices across boundaries’, by giving an insight into the underlying cultural values, 

which in turn will open up the possibilities of behavioral changes (Ferner, 2009 & Hofstede, 2001).  

This thesis deals with the dynamics of cross-cultural management and innovation within an Indo-

Danish perspective. I find this a very relevant topic because of the increasing importance of the Indian 

economy in the global business environment. Moreover, being raised in both Indian and Danish 

cultures, I have always wondered how Danish and Indian business has collaborated. Therefore, I am 

writing this thesis in order to study globalization and the need for innovation in order to compete within 
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the competitive market. I am primarily writing this thesis within the subject of innovation and cross-

cultural management. However, I am aware that I am mixing subjects such as intercultural 

communication and oral communication, as the theories are coming directly from the ground, hence 

this is done in a practical work scenario. 

In order to enlighten upon cross-cultural issues, it is important to illustrate which theoretical 

background lies within the field of culture and innovation. Therefore, the next section presents the 

literature review.  
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2. Literature Review 
 
The main aim of this chapter is firstly to present a review of existing literature on innovation and 

culture, including their definitions. Secondly, it will lead to a discussion to see how to integrate culture 

and innovation theories. Thirdly, as this thesis has applied a grounded theory method where the main 

aim is to develop innovative solutions through the participant’s experience for a better Indo-Danish 

collaboration (as explained in a detailed manner in chapter 3), it will discuss where there are potential 

gaps within the literature. Lastly, it will present a theoretical framework, which will include theories, 

which has a relevance to this study. 

This section aims to shed light on how innovation can be applied within a cross-cultural context. As it 

is stated in section 1.1, many Danish companies are moving into the Indian market in order to benefit 

from the highly educated workforce and the low production costs that the country has to offer 

(Rathinasamy et al. 2003 and Budhwar, 2001). However, as companies are now moving out from their 

respective countries, people with different cultural backgrounds and nationalities are now working 

together to a larger extent than ever before. 

The following sections will therefore present five cultural theories as well as five innovation theories in 

order to see where innovation can suggest better solutions within a cross-culture context. The cultural 

theories, which I will apply are: Sriussadaporn’ cross-cultural communication theory, Moore’s theory 

of Diversity, Hofstede’s framework of cultural dimensions, Hall’s cultural framework of low context & 

high context cultures and lastly it presents Graen & Hui’s third culture framework. The innovation 

theories, which I will apply are: Chesbrough’s theory of open innovation, Rogers’s theory of diffusion 

of innovation, Christensen’s theory of disruptive innovation, Prabhu, J., and Jain, S. framework on 

juugad innovation. 

Before exploring the respective theories within the field of culture and innovation, the next section 

presents some key concepts, which base the fundamental pillars of knowledge, in order to answer the 

research question. 
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2.2 Key concepts: The fundamental pillars of knowledge 

2.2.1. Definition of Culture  

Historically, the word culture comes from the Latin word, Cultura, which in a broader meaning “refers 

to the result of human interactions” (Hodgetts et al., 2006). In order to explore culture within an 

intercultural context, this thesis will apply Schein’s definition as he argues that culture is “a pattern of 

shared basic assumptions that was learned by a group” (Schein, 2004). Cooper (2000) further added, 

“culture can be seen as a concept that describes the shared corporate values within an organization 

which influences the attitudes and behaviors of its members”. Cooper, et al. (2007) further explains the 

three notions of how culture can be affected: “culture affects our perception”, “culture affects our 

verbal and nonverbal language”, and “The culture affects our identity”. As this thesis is operating 

within a cross-cultural context within an Indo-Danish perspective, it is essential to see how culture 

affects their collaboration.  

2.2.2. Definition of Innovation  

Innovation is a complex multifaceted phenomenon, having numbers of definitions each revealing its 

important aspects. Innovation was derived from the Latin word “innovare”, meaning “to make 

something new” (Oxford Learner’s Dictionaries).  

For the purpose of this thesis, I will apply both H.G. Barnett (1953) and Samson and Lawson’s (2001) 

definitions. H.G. Barnett (1953) alludes to innovation as the basis of cultural change and defines 

innovation as “any thought, behavior or thing that is new because it is qualitatively different from 

existing forms” (as cited in Robertson, 1967, p. 14). According to this definition, it becomes clear that 

innovation not only relates to a new product, but also can be attributed to any idea, practice or as a 

process.  

Samson and Lawson state: “Innovation is the mechanism by which organizations produce the new 

products, processes and systems required for adapting to changing markets, technologies and modes of 

competition.” (Lawson & Samson, 2001). 
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These two definitions focus on innovation being a process caused by cultural change in order to create 

something new. Therefore, these definitions explain how innovation and culture are interrelated, which 

is important to understand how they affect each other.  

After having established the main concepts, the thesis will now proceed towards the theories within the 

field of culture and innovation respectively. The main aim of the following sections is to build a 

theoretical understanding of culture and innovation and how to integrate culture and innovation 

theories.  

2.3. Culture Theories 

This section presents the following five cultural theories: Sriussadaporn’s cross-cultural 

communication theory, Moore’s theory of Diversity, Hofstede’s framework of cultural dimensions, 

Hall’s cultural framework of low context & high context cultures and lastly it presents Graen & Hui’s 

third culture framework. 

2.3.1. Sriussadaporn’s Theory on Cross-cultural Communication 

A: Author’s own research 

In his paper from 2006, Sriussadaporn states that culture and communication mutually affect each 

other. How people communicate can influence their shared culture and the culture itself can influence 

how people within that particular culture interact. Sriussadaporn (2006) discovered five areas of 

conflicts related to cross-cultural communication in the workplace namely: mentality and 

accountability, task assignment, time management, language deficiency, and personal/work 

relationships (see appendix A). 

B: Debating the author  

The paper focuses on foreign companies operating in Thailand; the theory can easily be adopted into 

other Asian countries. Since the main objective is to provide a clear picture and a better understanding 

of cross-cultural communication breakdowns. The same words can mean different things to people 

from different cultures, even when they speak the ‘same’ language. Misunderstandings may occur both 

verbally or nonverbally. Since culture plays a very essential part within communication and shapes 

peoples understanding, feelings and actions. 
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C: String references 

Kanter & Con (1994), Adler (1991/2000) and Silverthorne (2005) all argue that culture and 

communication mutually affect each other, which may result in cross-cultural conflicts. As members of 

different cultures see, interpret, and evaluate things differently, and consequently act upon them 

differently. I agree with Sriussadaporn’s five areas: mentality and accountability, task assignment, time 

management, language deficiency, and personal/ work relationships. These five areas are further in 

line with Cooper’s et al. three notions of how culture can be affected (as explained in section 2.2.1.) 

2.3.2. Moore’s Theory on Diversity 

A: Author’s own research 

In the paper from 1999, Moore seeks to explain diversity. Specifically, Moore states that some 

organizational cultures are more positive and supportive than others; therefore the organizational view 

on diversity management can create some barriers. She identifies four organizational perspectives on 

diversity: parochial, ethnocentric, synergetic, and diversity naiveté (see appendix B). Moore argues that 

poorly integrated heterogeneous groups can be at least as damaging for organizations as homogeneous 

groups, but diverse groups are not necessarily more effective than homogeneous ones. Moore further 

suggests that diversity training is required for effective integration of cultural diverse groups. 

B: Debating the author  

The world is getting smaller, which leads to companies operating across geographic and cultural 

boundaries, meaning that people with different cultural backgrounds and nationalities are now working 

together. People with different cultural beliefs and values may lead to some barriers when they are 

working in diverse groups. As language, which is, the main tool used when two people are 

communicating with each other. One may comprehend the message differently due to one’s cultural 

values or norms. Diversity within organization meaning working in a diverse workforce can on the one 

hand enhance a business but on the other hand it can also decrease the productivity within team 

members. As it can create tension due to different values and norms. However, this requires 

organization and its people being aware of the cultural differences and develops intercultural sensitivity 

towards such differences. 
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C: Take a position and use string references 

Like Moore, Adler (2002) and Anbari (2009) also argue the impact of cultural diversity can have both 

negative and positive influences on teams’ productivity. Adler (2002) and Ting-Toomey (1999) state 

that team members often stereotype colleagues from other cultures instead of seeing their skills. This 

supports Moore’s argument that diversity is essential within an organization and therefore I also 

support Moore’s theory.  

2.3.3. Hofstede’s Theory 
 
A: Author’s own research 

The German social psychologist Geert Hofstede made a study in national differences. He determined 

four values for understanding how cultures differ across nations. The dimensions, which Hofstede 

established are: Power distance, individualism-collectivism, masculinity-femininity, and uncertainty 

avoidance. Later on the fifth dimension was found by Harris Bond, which was called Confucian 

dynamism (Bond & Hofstede, 1988). Subsequently, Hofstede takes it into his framework in terms of 

long- vs. short-term orientation (see Appendix C).  

B: Debating the author  

According to Hofstede et al. (1991), culture is a conditioning of people’s minds; culture is a way to 

help people use their minds to distinguish people from different groups. The cultural differences are 

rooted in different nation’s minds and are hard to change and influence. Therefore, doing business 

across the national borders and in order to gain success in the global market depends on understanding 

the cultures you are doing business with.  

It is therefore no exaggeration to say that still after more than 50 years, Hofstede’s dimensions of 

national culture are a dominant theory. As the theory gives an extensive knowledge of cross-cultural 

differences, when comparing two specific cultures. Thus, I believe that it may be difficult to place 

cultures according to general theoretical notions, as culture is dynamic. Therefore, generalize countries 

around different dimensions by just putting them into boxes, e.g. cultures are defined by their degree of 

individualism/collectivism etc., as they may change.  
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C: String references 

I am not the only one questioning upon the cons of just putting countries into boxes of either being 

collectivistic or individualistic. John Hooker questions the notion as he states: “people in an 

individualist country may exhibit spontaneous sociability by forming voluntary organizations or 

displaying a sense of civic responsibility” (Hooker, 2003).  He argues that a country may both have 

traits of collectivist as well as individualist, so therefore Hofstede makes some good points, but they are 

incomplete in some areas. Therefore, I will apply Hofstede’s dimension in order to get an overview of 

cultural differences, more like a first time expectations of logic.  

2.3.4. Hall’s Cultural framework  

A: Author’s own research 

Anthropologist Edward T. Hall proposed a cultural framework in which he argues “all cultures can be 

situated in relation to one another through the styles in which they communicate” (1976). In a high 

context culture, internal meaning is usually embedded deep in the information, so not everything is 

explicitly stated in writing or when spoken. Thus the listener is expected to read “between the lines”, to 

understand the unsaid, due to his or her background knowledge. In a low context culture, meanings are 

explicitly stated through language, as low context culture is characterized by direct and linear 

communication and by the constant and sometimes never-ending use of words. 

B: Debating the author  

The concept of cross-culture communication is a highly debated and influences many companies who 

works across the borders. Consequently, Hall’s framework gives a general understanding of how 

different cultures communicate. By applying this framework cross-cultural communication conflicts 

can be prevented, as they may know how the cultural values are reflecting the communication. Because 

I do believe that culture is shaping ones behavior and understanding of how you comprehend a 

message. However, I do also believe that it is too risky to place the countries in to two vastly boxes of 

either being high or low. I do deem that a country can easily have both of the low context and high 

context traits. Due to globalization many high context countries are moving towards having some low 

context traits, as culture and communication are both very dynamic.  
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C: String references 

Kim et al. (1998) do agrees upon that the concept of high context and low context cultures has been 

validated and proved useful in cultural studies, as it gives a clear understanding of the cultures. Several 

cultural theorists agree that Hall’s dimension of context can be considered to be a function of 

individualism/collectivism, (which are dimensions within Hofstede’s study). Individualistic cultures 

usually employ a low-context, direct communication style, whereas people from collectivistic cultures 

tend to prefer a high- context, indirect style of communication (Gudykunst & Ting-Toomey, 1988; p. 

45; Hofstede, 2001, p. 212). Chella (2007) on the other hand, argues that a country could move from 

the one end of the spectrum towards the other. Therefore, it is not possible to place countries into 

boxes. Hall makes some good points, but as with Hofstede’s theory they are incomplete in some areas 

and therefore the theory is good to get an overall overview.  

 

2.3.5. Graen and Hui’s Third Culture Theory 

A: Author’s own research 

Graen and Hui (1996) suggest creating a third culture due to the partnership between different cultures 

(See Appendix D). They emphasize the importance of the third culture when doing business with a 

foreign partner. It is not that one culture dominates over the other one; instead both cultures need to 

work together in order to create a third culture, which works for both cultures. But Graen and Hui 

(1996) argue that a third culture can become effective and can be constructed only when the 

relationships between two culturally different companies are in the partner stage. 

B: Debating the author  

Due to globalization there is a need for cultural understanding as companies are working across the 

borders with diverse workforce. Therefore, I do agree with Graen and Hui’s innovative approach of 

creating a third culture. This approach facilitates cross-cultural collaboration, as there will be no culture 

dominating over another. It will enhance the collaboration, as the approach will imply increased mutual 

understanding and respect. However, this approach may be very difficult to exercise if a person is an 

ethnocentric, who would not be able to combine the cultures but would only accept his own. 
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C: String references 

Søderberg & Gertsen (2009) & Joseph DiStefano (2000) (See Appendix E) both present three critical 

skills needed in intercultural interactions. Firstly, one needs to identify the cultural differences, 

secondly educate them accordingly and lastly integrate them. I think these skills are useful tools to 

achieve the third culture that Graen and Hui refers to. 

2.4. Innovation theories 

This section presents the following five innovation theories: Chesbrough’s theory of open innovation, 

Rogers’s theory of diffusion, Christensen’s theory of disruptive innovation, Prabhu et al.’s framework 

on frugal innovation and Radical innovation. 

2.4.1.  Open Innovation 

A: Author’s own research 

The founder of the concept of open innovation is Henry Chesbrough. He defines open innovation as: 

“the use of purposive inflows and outflows of knowledge to accelerate internal innovation, and expand 

the markets for external use of innovation, respectively” (Chesbrough, 2006). He argues that companies 

should become more open to external knowledge and ideas, as “valuable ideas can come from inside 

or outside the company and can go to market from inside or outside the company as well” 

(Chesbrough, 2006).   

B: Debating the author  

I do agree that innovative ideas can arise from everywhere; therefore companies should not just rely on 

internally developed ideas and knowledge, but increasingly also on ideas and knowledge developed 

externally. Open innovation may also be a huge source for a company to gain competitive advantage, 

and cost efficient to operate. As all the information is available on the market and they can learn from 

the best practices. The main disadvantage of open innovation can be argued to be as all the information 

is available on the market. Meaning that other companies may utilize the information, better than your 

company. Therefore, here it is important for the management, in order to enhance the internal culture. 

Since, the other aspect of open innovation can also be applied within the organization to enhance a 

strong in feeling and promote open communication, risk taking in order to innovate new products or 
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process, to stay competitive against the other companies. One aspect, which I believe is important for 

conducting open innovation, is that the company it self is open, and do not think “ that it can innovate 

or invent everything by themselves”.  

C: String references 

Chesbrough et al. (2007) does also agreeing upon that in current business environment, innovating in 

an open manner is considered as the key of maintaining competitive advantage. However, I not the only 

one arguing that organizational culture may influence the adoption of open culture. Peter Prud’homme 

van Reine (2015) in his paper argues that benefitting from open innovation requires a culture change in 

the terms of accepting to learn externally. I do agree with Chesbrough, regarding open innovation as it 

beneficial for companies to collaborate. However, I do also agree upon that having a strong culture in 

terms engaging it employees  

2.4.2. Diffusion of Innovation 

A: Author’s own research 

Everett M. Rogers is the prominent developer of diffusion of innovation theory.  Rogers (2003) defines 

diffusion as the process by which an innovation is communicated through certain channels over time 

among the members of a social system” (See appendix F). In other words, diffusion is essentially a 

special type of communication concerned with the spread of messages that are perceived as dealing 

with new ideas, and necessarily represent a certain degree of uncertainty to an individual/organization. 

Individuals go through five stages when adopting new innovations: (1) Knowledge: (2) Persuasion: (3) 

Decision: (4) Implementation (5) Confirmation (See appendix G). If the innovation is adopted, it 

spreads via various communication channels, where the social systems determine diffusion, norms on 

diffusion, roles of opinion leaders determines who and how the innovation decision will be made (See 

appendix H). Rogers defines several intrinsic characteristics of innovations that influence an 

individual’s decision to adopt or reject an innovation (See appendix I). 

B: Debating the author  

I personally believe that diffusion is the essential part of the innovation process. As it entails how 

innovation is going to be communicated and adopted by the social system. Communication is an 

essential part of innovation; it is an attempt to let others know what you know or mean. However, 
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miscommunication can easily be occurred, which may hinder the diffusion of the innovation. For 

example the person sending the message to receivers may not comprehend the message, due to noise or 

different cultural values. Especially within a cross-cultural context miscommunication may easily 

occur, as words can mean different things to people from different cultures, even when they speak the 

"same" language. The coding of the message is based on a person’s cultural background and is not the 

same for each person. The greater the difference in background between senders and receivers, the 

greater the difference in meanings attached to particular words and behaviors. 

C: String references 

As Rogers (2003) delimits his theory by using agricultural technologies, one may still use the main 

principles of the Rogers’ framework. In both editions of his book, Rogers (1962; 1971) relates the story 

of the unsuccessful diffusion of a socially desirable innovation: that of water boiling in rural Peru. 

Rogers, himself argue that detailed knowledge of social and cultural factors of the community is vital 

to the efficiency of the water-boiling program1 or any other diffusion. Wellin (1955) further argue that 

culture definitely influences the degree to which innovations are accepted by individuals and spread 

among their groups. I do agree with both Rogers’s framework and Wellins’ statement that diffusion is 

an essential tool, but sharing the same culture and background may supplement the adoption of the 

diffusion process within an organization.  

2.4.3.  Disruptive Innovation 

A: Author’s own research 

In the original formulation of the theory, Christensen (1997) coined the term “disruptive technology”, 

focused primarily on technological innovation and on how new technologies surpassed existing 

technologies. Christensen widened the application of his theory to include not only technological 

innovation in products but also services and business models innovation. He thus focused more on 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  The reasons for the failure deeply involved the villagers' custom's regarding hot, cold foods and illness in the study is described as being 

the basic belief system that all foods, liquids, medicines and other materials are inherently hot or cold, irrespective of their actual 

temperature. (Rogers, 1962/1971) 
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“Disruptive innovation”. Christensen & Raynor (2003) describes disruptive innovation as a process 

rather than an event. 

B: Debating the author  

The theory by Christensen has been modified several times, ranging from the scope of being disruptive 

technology to disruptive innovation. The concept has a broader value, which can be applied within 

many fields, also within business perspective. In a broader sense, the theory gives a framework of how 

new innovation disturbs the normal daily routines by new process/methods either within the 

organization or for the consumers. 

C: String references 

The question of whether all kinds of disruptive innovations should be treated under one single entity, 

has endured academic for some years. Markides, C. (2006) for instance argues that it is wrong to treat 

all innovations as disruptive, even though they share many similarities to what Christensen calls 

disruptive innovations. I do agree that Markides, C. (2006) has a point, however I agree with 

Christensen, since the main principals are that the innovation disturbs the incumbents. 

2.4.4. Jugaad Innovation 

A: Author’s own research 

The main aim of Prabhu, J., and Jain, S. (2015) paper is to use the term Jugaad to describe the frugal, 

flexible, and inclusive approach to innovation and entrepreneurship from India. Jugaad is the Indian 

way of doing innovation, which not necessary means that one has to use immense capital or resources. 

The Jugaad approach consists of three different traits: (1) they are frugal in the sense they make 

effective and economical use of limited resources; (2) they employ and demonstrate flexible thinking 

and pragmatic action; and (3) they are focused on including excluded groups. 

B: Debating the author  

Innovation does not only mean to be invention of something new being a product, process etc. It can 

simply be by providing beneficial solutions with the existing resources. The main goal is to come up 

with innovation solutions to serve the rural area. The main aim of jugaad innovation is to include 

people from rural area. For international companies to still remain competitive they have to think out of 
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the box. And discover some new market, which they can serve to. Here within emerging markets those 

international players can easily meet the unmet demand within the rural areas. 

C: String references 

Jugaad innovation is related to social enterprises, which is about “applying practical, innovative and 

sustainable approaches to benefit society in general, with an emphasis on those who are marginalized 

and poor” (Panum et al. 2014 p. 3). There are many convergences between social enterprises and 

jugaad innovation. I do agree with both of the theories, as they both included excluded groups. 

2.4.5. Radical Innovation 

A: Author’s own research 

Radical innovation is an extreme form of innovation, interest in radical innovation originated with 

Schumpeter (1934), one of the first to claim that radical technological change is a powerful mechanism 

that can challenge the power of monopolists. Radical innovation is exploitation of a whole new 

product, process or technology within organization. Dahlin and Behrens (2005) define a radical 

invention as (1) novel, (2) unique and (3) having an impact on future technology. According to a basic 

definition, major change is deemed radical innovation, and minor changes are incremental innovation 

(Urabe, 1988). 

B: Debating the author  

Many researchers distinguish between radical and incremental innovation. They argue that innovation 

can be classified according to the degree of chance associated with it. Therefore innovation contains 

both major and minor changes. Radical innovation is very essential for businesses, as they can 

contribute to gain competitive advantage. The main goal is to present something new to the 

market/company, which is unique and creates an impact to the market/company. Therefore, many 

researchers argue radical innovation to be a form of disruptive innovation. As radical innovation 

disturbs prevailing consumers’ habits and behaviors. They are also disruptive because they undermine 

the competences and complementary assets on which existing competitors have built their success. In 

order to bring radical innovation into the market it is essential to have a strong culture, which supports 

employees to bring new ideas. Hereby also supports employees to take risk.  
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C: String references 

Mclean, 2005, Martins, et al (2002) argue that organizational culture is the key to enhance innovation, 

more precisely radical innovation. They both argue that having a strong culture can be a successful 

factor within organization. Martins, et al (2002), designed by Martins in this research highlighted some 

main factors that play a role in promoting creativity and innovation. Is namely strategy, organizational 

structure, support mechanisms, behavior that encourages innovation and communication, operate will 

either support or inhibit creativity and innovation.  

After having established both the culture and innovation theories. This thesis will now proceed to a 

discussion, which will investigate how culture and innovation theories relate with each other.  

2.5. Integration of cultural and innovation theories 

Jugaad innovation is a new way of doing business. It denotes a new frame of mind: one that sees 

resource constraints not as a liability but as an opportunity. It does not seek to develop something new 

but instead strives to create good quality solutions for the excluded groups. Graen and Hui’s Third 

Culture Theory is a strategy, which aims to integrate two vastly different cultures together, in order to 

create a third culture, so no culture would dominate over the other. One may therefore argue that there 

are many similarities between Jugaad innovation and The Third Culture Theory. As both of them 

encourage compromising in order to include the excluded groups. 

As mentioned, Graen and Hui’s theory is a strategy, which facilitates two different cultures to 

collaborate together. Can be argued to be a form of disruptive innovation, since the third culture is 

disrupting the existing culture and thus also employees’ daily routines. This disruption creates a third 

culture, which includes traits from both of the cultures. Hence, Grain and Hui’s theory can also be 

argued to be a radical innovation for the company, since the third culture is presenting something, 

which is unique and creates an impact to the company. 

Rogers’ theory upon diffusion of innovation discusses how innovation is communicated among 

members of a social group, whereas as mentioned Graen and Hui’s theory is a strategy. This strategy 

needs to be diffused out to the employees of the organization in the same way as the innovation in 
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Rogers’ theory. Thus, Graen & Hui’s strategy can be diffused by using Rogers’ five stages as described 

in appendix H.  

Although it was stated in section 2.4 that Hofstede and Hall’s cultural frameworks were quite generic, 

they can both be used as a starting point in order to gain a cross-cultural understanding of the cultural 

differences. In order to create the third culture, it is important to have an overall knowledge about the 

two original cultures, which both Hofstede and Hall’s cultural frameworks can contribute with.  

2.6. Knowledge gap 

The main aim of this section is to explore why the stated RQ: How to use cross-cultural context for 

innovation in an Indo-Danish perspective is important to investigate.  

Scholars within the field of culture have put a great emphasis on cross-cultural differences and their 

consequences for collaboration. There is a great emphasis upon cross-cultural differences and cross-

cultural clashes within the literature of culture. I see the relevance of bringing a new concept, 

innovation, into the field of cultural literature, in order to explore better understanding within a cross-

cultural context. As innovation is defined “to make something new” (Oxford Dictionaries), I would like 

to get an understanding of how cultural differences can be utilized.  

Therefore, this thesis seeks to explore the importance of innovation within cross-cultural literature in 

order to bring new concept in relation to improve the cross-cultural collaboration.  

However, studying the relation between innovation and organizational culture is not a novel concept in 

innovation literature. They demonstrate culture as an important influencing factor for the organizational 

innovation process or the final outcome (Ahmed, 1998; Nigam et et.2013:Martins & Terblanche, 2003; 
Mclean, 2005). The relationship between innovation and culture thus goes from culture to innovation 

(Culture à  Innovation).  

Hence, the literature does not describe how innovation can suggest new ways of better understanding 

the differences in order to improve a cross-cultural collaboration. Therefore, this thesis seeks to explore 

the relation between innovation and culture (Innovation à  Culture).   
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2.7. Theoretical Framework 

To conclude this chapter, the theoretical framework is presented, which combines both the conceptual 

logic underlying the central RQ and theoretical content.  

 
1. Conceptualization of Cross-Cultural Issues Encountered by Danes and Indians. 

To gain an extensive knowledge of cross-cultural differences between India and Denmark, both 

Hofstede’s and Hall’s frameworks will be applied. 

Sriussadaporn’s (2006) theory on communication issues will be applied, as he states five different 

problem areas where intercultural communication can break down. The thesis will analyze, whether the 

Danish MNCs have faced any of these problems. 

• Mentality and Accountability   

• Task assignment   

• Time management   

• Language deficiency   

• Personal/ work relationships   

Silverthorne’s (2005) theory on cross-cultural conflicts will also be applied. It mentions three 

different levels of conflicts. Vodosek’s (2005) theory will complete Silverthorne’s (2005) theory 

because he mentions three different sources of conflict within intragroup level. The thesis will analyze 

if the Danish MNCs have faced any conflicts according to the theories.   

• Intrapersonal 

• Intergroup   

• Intragroup (Silverthorne, 2005)   

o Relationship conflict 

o Task conflict 

Culture	  Innovation	  
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o Process conflict (Vodosek, 2005)   

2. Measures MNCs Adopt to Overcome Cross-cultural issues. 

Graen and Hui’s (1996) theory on creation of a third culture to bridge cultural differences for 

overcoming cultural problems is relevant here in measures adopted by MNCs to overcome problems. I 

will analyze if MNCs are applying this in their problem solving strategies.  

Lastly, this thesis will explore how innovation can be applied within the cross-cultural context in order 

to explore new ways of behavior change. Therefore, innovation theories will analyze how the Danes 

and the Indians overcome the cultural challenges.   

In order to enlighten upon cross-cultural issues, it is important to know which methodological approach 

this thesis is based upon. Therefore, the next chapter presents the methodology and method. 
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3. Methodology and Method 

During the process of my thesis writing, I discovered the specific distinction between ‘method’ and 

‘methodology’. I came to understand that the terms are not interchangeable, and that I cannot randomly 

substitute the terms methodology for method, or vice versa. I have come to understand the 

methodology-method distinction as corresponding to the distinction between ‘creeds’ and ‘deeds’. The 

methodology is the creed, of which the general definition is “a set of beliefs or aims which guide 

someone's actions” (Oxford Learner’s Dictionaries) (see section 3.1. Methodology). In this connection, 

creed means the guidelines, which I have chosen to apply in my method. Hence, method is the deed, 

which means “an action that is performed intentionally or consciously” (Oxford Learner’s 

Dictionaries) (see section 3.2. Method). Therefore, the methodology justifies the method.  

Although method and methodology are two different aspects, they are still interrelated. This means that 

you cannot deal with the one without considering the other. Therefore, I will include the aspect of 

method in the methodology section below, as method also affects the choice of methodology. The 

following sections will deal with methodology and method respectively.  

3.1. Methodology 

The objective of this chapter is to provide the reader with a detailed understanding of the research 

methodology applied in this thesis. 

3.1.1. The Nature of the Research  

Although my research question was not predetermined from the very beginning, it was predicated upon 

a clearly articulated, yet broad scope, content area: Cross-cultural innovation in an Indo-Danish 

perspective. Many different research methods could have easily been chosen to investigate this realm 

of experience, spanning both the quantitative and the qualitative domains. However, since I am 

interested in both Indians and Danish subjective experience, and the main aim was to create a product 

that was rich with their voices, I eliminated the quantitative approaches from consideration. As, 

Silverman (2011) states, there is a common belief that qualitative research can provide a ‘deeper’ 

understanding of social and environmental phenomena, rather than quantitative data. By qualitative 

research, one may achieve a deeper insight and more personal contact with the informants, where it is 
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possible to capture reactions and rhetorical phrases in questions. Within the qualitative domain, I have 

applied Glaser and Strauss’s (1967) grounded theory methodology, 

The main purposes of grounded theory (Henceforth called GT) (and also my reasons for choosing GT) 

are firstly that the developed theory should be emerged from the empirical data. Secondly, the theory 

should resonate and fit with the experiences of the people from the given field of study (Bryant & 

Charmaz, 2007). According to Charmaz (2006) the GT approach does not prevent biases and 

assumptions of the researcher from shaping the final product. However, the systematic design of the 

methodology does create opportunity for the researcher to monitor, to become aware of, and to 

influence the audience. Thus this is also the main purpose of this thesis in order to make aware of 

cultural differences, which will explore a better cross-cultural understanding and open up the 

possibilities of behavioral change. Therefore, GT is the suitable method as it allows adapting to 

“emerging” stories, interpretations and meanings based on the data and adapt to the RQ and to the 

theoretical background accordingly. 

3.1.2. Philosophy of science  

According to Saunders et al. (2009) the chosen research philosophy contains important assumptions 

about the way that the researcher sees the world. I have chosen to work with the hermeneutic paradigm 

and the social constructivism paradigm, as these perspectives make it possible to investigate the areas 

of interest in-depth.  

Social constructivism and hermeneutics are both well-established paradigms within the field of social 

science. Both of them represent, an ontology, i.e. the way to consider the nature of being and an 

epistemology as well, i.e. questions about the creation of knowledge (Andrews 2012: Gadamer 2006). 

Firstly, the social constructivism focuses on social processes in society and focuses on the world from a 

macro perspective. On the other hand, the hermeneutic focuses on how individuals interpret the world 

and hereby employs a micro perspective (Andrews 2012). By combining both social constructivism and 

hermeneutics, this thesis will be able to explore how to use cross-cultural context for innovation in an 

Indo-Danish perspective. The following sections will describe the two paradigms in depth.  
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3.1.2.1 Social Constructivism 

In more detail I have chosen the social constructivism paradigm being the main point of departure. As 

social constructivists interpret and describe social activities and cultural relationships in everyday life. 

This paradigm recognizes the importance of the subjective meaning, since there is a close collaboration 

between the researcher and the participants. Through these stories the participants are able to describe 

their views of reality and this enables the researcher to better understand the participants’ actions 

(Brier, 2006). Thus, this makes the GT applicable, as the main purpose is to create a product, which fit 

with the participants’ experience within the given field (see section 3.1.1 & 3.2.2). 

3.1.2.2 Hermeneutics  

The other approach is the hermeneutic paradigm, as this thesis seeks to explore the building blocks of 

Indian business culture compared with Danish business culture. It seeks to analyze personal perceptions 

of the communication and management between Indian-Danish collaborations. According to the 

hermeneutic way of viewing the world: culture and people mutually affect each other, thereby a 

dynamic in the interactions is created (Brier, 2006 & Gadamer, 1977). An important concept in 

Gadamer’s (2006) philosophical hermeneutics is horizon fusion, which represents the state where 

understanding and meaning occur (Gadamer 2006). All individuals possess their own horizon of 

understanding, and each time two parties (the Danes and the Indians) interact and manage to 

understand each other, a fusion of their horizons occurs. This makes the hermeneutic view applicable, 

as it allows this change to take place. The next section will discuss the line of reasoning in GT.  

 

3.1.3. Reasoning in Grounded Theory -Inductive, deductive or abductive methods 

Saunders et al. (2009) differentiate between two main research approaches, i.e. induction and 

deduction. Deductive approach is a solid approach to build a theoretical knowledge base as, where 

theory is applied as the first source of knowledge to then deduct hypotheses, which is based on the 

empirical study. When proceeding according to an inductive approach, which is the exact opposite, the 

empirical research is firstly conducted in order to examine the reality before the theoretical conclusions 

are drawn. In short, induction starts from theory-free facts while deduction starts from fact-free theory 

(Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2009).  
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In Glaser and Strauss’ collective work they proposed GT to be inductive research method, which 

indicates to be a theory-free research. However, applying GT does not mean a literature review cannot 

be conducted before starting the research (Myers, 2009), as Glaser (1992) clarifies later on that the 

researcher should utilize the literature as well. Lee (1999) further, argued that it happens rarely that a 

researcher gathers the data without having some ‘kind of category in mind’ (Lee, 1999). Therefore, the 

traditional choice between inductive and deductive forms of reasoning seems inappropriate; hence the 

abductive method is being developed (Bryant & Charmaz, 2007). Abduction is a mixture of the 

inductive and the deductive reasoning, where it is possible to go back and forth between the theory and 

the empirical data. Therefore, the abductive approach is applied, since it is also applicable to the 

hermeneutic view (See section 3.1.2.2.), as the abductive approach makes it possible to continuously 

achieve a new pre-understanding (Gadamer 2006).  

3.2. Method as Practiced Methodology  

The above section explained the methodology (the creed) and now this thesis proceeds towards the 

methods (the deed) being applied in this thesis. The following will present how the empirical data have 

been collected.  

3.2.1. Data collection 

GT is an iterative process where data collection and data analysis take place simultaneously; the data 

collection for this thesis was conducted through several stages. Firstly, the initial data was collected 

through the raw data from a seminar held in Delhi in 2015 and then in Copenhagen in 2016, which both 

were both organized by Copenhagen Business School and The Danish Embassy in Delhi. Additionally, 

four individual interviews have also been conducted, with experts who have been working within the 

Indo-Danish markets for couple of years. The first interview is with an expert within the field of 

Danish-Indian export markets. The second one is conducted with an Indian/Danish manger operating in 

India. The third one is a cross-cultural trainer, who trains both Indian and Danish business partners for 

a better corporation. And the last one is also a Danish manager operating in India (the interview is 

explained in a detailed manner in section 3.2.1.2). Due to personal requests from the Danish 

interviewers, the interviews will be anonymous, in order not to harm their companies’ image and 

competitive advantage. The respondents’ value to this thesis does not lie in their identity, but in their 
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function as representatives of their national cultures and in the fact that they have had cross-cultural 

experiences (Silverman, 1999). 

3.2.1.1. The Seminars: Delhi 2015 & Copenhagen 2016 

The Danish Embassy in Delhi and Copenhagen Business School have together developed an executive 

program in order to shed light on cross-cultural differences. The program is designed in a three 

modular seminar: The first one was held in Delhi back in 2015 for the Indian employees working under 

Danish companies. The second seminar was held in Copenhagen in early 2016 for the Danes working 

with Indian employees. The third module will be held in the near future, which will be an integration 

with both the Indians and Danes together.  

The First Modular à  3-day course in Delhi: The first seminar was held in Delhi 2015, which was 

designed to help Danish companies, which were already established in India. The program was only for 

Indian employees of Danish companies at middle management level in India. The main learning 

objective for the three days workshop was firstly to learn about the management practices and the 

leadership styles in Denmark. Secondly, it was to explore a better cultural understanding between the 

two cultures.  

During the first seminar, seven Danish companies participated: Delta Water Pure Ltd. India, FlSmidth 

India, URC construction Private Limited Company, The Saxo Bank India, Ramboll Group India, 

Grundfos, LM Wind Power (Bangalore). This seminar was enriched with a lot of information; 

therefore, in order to make sure I got every bit of information the seminar was transcripted.  

The Second modularà  1-day full course at Copenhagen Business School: The seminar was 

designed to help Danish companies already established in India or working with Indian partners or 

those considering doing business in India in building organizational capacity in Denmark to deal 

correctly and effectively with Indian Management and business challenges – hereunder by becoming 

more aware of opportunities, confusions, values and reflections necessary for working with Indian 

managers, partners, distributors and legal experts. The main learning objectives of this full one-day 

workshop were 1) to understand the differences between management practices in India and Denmark 

2) to grasp the Indian leadership style, 3) to understand how to mix and match management thinking to 
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identify what management practices are most compatible with Indian professionals’ attitudes towards 

work and business and 4) to learn to bridge the differences between Danish and Indian management 

styles in a correct and efficient manner. 

3.2.1.2. Individual interviews 

As I have chosen to work in an explorative manner, I evaluated that single interviews with experts 

working within the Indo-Danish markets would be needed. The purpose of these interviews was to get 

a deeper knowledge about the cross-cultural barriers in an Indo-Danish perspective and to gain a deeper 

and better understanding from their personal experiences. The individual interviews were conducted 

through FaceTime or Skype. This may be perceived as a controversial way of conducting an interview, 

however this channel is perceived as the best solution due to the long distance. And, these channels are 

now perceived as a common way of communication for the respondents.  

The interview guide was a combination of general themes and pre-formulated questions. I started by 

briefly introducing the subject, the purpose of the interview and then explained the importance of the 

audio recorder. I found it very essential to record what was said, to make sure I got every bit of 

information (Saunders et al. 2009). Subsequently, to establish a good relationship to the interviewees, I 

asked them questions about themselves (Krueger, 1998). Additionally, I asked them very general 

questions about their conceptual understanding of culture and their personal experience with cross-

cultural barriers and how they handled the barriers, to get an deeper understanding (Appendix Q). 

These questions were formulated in an open-ended manner, so that the participants had a chance to 

define, describe and provide me extensive answers and their experience (Saunders et al. 2009). This 

accommodated the qualitative and interpretive nature of this study, as I wanted to assess cross-cultural 

context for innovation in an Indo-Danish perspective. To avoid influencing the respondents with my 

pre-conceived ideas, I avoided asking closed and leading questions.  

After collecting the initial data, they were analyzed by applying the methods of GT, which will be 

explained below. The next section will therefore provide a rigorous explanation of how I have applied 

GT in connection with the data collection and analysis.  
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3.2.2. The Grounded Theory  

As mentioned in section 3.1.1 and 3.2.1, GT is an iterative research method. In order to understand why 

qualitative data is prevalent in GT and how the GT method works, it is essential to look at the roots of 

GT.  

3.2.2.1. The roots of Grounded Theory  

GT came to be known as a research method through Glaser and Strauss’ book, “The Discovery of 

Grounded Theory: Strategies for Qualitative Research” (Charmaz, 2014). This book revolutionized the 

way of thinking about qualitative research, as it acknowledged humans as active agents interacting with 

and influencing each other (Charmaz, 2014). This book also presented systematic strategies of how to 

undertake a qualitative study (Charmaz, 2014). In fact, Glaser and Strauss (1967) shed light on seven 

components (Corbin & Strauss, 2008; Charmaz, 2006). These components are the core of GT today, 

and the this thesis is based on these core elements: 

• Simultaneous involvement in data collection and analysis 

• Constructing analytic codes and categories from data, not from preconceived logically 

deduced hypotheses 

• Using the constant comparison method, which involves making comparisons during each 

stage of the analysis 

• Advancing theory development during each step of data collection and analysis 

• Memo-writing to elaborate categories, specify their properties, define relationships between 

categories, and identify gaps 

• Sampling aimed toward theory construction (theoretical sampling), not for population 

representativeness  

• Conducting the literature review after developing an independent analysis  

(Charmaz, 2014).  

Glaser and Strauss’ (1967) work has been widely criticized for not clearly describing GT’s 

epistemological stance and for having an objective ontology, i.e. seeing the researcher as an objective 

observant (Bryant & Charmaz, 2007: Charmaz, 2014). Based on the mentioned critique point, a new 
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GT stream was born in the 90’s, when Charmaz (2000) and Bryant (2002) moved the GT method 

towards a more constructivist notion. Charmaz suggests that “Constructivist grounded theory adopts 

the inductive, comparative, emergent, and open-ended approach of Glaser and Strauss’s (1967) 

original statement” (2014). Additionally, it is important to point out that Charmaz uses the term 

“constructivist” to “(…) acknowledge subjectivity and the researcher’s involvement in the construction 

and interpretation of data (…)”   (Charmaz, 2014). According to Charmaz (2006), the findings of a 

researcher are based on the researcher’s understanding and interaction with the data, and the researcher 

can therefore not stand outside of the research process. It is this type of assumption that I wish to 

position my thesis up against, as I believe that the researcher cannot entirely detach oneself from what 

is being researched (see section 3.1.1. & 3.2.2).  

The next section will further go in depth with these analytical tools, in order to explain how I have 

applied the seven above-mentioned components of GT.  

3.2.2.2. The GT tools applied in this thesis 

In the following section, the analytical steps of GT will be presented in a chronological order in which 

they are most logically applied. However, it is important that GT analysis is not conducted 

chronologically, as it is “…a continuously growing process – each stage after a time is transformed 

into the next – earlier stages do remain in operation simultaneously throughout the analysis and each 

provides continuous development to its successive stage until the analysis is terminated” (Glaser & 

Strauss, 1967). The methodical building blocks, which will be explored, are:  

1. Analytical strategies – how to grapple with empirical data?  

a. Coding  (section 3.2.2.1.A)  

i. Initial coding  

ii. Focused coding  

b. Memo writing  (3.2.2.1.B) 

c. Categorizing (3.2.2.1.C) 

2. Evaluative strategies – when is enough, enough?   

a. Theoretical sampling  & Saturation (section 3.2.2.1.D) 
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3.2.2.1.A Coding  

The very first process of GT is to code the empirical data. Coding enables the researcher to work 

closely with the data, as it allows the researcher to “(…) define what is happing in the data and begin 

to grapple with what it means” (Charmaz, 2014). Coding is further divided into initial coding and 

focused coding, each of them will be explained below.  

Initial coding: 

The first step within GT is initial coding, which is the foundation of the emerging theory. Charmaz 

(2014) suggests three ways of initial coding: word-by-word, line-by-line or incident-with-incident 

coding. As I had 100 plus pages of interview transcripts, I eliminated word-by-word coding, as it would 

be a lengthy affair, taking the limited amount of time into consideration. For the purpose of this thesis, 

I selected for line-by-line coding, as this approach forced me to stay close to the data, challenged my 

prior knowledge, and thus letting me preserve the interviewees’ views and actions (Charmaz, 2014). 

Additionally, I coded by applying gerunds, i.e. -ing form of the word (see the table below), as I was 

highly interested in spotting the process of symbolic meaning and how it changed among the 

interviewees. Furthermore, it helped to stick close to the data by keeping me close to the interviewee’s 

opinions, actions and perspectives (Charmaz, 2006). As Charmaz suggests that coding line-by-line with 

gerunds is: “(…) a heuristic device to bring the researcher into the data, interact with them, and study 

each fragment of them. This type of coding helps to define implicit meanings and actions, gives 

researchers directions to explore, spurs making comparisons between data, and suggests emergent 

links between processes in the data to pursue and check” (2014). To illustrate, how I have coded line-

by-line with gerunds, an excerpt from interview is presented below:   

 
Transcript  Line-by line coding 

“The Danes expectations to one task are very 
high. But once you have set all the procedure and 
delegated the task the things will actually get 
done. This is very efficient way by engaging 
everyone”  
 
 
 
“So this is one of my expectations to understand 

Expecting that the Indian employees will 
complete the tasks.  
 
Delegating the task between the employees so 
the work can get done. 
 
Engaging everyone into the task  
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human behavior part. And one of the challenges 
as being an Indian it is very difficult to us Indians 
say ”NO”.” 

Expecting to understand the human behavior  
 
Challenging for Indians to say “NO” 

Excerpt from the seminar in Delhi 2015 applying line-by-line coding  

 

To scrutinize the codes, I created through sentence-by-sentence coding, the following questions 

provided by Charmaz (2014) were used:  

• What process(es) are at issue here? How can I define it? 

• How does this process develop? 

• How does the research participant(s) profess to think and feel while involved in this process? What 

might his or her observed behavior indicate?  

• When, why, and how does the process change? 

• What are the consequences of the process? 

Charmaz (2014)  

Additionally, it was at this early stage that I also discovered that there really is a need for cultural 

understanding, as many Danish companies just take culture for granted. It was here I came to see that 

this subject was important to the area of research.  

Focused Coding:  

The second step with the GT is to conduct focused coding. Focused coding requires that I make 

decisions about which of the initial codes makes most analytic sense in terms of categorizing the data 

(Charmaz, 2006).  In practice, I read all of my initial codes and started to compare them for similarities 

and differences. By comparing initial codes to my emergent research question, I eliminated initial 

codes, which I did not consider to add value to my research area. Furthermore, I eliminated irrelevant 

initial codes by comparing them to the research question and discussing whether or not they added 

value to the research (Saunders et al. 2009) 

To see how I went from initial codes to focused codes, see the table below:   

Transcript Line-by- line coding Focused coding 
 

Excerpt from the seminar in Delhi 2015 
“(…) one of the challenges as being an Indian it 

is very difficult to us Indians to say ”NO”.” 
 
 

 
Challenging for Indians to say 
“NO”- Culture is shaping ones 
behavior and way of speaking 

 
 

 
 

Understanding communication behavior 
within different cultures 
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Excerpt from the seminar in Delhi 2015 - one 
to one interview: Mr. Anshul Jain 

“During the interaction with Danish companies 
a need was felt to create a platform for the 

Indian and the Danish managers could bring 
their challenges or issues on the table and 

discuss them and together coming up with a 
solution - maybe create some kind of middle 

path.” 
 
 

Excerpt from the seminar in Delhi 2015 - one 
to one interview 

“I think the only way we can come further in that 
way is to become aware of it (culture), to define 
it and to discuss how we actually can get closer 

to use culture as a resource.” 

 
 

Explaining that a need was 
discovered for cross-cultural 
understanding and come with 

innovative solution. 
 
 
 
 
 

Becoming aware of cultural 
differences and uses culture as a 
resource -Cultural understanding  

 
 

Cross-cultural understanding is essential 
with a collaboration 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Culture being a resource of (a company’s) 
competitive advantage. 

 

3.2.2.1.B Memo 

Memo writing is an interpretation tool used at every stage of the analysis (Charmaz, 2014: Glaser 

1978). It is through memoing that I could analyze and discuss the ideas and dilemmas (ibid.) 

Below, I present an excerpt from one of my memos reflecting upon the focused code “culture being a 

resource.”  

Memo reflecting upon the focused code “Culture being a resource of competitive advantage” 

Every country has its set of values and culture, which shapes an individuals behavior. As collaborating with 

another country culture becomes a distracting feature between the two regions of the world and their 

companies. One good way of tackle the cultural issues is by becoming aware of culture not only the other 

countries’ culture but also ones own. Ones you have established an understanding of what culture is and 

define what culture is, it will essentially make you understand the differences. Hereby, it would just not be a 

black box, which is being an obstacle within the collaboration in this case within Indian and Danish 

companies. But it will become a resource for the companies in the sense of better understanding and bridging 

the differences in order to be companies’ strength. The key is however, that both the parties meet openly and 

discuss about the notion culture. Applying it as a resource driven key, where culture becomes a part of a 

competitive of the companies.  
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Fundamental	  
Differences	  

Hierarchy	  

Business	  Titles	  &	  
Positions	  

Status	  &	  
Power	  

Time	  
Perceptions	   Communication	   Structure	  

Conservative	  
vs.	  Impulsive	  

3.2.2.1.C Categorizing 

Categorizing can be explained to be ‘building blocks’ as it is knitting all the codes of data into a whole 

category. Glaser and Strauss propose that categories should be seen as “Conceptual elements in a 

theory” (1967). 

According to Charmaz “Categories explicate ideas, events or processes in your data (...)” (2006). 

Raising certain codes to categories consequently helps to create a framework for the theory and 

develop the content for it and at the same time reveals gaps in the budding analysis that must be filled. 

In order to apply focused codes as categories, I applied three criteria.  

1. Frequency of code (in same interview as well as among interviews).   

2. Relevance of the code (in terms of research field and research question).   

3. The code’s/subject’s importance to the informant (indicated explicitly as well as implicitly  by 

raising their voice etc.).   

Bearing these criteria in mind, I found one of the main categories within the case study: “Fundamental 

differences”, which consisted of a large number of initial codes such as “cultural differences”, 

“differences in work ethics”, “work differences”  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

However, in line with my constructivist approach, I am aware that the selections of the categories 

might not be objective. Hence, I do not argue that my selections of the categories are the right ones. But 

I do argue that the selections, which are made on the basis of the empirical data, have relevance for the 

interviewee’s everyday life and practices. Taking also the hermeneutics point of view, the main 

Source: Own illustration 
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purpose is to come up with a suitable solution, which makes the collaboration easier within an Indo-

Danish perspective (see section 3.1.2 philosophy of science) 

3.2.2.1.D Theoretical sampling and saturation – have I collected enough data? 

Through theoretical sampling, the researcher does not seek generalizability or representativeness but 

sampling adequacy (Charmaz, 2014). The purpose of this tool is to define emerging categories by 

gathering data that further explicate them (ibid.). It is here the researcher follows hunches, ambiguities 

or gaps that will refine tentative categories making theoretical sampling is purposeful (ibid).  

In this thesis, I conducted four follow-up interviews to explore incomplete categories. Therefore, I 

conducted an interview with a Dane living in India in order to further develop the tentative categories 

“lack of collaboration”, and “cultural values,” among others. Furthermore, I coded these interviews and 

compared these codes with earlier codes from the initial data collection and with the emergent 

categories, writing down memos as I applied this constant comparative method. This led to the fine-

tuning of these incomplete categories, making them more analytically abstract. It is here this thesis 

went from inductive to abductive, as I checked inferences about the above-mentioned categories and 

went back and forth between the data and the literature (see section 3.1.3).  

Within GT, it is argued that theoretical sampling should stop when the researcher’s theoretical 

categories’ properties are saturated (Charmaz, 2014). In other words, theoretical sampling should stop 

when no new insights about the categories are found. Wiener (2007) states that saturation is a personal 

judgment that may depend on time and money (sited in Charmaz, K. 2014). Therefore, I rather see my 

final categories as suggested by the data I could collect within my time frame.  

3.2.3. Summary of Methodology & Method sections 

In the above sections, I decided to apply a qualitative approach, as I wanted both Indians and Danish 

encounters’ subjective experiences. Therefore, the Grounded Theory was chosen as it suggests that the 

researcher discovers a theory that will emerge directly from the data. Grounded Theory is a process that 

involves data collection and concurrent analysis in a cyclical motion to produce concepts from which a 

theory will evolve, it produces an end result that is embedded in the data from which it has been 
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extricated. Bearing both the purpose and the GT methodology in mind, I have chosen social 

constructivism and hermeneutics as they make it possible to discover how the world is perceived by the 

different cultures and what happens when they meet. These paradigms go hand in hand with the 

abductive method as they both use the theory and the empirical data.  

As mentioned in section 3.2.1. Grounded Theory is an iterative method consisting of various steps or 

analytical strategies. Therefore, in order to make it easier for the reader, I find it appropriate to provide 

a visual overview of the method as a recapitulation to this chapter “method and methodology”. The 

following diagram underneath illustrates the synthesis of the methodology process, which I employ. 

The model should be read from below to upward, and the model is self-illustrated but is inspired by 

Charmaz’s (2006) original model. 
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Writing	  the	  Theory	  &	  
Conceptual	  mapping	  

Research	  area:	  
Culture	  and	  
Innovation	  

Data	  collection:	  
Interviews	  &	  
Transcript	  

Initial	  coding	  &	  
Memo	  Writing	  	  

Focused	  
Coding	  

Theoretical	  Sampling	  &	  
Saturation	  

Formalized	  
Research	  
Question	  

Follow-‐up	  Interviews	  
&	  Transcript	  	  

Coding	  &	  Memo	  
	  
	  

Categories	  

Source: Own illustration 
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4. Case study  

The purpose of this chapter is to present the empirical data I have collected trough the interviews. The 

case study is comprises of three categories, which consist of a series of codes and sub-codes. To enable 

the reader to trace the analytical steps back to raw data, I have included detailed figures of the 

categories with their codes and quotes collected from the empirical data.   

This chapter begins with a concise introduction of the Indian market. Secondly, it will present one of 

the main categories entitled Fundamental Differences, which outlines how the Indians and Danes 

perceive each other as being fundamentally different in a number of ways. Thirdly, it will analyze how 

the fundamental differences affect the collaboration between the Danes and the Indians under the 

category Lack of collaboration. Finally, this thesis turns to address a category entitled Cultural 

Convergence. This category focuses on the strategies for Indians and Danes to overcome the 

challenges that arise as a result of the fundamental differences. 

4.1.The Indian market: a lucrative market  

India is one of the oldest civilizations and the second most populous nation in the world, with more 

than 1.2 billion people. As one of the Danish respondents stated, “India is a country with great 

potential”(Appendix L). It has had a substantial growth past couple of years and is expected to continue 

grow (Appendix L). India's economy is heading towards impressive growth rates and the Indian middle 

class is already larger than the entire European middle class. This makes the country even more 

attractive, as the population is highly educated, and their values are quite similar to the Danish values. 

As one of the Danish respondents explains, “they also drink caffe latte in India” (Appendix L). 

As India is still considered a developing country, it is facing some significant challenges such as 

overpopulation, environmental degradation, extensive poverty, and widespread corruption, which 

remain to be solved. In early 2014, the Indian Prime Minister Modi launched two initiatives: The first 

initiative Make-India, which aims to focus on job creation (Appendix L). As the Danish respondent 

elaborated that this initiative aims to minimize the impact on the environment, and hereby hopes to 

attract capital and technological investment in India “this is quite very successfully implemented” 

(Appendix L). The second one, Swachh Bharat Abhiyan, which can be directly translated to: ’A cleaner 
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India’. Recently in 2016, Modi made the most aggressive initiatives within Indian history by 

announcing demonetization of 500 and 1000 rupee notes, making these notes invalid, in order to fight 

corruption (Appendix L). However, India is working very hard to improve these above-mentioned 

challenges. As one of the Danish respondents stated: “…the advantages weigh more than the 

disadvantages therefore many of the companies from the Western worlds are operating in India” 

(Appendix L).  

Expectations are that India will still have a substantial growth in the future and is considered to be the 

next China in terms of economic growth (Appendix K). As one of the Danish respondents stated: “Too 

much is happening in India, which is therefore India is more attractive than other BRIC-countries” 

(Appendix L). A substantially larger portion of Indians speaks English fluently, compared to the 

Chinese market, which should make it easier to collaborate with the Indians.  

To sum up, India is currently a lucrative market with great promise for growth, therefore many 

companies from the Western world, including Denmark want to collaborate with India in order to 

benefit from the highly educated workforce and the low production costs that the country has to offer.  

The following section now proceeds to explore some of the fundamental differences between Danes 

and Indians, based on the qualitative research. It is important to note that India is a very large country 

with many states that have their own legislation, language and culture as well. It can be easy to 

generalize and think that all Indians are the same, but it should be kept in mind that India is a huge 

country with many internal differences. As one of the Danish respondents, who work in India, explains: 

“India is a very big country, with many people. So, if you go to South India you will find the business 

culture being more similar to the Danish one compared to North India. And taking Mumbai for 

instance it very westernized” (Appendix N). 

4.2. Category: Fundamental Differences 

This category addresses the issues of idiosyncrasies pertaining to the individual Indians and Danes and 

the following ways of managing work. The category of “Fundamental Differences” is defined from a 

series of codes (See figure below).  
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Fundamental	  
Differences	  

Hierarchy	   Time	  
Perceptions	   Communication	   Structure	  

Conservative	  vs.	  
Impulsive	  

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

4.2.1. The Code: Hierarchy 

It was found in empirical data that business titles and status having significantly larger role in India 

compared to Denmark.  

Age, gender and nationality are some of the social factors, which Indians use to classify their 

counterparts. In addition, higher salary levels and advanced age also indicate that an individual will 

demand more respect in the Indian workplace (Appendix M). As noted by a Danish interviewee: “the 

higher the title you have the better respect you receive” (Appendix K). Another, Danish interviewee 

experienced “…maybe because I am white” (Appendix K). However, this opinion may be varying. As 

the Danish manager encountered in India (Appendix K): ”… gender, age, nationality and seniority 

mean something for some Indian, whereas for others it might not play a huge role”2. This inconsistency 

in the opinions may be due to the fact that India is still a developing business culture, as the Danish 

respondent answered: “India is such a huge country”3 (Appendix K).  

Indians experienced that their Danish colleagues were a very informal: “Danes are always on a first 

name basis with people even if the person is their boss” (Appendix O). This is in accordance with what 

one of the Danish respondents also experienced: “I was pulled aside by my Indian colleague and told 

that I was being disrespectful by referring to the owners by their first name. And further explained me 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 Alligevel kan det dog diskuteres, altså Indien er jo et kæmpe land. Hvor faktorer så som, køn, alder, og nationalitet have en betydning 
for nogle indere, hvorimod for andre har det ikke en stor betydning	  
3 Indien er jo et kæmpe land 

Visual illustration of the theoretical category: “Fundamental Differences.” Visual illustration of the category: “Fundamental Differences” 
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that I should refer to them as Mr. or Sir” (Appendix N). On the other hand, Danish managers hate 

being called sir as one of the Danish managers explains:“ I hate being in India when they say sir to me. 

So I have asked them [the Indian employees] to just call by my first name” (Appendix K). This incident 

shows that titles do not have any importance in Danish business culture. I further asked the respondent 

if his Indian employees did call him by his first name, to which he responded: “They did listen to what 

I said BUT they still treat me as a sir” (Appendix K) This exemplifies even though the Indians do not 

explicitly say “sir” or “ma’am” the hierarchical distinction is evident within their interaction, as it is 

deeply imbedded within their social practice. However, these examples clearly explain the Danish 

organizations to be less formal and less hierarchical than the Indians ones. As a Danish manager from 

company A observed that: “It was really boundary- breaking for an Indian director to e.g. go down 

and talk to one of the lowest [ranking employees]4” (Appendix K), since the lower ranking employee 

should approach him instead. Appositely the same respondent also experienced that some of his 

employees was “… physically straining to answer me”5, especially the lover ranking one (Appendix K).  

The Danish respondents there are relation between title and status: “having a fancy title is important, 

as it indicates that the person is earning more money and possesses more power” (Appendix M). The 

Danish respondent also stated having difficulties in understanding the titles, as in India their were titles 

which simply did not exist in Denmark: “Indians do have titles for everything [Laugh]6” (Appendix 

K).  

4.2.2. Code: Time perceptions 

One of the other main differences found in the empirical data was regarding different view on 

punctuality. As the Danish respondents noted that: “Indians are often late” (Appendix G & M). A 

Danish respondent exemplified: “It may be normal that in a business meeting where the director or a 

person who is higher up in the company is not showing up just to show that he is important”7 

(Appendix E). This shows that the hierarchical system in Indian companies and the power of 

individuals are mutually reinforced, as ‘being late’ almost does not exist in India (Appendix G). For 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 Jeg oplevede at det var virkelig grænseoverskridende for de indiske direktører at for eksempel at gå ned og tale med en med 
medarbejdere eller tjenestefolk 
5 fysisk belastende for dem at svare mig 
6 Indere har titler for alt (grin)	  
7 “Det kan meget normalt være muligt at chefen ikke møder op til mødet bare for at vise at han er vigtigt”	  
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Danes operating in India this might seem to be inefficiency and unprofessional to be not arriving on 

time: “If the meetings start at 3 o’clock, they could show up at 3.30, 3.45 or even at 4 o’clock” 

(Appendix M). The biggest challenge for the Danes is to comprehend the notion of the term “in no 

time”, which results in wrong expectations on both sides.  

Conversely, for Indians it is always amazing that trains and busses always run on time and that a 

Danish workday starts and ends exactly on schedule (Appendix M). An Indian had the same 

experience: “We [the Indians] started getting closer to the scheduled time now, obviously the first time 

we might have been an hour late but now we are learning to only be a couple of minutes late only” 

(Appendix O).  

4.2.2.1. Sub-code: The way of conducting business   

Indians and Danes have different approaches to handling a certain task or just work in general. This 

came to be noticed within the data where one of the Danish respondents stated: “It is very normal that 

Indian will do 10 different things at the same time”(Appendix N), whereas Danes prefer to do one thing 

at a time. An Indian respondent observed that: “The Indian side of the table could have twenty things 

going on, a couple talking across the table, someone’s telephone ringing, and the will receive the call. 

On the Danish side, one person talks. If the telephone rang they would only focus on the meeting itself” 

(Appendix O). Consequently, many Danes find it disrespectful to be otherwise engaged while in a 

meeting, and several remarked, “Indians will happily answer their phones during meetings. I think the 

turn of your mobile while in meeting doesn’t exist India” (Appendix N).  It seems to upset Danes when 

they do not have the full attention of their counterparts. One of the Danish respondents suggested that 

answering the phone during a meeting could also serve as a demonstration of power: “…that you are a 

busy man” (Appendix K). 

4.2.3. The Code: Communicational misunderstandings  

The last issue found through the interviews, which both the Danes and the Indians encounter, is related 

to communication. Confusion caused by differences in understanding the meaning of hierarchical 

structures then leads to other problems. One such problem found within the interviews is related to 

communication misunderstandings, which may also hinder the collaboration. 
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4.2.3.1. Sub-code: Communication skills & Direct Communication 

The majority of Indian citizens understand and speak English fluently, makes India a more attractive 

country to enter. According to experts, this fact can be seen as one of India’s strengths compared with 

the Chinese market (Appendix L) as explained: “English is what holds India together” (Appendix L). 

Before the Indian Danish collaboration, all the communication is usually only in Danish, whereas after 

the acquisition the Danish companies face some issues related to cultural differences. Firstly, one 

barrier one of the Danish managers encountered is the fact that the Indian managers and employees 

have good language skills in English compared to some of the Danish employees, and therefore some 

misunderstandings occur (Appendix K). One good example of cultural misunderstanding, which the 

Danish respondents encountered, is the meaning of “must” and “should”. In Denmark “must” is 

considered to be the more direct and stronger word, whereas in India they consider “should” to be more 

direct and strong (Appendix K). This further shows that Indians tend to prefer implicit communication, 

as they often communicate through underlying messages. One of the Indian respondents explained the 

magic of implicit communication “us Indians we can convey a message, without saying a single word. 

But just with a nod of the head and by one’s eyes the receiver will convey the message” (Appendix O). 

He further, commented upon the Danish communication style which he explains to be “very open” and 

“very direct” (Appendix O). The same respondent also provided his own explanation upon why 

Indians are not direct in their communication style:“ [...] normally, we Indians never approach 

anybody with a straight or direct question. We always beat around the bush…” (Appendix O). This 

indicates that the reason why Indians seem to be offended by the directness of the Danes derives from 

not being direct in confrontations themselves. A Danish respondent noted: his has further been 

acknowledged by the Danes who also noted: “direct communication does not exist in India” (Appendix 

K) or “…They [the Indians] would rather talk about 1-2-3-4 and the fifth question will give you the 

right answer” (Appendix N).  

An Indian respondent explained how he found criticism from the Danes to be too harsh “the criticism 

came directly that it was very offended to speak with them [the Danes] again” (Appendix O).  To give 

criticism is very different from the Indian perspective as the same Indian explained “we Indians will 

first praise the persons past tasks give him/her the well done and thereafter say that the tasks he had 

done is not the same quality as his past”. This again corresponds to what the Danish respondents states 
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that “Indians do not know how to give bad news” (Appendix M). However, the interesting part was that 

after the collaboration developed the same Indians do understand that the Danish style of management. 

As the same Indian explained: “I actually found out that when we did something well the praise also 

came directly to you” (Appendix O).    

One Danish respondent had a different notion as he experienced communication in India to be direct. 

Apparently, this respondent disagrees with the general opinion among Danes that Indians being indirect 

in their communication. The same Danish respondents further noted and explained, “the interaction at 

the street level is extremely direct. The Indians would not be shamed of bargain with the fruit vendor 

and speak direct to him” (Appendix N). One of the Indian respondent did further agree upon the 

statement of Indian being direct within their communication style “in business life in India is so busy 

and too much is happening so it is much easier to say things how they are” (Appendix O).  Both of the 

quotes illustrate that due to the fact that India is a country, it is very difficult to make general 

assumptions. This example further exemplifies that India is a developing country and the business 

perspective is more or less becoming the same as the Western countries. As one of the Danish 

counterparts explained “they do also drink caffe latte in India” (Appendix L).   

In spite of the divergence of Indians, all respondents seem to agree that Danes are rather direct in their 

style of communication. One of the Danish respondents further agrees upon that the Danes are being 

direct within their communication style. As he explained “you need to be direct when you’re 

communicating with them [the Indians]. You nearly feel that you are making fun of it but no it is 

necessary (Appendix K). This implies that the Danish respondent found it a necessity to be particularly 

direct with the Indians, and that he experienced it as unpleasant to act in this manner.  

4.2.4. The Code: Structure  

Different views on structure are often to be expected when cultures meet. The first point is structure, 

where the Indian and the Danish cultures differ: “the Danes are very task-oriented, and very 

systematic” (Appendix O) and another Indian respondent mentioned: “their meetings are very much 

structured from a to z, and you can go down the list till you reach z, which means the meeting is over” 

(Appendix O).  The Danish respondent further elaborated upon the Indians’ style, “(…) there is no 
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agenda. They just sit down and talk, and somebody figures you have run out of time, and you can move 

away, mostly they will still continue…For us Danes you can be scratching your head „what did we 

really got out of this? ‟ (Appendix N). According to this Indian respondent, Danes seem to have a 

tendency to be very organized and structured, while Indians are far more relaxed in their approach to 

schedules and agendas. This indicates that though being in a different culture, Danes often act within 

the frames of their own culture and Indians follows their own.  

4.2.4.1. Sub-code: Conservative vs. Impulsive 

On the other hand, within the interviews I found many incidents where Danes perceived to be more 

conservative in the eyes of the Indians. The Danes are being very structured and use much time to 

analyze, strategize, and consult with different levels of the organization to plan ahead before taking an 

initiative. As one of the respondents who lives in India explains: “Danes need to plan every thing, this 

is simply not possible when you are in India” (Appendix N). Most of the Indians further agree that 

Danes do a lot of meetings, which is very time consuming: “Danes are always busy with meetings and 

meetings, without doing the actual work” (Appendix O). Indians on the other hand, will engage in a 

project without long-term planning and forehand analysis of the risks involved. As one of the Danish 

respondents explained: " In India, if the boss wants to have an urgent meeting out of schedule then he 

will expect his employees to be there and they actually would show up! This I have not seen back home 

in Denmark” (Appendix M).  This is related to hierarchy as the superior  holds the power and has the 

legitimacy to control their employees.  

The main problem here is that India is such a huge country where everything simply just takes time as 

the respondent explains “there are a lot of procedures in India and sometimes something important 

may come which you need to deal with first and so on” (Appendix N). One can simply not plan 

everything as you can in Denmark. One of the respondents who lives in India further explains, 

“Denmark is such a small country you can plan everything and guess how your day is going to be 

tomorrow, as you have a fixed structure. But in India everything is happing in a very different manner” 

(Appendix N). In other words, India is very different country than Denmark; therefore the Danes need 

to “look beyond their own nose” (Appendix N).  
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4.2.4.2. Sub-code: Business vs. Relationship  

Another very common difference found from the interviews is the way of conducting business. Danes 

noted that for the Indians it is more valuable to maintain a long lasting relationship. One of the Danish 

interviewees noted: “Indians are very social and not afraid to invite people home. […] it strengthens 

the relationships” (Appendix K).  This is only one of several examples of statements made about the 

importance of relationships in Indian business. Danes on the other hand, are totally different: “I do not 

want to include colleges in my personal life” (Appendix K). As one of the Indian further noted: “for 

the Danes it is only about to do business” (Appendix O).  

 

One of the Indian respondents narrated the experience she had with her Danish counterparts, who 

invited her team and herself for lunch. She explained that the question came so direct that her team and 

her self were choked and did not know where it all came from, as they were actually discussing some 

important strategies. And suddenly the Danish counterpart asked about going out for the lunch as she 

stated: “it was truly a positive gesture but the question came so directly, it very of the context [uhhh], 

which made me my team to be very uneasy as we were looking at each other in order to confirm if they 

understood the same thing. Hereby also confirming if they are going to say ‘yes’ or ‘no’” (Appendix 

O).  These examples show that for Danes, it is not important to establish a personal relationship with 

the important counterparts.  

4.2.5. Partial Conclusion - Fundamental Differences 

Through the data, I have been able to identify four categories that each represents a subject through 

which both the Indians and Danes experience a sense of perceived fundamental differences from ’the 

others’. As mentioned these are: hierarchy, time perceptions, communication, and structure. It is 

important to note that this is not an exhaustive list of categories within collaboration. There are 

potentially other codes that could be found, but as the main goal is not to provide a complete mapping 

of differences between Indians and Danes. The goal is however; to exemplify that such perceived 

differences exist within the data. By doing this, I will be able to investigate how such differences affect 

the collaboration.  
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4.3. Category: Lack of Collaboration  

This section will now proceed towards the next category named ”Lack of collaboration”, which deals 

with the mindset of the Indians and the Danes. The collaboration appears to act from two separate 

logics due to the “fundamental differences” between the Indians and the Danes (in section 4.2). 

 
 
 

4.3.1. Code: Obstacles for Collaboration  

Within the interviews, there are found clear incidents, which explain how hierarchy and 

communication are hindering the collaboration, as they are the main causes. 

4.3.1.1. Sub-code: Leadership and management style 

Danes have faced problems regarding differences in leadership and management styles. The Indian 

society is hierarchically structured, whereas the Danish manager will tend to apply the consensus way 

of leading, which can lead to misunderstandings when managing Indian workers. The idea of consensus 

culture is to include everyone in the decision-making process as one of the Danish respondents noted: 

“involving everyone within the decision making process may enhance innovative ideas or solutions” 

(Appendix M). This leads to misconception as the Indians get confused by who is going to make 

decisions: “it gets very confusing when you need something and do not know who to contact” 

(Appendix P).   

 
On the other hand, the Indians prefer a more authoritarian manager, as there is a strong belief among 

Indian workers that it should be the manager, who makes the decisions, because that’s the reason why, 

her or she is getting paid to be a leader. One of the Danish respondents explained: “Indians don’t have 
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the ability to tell you that the circle is a circle, they need their manager to tell you that” (see section 

4.2.1.).  

Moreover, there are different strategies for dealing with the issue of positive reinforcement in the 

workplace. In the Indian context verbal confirmations and compliments are seen as a natural and 

immediate response to a job well done, at the time that a task is completed (Appendix K). If the 

expected verbal praise upon completion of a task is not forthcoming from a Danish manger to an Indian 

employee, the Indian employee may automatically assume that the Danish manager is not satisfied with 

the quality of the work. Danish managers on the other hand, coming from a cultural environment where 

positive reinforcement is not seen as a necessary component of workplace strategy, might not even be 

aware that this is a problem (Appendix J). 

4.3.1.2. Sub-code: Task 

Another cross-cultural issue having an impact upon the collaboration is the fact that the Indian 

employees are more used to getting detailed instructions from their leaders on how they should perform 

a certain task. If there is any information missing, or if the task description is a little unclear, then the 

employees might not feel confident enough to complete the task. The Indian employees are not used to 

”thinking-out-of-the-box” (Appendix M). Based on the results of the interview, Indians arguably prefer 

detailed description of their tasks, compared to the Danes who are more innovative in managing tasks 

(Appendix E). As one of the Danish managers explained: “I feel that I have to spend a lot of energy to 

explain everything from A to Z” (Appendix M). These kinds of cultural differences can potentially 

create some frustrations between two cultures, since Indian employees feel that Danish managers are 

not competent enough to explain the tasks. While the Danes feel that the Indian employees are not 

dedicated to completing the tasks.  

Another task related issue, which hinders the collaboration, is communication. As one of the other 

Danish respondents noted: “…we Danes prefer to be honest and keep our promises, and at the same 

time, not promise anything we cannot keep. But the Indians over-promise and under-deliver”(Appendix 

M). This quote indicates that the Danish style of communication tends to be concise, while the Indian 

style can be more exorbitant (see 4.2.3.). On the other hand, one of the Danish respondents explained: 
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“Indians are actually very hard working, like us (…) you need to tell them the importance of the task. 

Than they will do everything to just complete the task…” (Appendix K). 

4.3.1.4. Sub-code: Being a ‘Yes’ man    

Understanding the meaning of ‘yes’ is thus another cross-cultural issue impacting upon the 

collaboration. A “yes”-answer is seen by Indians as an effort to model cooperative behaviour and to 

avoid disharmony or lose face, compared to Danes, where yes simply means yes (Appendix J). As one 

of the Danish respondents stated: “There are several degrees of yes in India” (Appendix J). This has 

caused many management problems within the companies. One element that can cause tension 

experienced by Danes is related to tasks performance - if the Indian worker does not understand the 

task, he/she will likely never question his superior, in order to avoid the risk of losing face even if he 

knows he will not be able to perform the task within the given deadline (Appendix M). As one of the 

Danish respondents stated: “This is very challenging in order to manage the process, because you have 

some employees who sometimes says yes, even though they mean no” (Appendix K).  

This contrasts with one Indian respondent who felt who felt very differently on this matter: “The 

moment you communicate no, everyone will stare at you as something really bad happened” 

(Appendix O). As the same respondent experienced that every time the Indians in his company 

disagreed upon something, their Danish managers would be angry. He further explained: “It is like if 

they [The Danish workers] do not have the competencies than they will say no. But in our blood in 

India we [The Indian employees] will say okay we will try” (Appendix O). This example again shows 

the indirectness of the Indians and their willingness to try, even if they know they know they cannot 

fulfill the task. As a Danish respondent further explained “the Indian way of saying ‘no’ is actually by 

saying ‘I will try’ (Appendix L).      

The other issue, which hinders the collaboration, is related to communication. Indians tend to be less 

comfortable with working with others who act and behave differently, and will may thus act resort to 

acting detached, which is a sort of defense mechanism. As one of the Danish respondents explained: 

“When reproving a person [an Indian] it’s almost like we’re speaking two different languages” 

(Appendix K). This shows the different ingrained ways of approaching a conflict situation; the two 
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parties’ points of departure are very different. Other Danish respondents experienced the following: “It 

was almost like he refused to accept the problem even though it is too obvious and everyone can see it 

(Appendix J). These statements both show the Danes’ tendency to be more direct in their 

communication (see section 4.2.3), and indicate the Indians being reluctant to accept in order main their 

image and face. This example also shows the importance of face among Indian business people: “our 

honour means everything to us” (Appendix O). A Danish respondent further observed: “for them [the 

Indians] face is everything, they would rather stop talking to you or walk away without a deal over 

loosing their face” (Appendix M).  These examples show that different strategies, which are 

encountered for solving workplace problems, are very different within the context of Indian and Danish 

business cultures. Whereas Danes will probably confront a problem head-on, within the Indian context, 

avoiding confrontation is seen as an important problem-solving skill, which lessens the threat of losing 

face (Appendix J).  

4.3.1.5. Sub-code: The positive and negative sides of ‘Hierarchy’  

The hierarchy seems to be perceived by the Danes as one of the issues limiting the Indians and their 

employees’ ability to act and engage in creative work and idea generation. The various levels of the 

hierarchy also result in plans and ideas being potentially overruled by higher levels of the hierarchy. 

This is unusual to the Danes who are used to being free and individual in their work and not restricted 

by bosses or employees higher in the hierarchy.  

On the other hand, it is important to notice that the top management can also play a facilitating role in 

collaboration. In other words, the hierarchy is not necessarily just a limiting factor. As the person who 

is on the top of hierarchy has the final word and therefore every employee would listen to him, even if 

the employees are not satisfied they seem to listen anyways: “if the boss want and takes the action is 

the best thing, as things will be done even if the employees would not agree” (Appendix K). This 

example shows the power the boss or a leader has over his employees, as the employees would not 

confront him if they disagreed. As one of the Danish interviewees explained: “Here I wouldn’t do it, 

it’s very humiliating for them [the Indians](…) he doesn’t want to lose face in front of his boss” 

(Appendix M).  This again shows that due to the hierarchical distinction the Indians feels 

uncomfortable with answering questions in the negative, which is an indicative of a need to avoid open 
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disagreement. In contrast, to the Danes who are more likely to state their opinion freely, even if they 

believe it will contradict the opinion of a fellow employee or a person higher-up in the hierarchy.  

4.3.2. Code: Working from one arm’s length 

Within the empirical data, there are clear examples of an  ‘us and them’ mindset, made explicit in the 

statements of both the Indians and the Danes relating to a broad array of issues from the ways of 

organizing business, to work formalization etc. even though they are working under the same 

organization. The ‘us and them’ distinction seems to be affecting the collaboration. Both the Indians 

and the Danes perceive themselves as fundamentally different from ‘the others’ and they try to act, 

react and engage with each other with preconceptions of how ‘the other’ part will act. Instead of 

embracing the collaboration by opening up to ”the others”, the outcome is of ‘limited success’, as the 

expert from the Indian market explained. He further explained that ‘limited success’ is to be understood 

in two ways: firstly the collaboration might have some degree of value creation in since it does not 

meet the expectations of the Danes it becomes a “one-off collaboration, where the Indians do things at 

their way and the Danes doing things at their way” (Appendix L) and therefore the value creation of 

the collaboration would be more or less lost. Secondly, the collaboration might result in no value 

creation at all. In these incidents, the collaboration is carried out ‘for the sake of it’ and the goal 

becomes ‘surviving the process’ rather than securing a feasible outcome (appendix L). Collaboration 

with limited success results in disappointments that might have the effect that Danes become reluctant 

to engage in collaboration with the Indians again, as the expert puts it “one bad experience may ruin 

the pie for all the others” (Appendix L).    

In the data, I found incidents and statements about collaboration situations where the two parts have not 

been collaborating efficiently due to an ‘us and them’ mindset. One of the Indians feel that the Danes 

have come in into their country, into their company and want to rule over them: “The Danes are just 

coming to our country and makes us work under their rules and regulation” (Appendix P). The Indians 

seem to feel that their work environment is negatively affected by Danish takeover, as the Danes are 

now ruling the company. One of the Danish respondents also explained: “I think this detachment is 

related to the former British colony, since for some Indians they are certainly more frightened that it 

will happen again” (Appendix J).    
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One of the other reasons for the detachment is due to language. A Danish respondent living in India 

noted: "The biggest one has to be the people speaking their own local language. That goes both for the 

Danes and well as the Indians they both do it unintentionally. This creates frustrations, as people can't 

understand that language, which is spoken in front of them. (Appendix M). This quotation illustrates 

that unintentionally both the Danes and the Indians tend to speak their own respective language with 

their own people. Therefore, to enhance the cross-cultural collaboration, it is essential to be aware of 

speaking one common language, and in this case English. This goes both for the Danes and the Indians; 

both need to respect each other and therefore speak a language, which everyone comprehends. In order 

to eliminate the differences, the same Danish respondent explained that in her company, the HR 

department came together and made a legal rule within their company to only speak English. "The HR 

representative made a legal rule within our company to speak in English only. And if anybody speaks 

their own language we will help each other to remember to speak English” (Appendix M).  This could 

facilitate the collaboration as speaking the same language may enhance the feeling of being part of the 

in-group, both for the Danes but also for the Indians. An Indian counterpart added: “People speaking 

the same language can create a feeling of being a part of the company - as it is not our company, it is 

theirs’” (Appendix P). This example further adds that speaking the same language creates an 

atmosphere of belonging and hereby helps to eliminate the distinction between ‘us and them’.  

4.3.3. Partial Conclusion - Lack of Collaboration 

In this section, I have been able to identify three categories, each describing how the fundamental 

differences are affecting the collaboration and the innovation process. Furthermore, I have observed 

that collaboration will sometimes be based on little actual collaboration. In order to embrace the 

collaboration it is important to both the Danes and the Indians are working together, and therefore the 

value creation will be ensured.  

4.4. Category: Cultural Convergence 

In the following section, I will elaborate on different strategies, which Danes and Indians employ to 

overcome their Fundamental Differences (see theoretical concept one) and Lack of Collaboration (see 

theoretical concept two). This section will focus on three categories, or rather strategies, which the 

informants employ when collaborating.  
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4.4.1 Code: Ensuring understanding  

Ensuring understanding is the concept of establishing a basis for communication between the Danes 

and the Indians and making sure that they become able to communicate and collaborate. In order to 

facilitate the collaboration cultural training can be a possible solution. In the empirical data I found 

many incidents where both the Danish and the Indian respondents expressed the need of cultural 

training before the collaboration. One of the Indian respondents gave his point of view on training: “We 

had issues in terms of understanding the Danes because of cultural differences, I wished this program 

was there 6 years back (laugh)” and “This kind of a program really sensitizes both sides to have a 

better understanding, because ultimately I think both sides are looking for the same goal” (Appendix 

P).  

As explained in section 4.3.2 language differences may create some frustrations between the Danes and 

the Indians. This is also one of the main aspects in order to ensure understanding, and hereby create a 

feeling of belonging and mutual respect. As one of the Indian respondents noted: “We seek sameness 

with the same people and here language is one of the main elements, which unites us. Therefore we 

normally hang out with the same type” (Appendix O).  Therefore, establishing one common language 

may enhance sense of unity.  

4.4.2 Code: Establishing Relationship  

Several of the respondents felt that the longer they had been doing business with a foreign partner, the 

more important personal relationship became. As one of the Danish respondents noted: “the longer a 

business relationship is, the better it becomes for your business and the more understanding you will 

have with each other [between the Danish workers and the Indian workers]” (Appendix M).  As 
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another Dane further noted: “Relations are crucial for the business in order to run smoothly” 

(Appendix L), which shows that the Danish business people have recognized and accepted the 

important role relationships play in Indian business (Appendix D). One Danish respondent explained 

that once he experienced some problems related to governmental issues, which was hindering the work 

process. Here, the Dane’s Indian colleague told him not to worry, as his Indian colleague could always 

contact his friend from the government office, who would reassure him and make sure that the 

problems went away. This is a good example of the importance of being a part of the right people’s in-

group (Appendix E). 

Maintaining a good and solid relationship can be fruitful in the future, and may make negotiations 

easier as you become familiar with each other: “gradually meet as you spend time together, the shared 

frame of reference will become familiar” (Appendix L).   This Dane suggested that the Indians and the 

Danes would develop a shared frame of reference as the relationship grows. Thereby the dynamic 

process of interaction causes the cultural self- perceptions and presuppositions within each interacting 

to change.  

4.4.3 Partial Conclusion - Cultural Convergence 

In the third and final theoretical concept, I have observed how the Danes and Indians develop strategies 

for convergence in order to overcome the challenges arising as a consequence of the fundamental 

differences. As we have observed, there are different ways of convergence, different roles that apply to 

such convergence and an explicit need for focusing on a common ground, a shared third culture.  

Conclusively, I have now completed the case study by presenting cultural challenges and strategies for 

cultural convergence. This thesis will now proceed towards the analysis, as the main aim of this paper 

is to find out how to use cross-cultural context for innovation in an Indo-Danish perspective.   
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Chapter 5: Analysis of the Case Study  

Having presented the case study, this thesis will now proceed towards the analysis. The purpose of this 

chapter is to analyze the empirical results of the data, which was described in chapter 4. Thus, this 

chapter aims to give the reader a comprehensive understanding of the empirical data through the 

theoretical explanations.  

5.1. Category: Fundamental Differences 

The first category presented within the case study is fundamental differences, which outlines how the 

Indians and Danes perceive each other as being fundamentally different in a number of ways.  

5.1.1. The Code: Hierarchy 

One of the most central concepts in intercultural research, and thus also within this empirical data, is 

the notion of hierarchy, which both Danes and Indians encounter. India has Power Distance (PDI) as 

the highest Hofstede dimension for the culture, with a score of 77 compared to Denmark with a score 

of 18 (Appendix C). This PDI score for India indicates a high level of inequality of power and wealth 

within the society and organizations. This is in accordance with how the Indians describe their business 

culture to be hierarchically structured: “Danish work culture is very, different, than the Indian work 

culture. The Danish culture is more flat. Like, there is no hierarchic culture” (Appendix O). 

Due to the high power distance, in India the final word must come from a person with the right 

authority, as Indians readily accept authority due to the high power distance as explained above. 

Therefore the higher a person is in the functional hierarchy of the company, the more respect he/she 

will receive. This is accordance to Hofstede’s notions of ascribed status and achieved status (Hofstede, 

2001). As in India status and power is gained due to a person’s characteristics, such as age, gender, 

social connections, education, profession etc. ascribed status, rather than that person’s actual merits and 

qualifications achieved status, which characterizes a low-power distance culture, such as Denmark 

(Hofstede, 2001).  

The power inequality in India also affects the communication, as the Indians do not call their boss or 

manager by their first name, which is in contrast to the Danes who are” …always on a first name basis 
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with people even if the person is their boss” (Appendix O). With reference to the example of a Danish 

respondents who explained how he hates being called sir and asked his fellow Indian employees not to 

call him sir. What is interesting to note is that even though the Danish respondent’s employees did 

listen to him, the hierarchical distinction is still evident within their interaction, which is deeply 

imbedded within their social practice. As the Danish respondent’s employees explained “they still 

treated me as a ‘sir’ (Appendix K). 

Most of the Danish respondents agreed that being Western plays a role in terms of status in Indian 

business. I argue that this can be ascribed to the colonial history of India. Having been controlled and 

governed by white people for so long may lead to a sort of inferiority complex in Indian mentality, as 

suggested by one of the respondents who has several years of both personal and professional 

experience with intercultural communication. White people in India have always demanded respect 

from the Indian people. However, this opinion may be varying. As the Danish manager encountered in 

India: ”… gender, age, nationality and seniority mean something for some Indian, whereas for others it 

might not play a huge role”8 (Appendix K). This inconsistency in the opinions may be due to the fact 

that India is still a developing business culture, as the one of the Danish respondents answered: “India 

is such a huge country”9 (Appendix K). 

5.1.2. Code: Time perceptions 

India is a polychronic (Hall, 1983) culture with a fluid view of time, meaning that they view time as 

unlimited or eternal, and are thus not concerned with wasting time. Thereby, the notion of being late” 

almost does not exist in India, as a few minutes or hours are perceived as “no time”. This is also 

evident within the case study: “Indians are often late” (Appendix M). This is in contrast with 

Denmark, which is classified as a monochronic culture (Hall, 1983), which adheres strictly to schedules 

and agendas. This demands a great deal of patience for Danes operating in India, which is also 

observed within the case study. It is not unusual to be kept waiting and to Indians a few minutes or 

even not show up, since it is related to status (Appendix M). This shows that the hierarchical system in 

Indian companies and the power of individuals are mutually reinforced. 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
8 Alligevel kan det dog diskuteres, altså Indien er jo et kæmpe land. Hvor faktorer så som, køn, alder, og nationalitet have en betydning 
for nogle indere, hvorimod for andre har det ikke en stor betydning	  
9	  Indien er jo et kæmpe land	  
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However, within the case study it is observed that the Indians began to adjust to the monochronic 

culture: “We [the Indians] started getting closer to the scheduled time now, (…) we are learning to 

only be a couple of minutes late only” (Appendix O).  

5.1.3. The Code: Communicational misunderstandings  

India is classified as being a high-context culture (Hall, 1981), thus applying implicit communication 

(see section 4.2.3.), in order to maintain group harmony, which is a collectivistic culture (being 

explained in a detailed manner in section 5.1.4). Therefore, relationship building is important to 

Indians, and when being as familiar with each other as Indians are, fewer words are needed when 

conveying a message. This is seen within the empirical data: “us Indians we can convey a message, 

without saying a single word. But just with a nod of the head and by one’s eyes the receiver will convey 

the message” (Appendix O).  In contrast to Denmark, which is classified as being a low-context culture 

known to “say what they mean and mean what they say” (Gesteland, 1999: Hall, 1981). This is evident 

within the case study, as Indians do not prefer direct communication, in contrast to the Danes (see 

section 4.2.3.). 

As India is a high-context culture and it also scores moderately on Hofstede’s uncertainty avoidance 

index (Appendix C), they are highly interdependent and self-construal; they are more concerned with 

other-face than with self-face. It is a combined result of the high-context, collectivistic culture, where 

the self-image is projected by the in-group and a person’s self-image (Ting-Toomey, 1999). This is also 

evident within the case study where both the Indians and Danes describe the importance of the notion 

face has for the Indians, “our honor means everything to us” (Appendix O). 

With reference to the example of the Indians and Danes communicating criticism in the case study (see 

section 4.2.3), shows that again Danes act within the frame of their own culture without being aware of 

how the Indians are going to perceive it. Indians will usually attempt to avoid conflicts, as it would 

disrupt harmony in the situation and in effect cause loss of face (Ting-Toomey 1999), which is also 

evident within the case study, “When reproving a person [an Indian] it’s almost like we’re speaking 

two different languages…” (Appendix A). However, as the Indian respondent explained (reference to 

the criticism example again, as mentioned in section 4.2.3) that after some time he realized that when 

doing something well the praise also came directly to them. This example shows how the Indian 
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respondents were capable of turning Danes’ directness into a positive trait, as they discover that Danes 

tend to be direct in negative as well as in positive situations.  

5.1.3. The Code: Structure  

India is categorized as a collectivistic culture, ranking considerably lower than Denmark (Appendix C). 

The collectivism of Indian culture is evident in Indians’ extended families and in-groups, which include 

several generations, and the company as well. Business is often conducted with people from the already 

existing network, as India is perceived as a long-term oriented culture, scoring 61 on Hofstede’s long-

term orientation dimension. Therefore, managers typically treat their employees as part of the family 

and attempt to strengthen the relationship with them; loyalty is rewarded rather than competence. There 

is, however, a generational shift happening in Indian business where the younger professionals tend to 

value competence over relationships. Even so, network and relationships are still important criteria for 

doing business in India (Dunung, 1998; Christie et al, 2003).  

Denmark, on the other hand is categorized as an individualistic culture, and is thereby also largely 

different from the Indian culture (Appendix C). Most Danes wish to be unique, different and 

responsible for their own lives. They are very task-oriented, and they enter into a partnership for the 

sake of the business, rather than the relationships (Gesteland, 1999), which is also evident through the 

empirical data, as the Danish respondent explains: “It’s very limited how many of them [Indian 

employees and business partners] I want to include in my personal life” (Appendix L).   

What is particularly interesting about India is that there seems to be coexistence between individual and 

collectivistic characteristics in the Indian mindset, which is being observed within the case study. On 

the one hand, being collectivistic in the way that they are attentive to the needs and wants of their in-

group, they are also considerably individualistic in their behavior, meaning that they are rather 

aggressive and goal-oriented when doing business. This is also what the Danish respondent 

experienced: “In India, if the boss wants to have an urgent meeting out of schedule then he will expect 

his employees to be there and they actually would show up! This I have not seen back home in 

Denmark” (Appendix M). This quote exemplifies two main points: Firstly it shows the hierarchical 

distinction as the boss holds a power in order execute what he wants to. The other part of it shows 

Indians to be very committed to their work, as the Danish stated in the end, that this form of gesture 
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would not be normal in Denmark. There are many similarities within the Danish and the Indian 

working style, which is found through the empirical data. Danes are very hard working, which is also 

the case for the Indians, as they will always go an extra mile to reach the particular goals (Appendix L).  

5.2. Category: Lack of Collaboration 

One of the crucial aspects for lack of collaboration is due to cultural differences within 

communicational misunderstandings between the Danes and the Indians. This is in relation to 

Sriussadaporn’s theory, which states that culture and communication mutually affect each other. How 

people communicate can influence their shared culture and the culture itself can influence how people 

within that particular culture interact. According to Sriussadaporn (2006), problems related to 

intercultural communication in the workplace can have the following origin: mentality and 

accountability, task assignment, time management, language deficiency, and personal/work 

relationships. These issues are in line with what the Danish MNCs encounter in India.  

The first issue tat the Danish MNCs encounter is related to task assignment, which arises due to the 

differences in cultural values and norms of employees. An Indian cannot say "no" even though they do 

not understand the whole task description or cannot hand in the task on the agreed deadline. As the 

Danes explain: “the Indians over-promise and under-deliver” (Appendix M).  This is hereby also 

confirming Sriussadaporn’s (2006) theory regarding the mentality and accountability and task 

assignment issues. As the cultural values and norms might hinder the employee to say anything, afraid 

of losing face due to the high power distance (as explained in section 5.1.3), which is clearly evident 

among the Indian employees.  

The other issue, which is also related to tasks being explained within the case study, is that the Indians 

want exact descriptions of their duties, while Danish managers want to give a lot of freedom for 

creativity in order to think out of the box. As one of the Danish managers explains: “(…) the Indian 

employees are not used to thinking-out-of-the-box” (Appendix M). These kinds of cultural differences 

create some conflicts between two cultures because of a lack of understanding, since Indian employees 

feel that Danish managers are not competent enough to explain the tasks. Meanwhile, the Danes feel 

that the Indian employees are not dedicated to completing the tasks.  
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The next problem, which Danish MNCs face, is related to the language deficiency. Danish managers 

lack English skills, which makes it difficult when explaining to the Indian employees technical aspects 

of their task, and therefore misunderstandings arise. That is in accordance with Sriussadaporn (2006) 

who states that the lack of language skills create different problems. The last issue encountered by the 

Danish MNCs is related to time management, as Indians are a polychronic culture as it is being 

explained in section 5.1.2. in a detailed manner.  

Sriussadaporn’s (2006) theory is related to Silverthorne’s theory on cross-cultural conflict, which 

mentions three different levels of conflicts intrapersonal, intragroup, and intergroup. As discussed 

above (lack of collaboration) the conflict, which occurs between the Danes and the Indians are related 

to the intragroup level (Silverthorne 2005). Intragroup conflicts occur when disagreements arise 

between members of a group or between subgroups within a group (ibid.). The conflict observed within 

the data is related to Vodosek’s three subgroups: relationship conflict, task conflict, and process 

conflict, all of these three are evident within the case study. The task conflict issue was explained in the 

section above. Process conflict is seen in the sense that the Danish MNCs are coming into the Indian 

market, whereas the Indians’ work style has been interrupted, as the Danes are managing within their 

own management style. In the case study, it is being stated that the Indians seem to feel that their work 

environment is negatively affected by Danish takeover, as the Danes are now ruling the company. As 

Miroshnik (2002) states, some problems can arise when managers from one culture interact with 

employees from another due to different views on how managers should manage. Furthermore, 

according to Ayoko and Härtel (2006) the cultural diverse employees prefer different ways of being 

managed. In the empirical data, the Indians want detailed instructions of tasks, while the Danish 

managers prefer to give freedom to employees to make their own decisions (explained in section 

4.3.1.2.). Another issue is that Indian employees are more accustomed to hierarchical management 

style, but Danes are more oriented towards consensus when managing. These different views on 

leadership styles had created misunderstandings between cultures.  

5.3. Cultural Convergence  

As innovation is a conceptual concept, which I am adding within a cross-cultural context, in order to 

explore where innovation can contribute to a better cross-cultural understanding. Therefore, this 
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section suggests innovative ways to improve Indo-Danish collaboration in order to eliminate the 

fundamental differences, which are observed within the case study.  

 

As the Danish MNCs are entering into a diverse market, and in order to eliminate the cultural 

challenges, they need to innovate new processes. Therefore, innovation within this thesis is seen as new 

process creation for better collaboration between an Indo-Danish perspective. This is furthermore, in 

line with both H.G. Barnett (1953) and Samson and Lawson’s (2001) definitions, (as it is described in 

section 2.2.2.), since both of the definitions discuss how innovation is created due to cultural changes.  

Therefore, the main aim of this chapter is to find new ways to utilize cultural differences in order to 

innovate new and better solutions to improve collaboration.  

5.3.1. How to apply innovation within an Indo-Danish context? 

Within the empirical data, it is observed that the Danish MNCs are coming into the Indian market 

without have some kind of knowledge of cultural differences. It was further observed from the 

empirical data that the Danish respondents had carried out a thorough market analysis, but had never 

considered making a cultural analysis, because they had not anticipated the importance of the cultural 

differences. This results in Danes coming into the Indian market using Danish management styles, 

which the Indians do not recognize. At the same time, the Indians are responding with their own 

cultural framework causing a clash between the two cultures. As one of the Danish respondents noted: 

“I did not expect that it [cultural differences] would cause us so many tensions” (Appendix K) or 

“…it’s because of the cultural and you can not do anything” (Appendix K). Therefore, culture has 

become a distracting feature between the Danes and the Indians, which serve several culture clashes, 

which is explained within the sections 4.2. and 4.3. What is seen is that Danes and Indians have applied 

the ‘learning by doing’ method; as they are learning from their experience, as the Danish manager 

explained in the case study that over a time frame both the cultures would gradually meet (Appendix 

L).  

Having a having a separated cultural training program for both Danes and Indians respectively could 

help prevent some of these conflicts. Danes could learn to alter their management style and show 

sensitivity towards the Indian culture, while the Indians could familiarize themselves with Danish 
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management culture and thus avoid misunderstandings in case the Danes have trouble adapting to the 

Indian culture. It is important to note the Danes and Indians being interviewed both saw the importance 

of conducting cultural training before the actual collaboration. As one of the Indians explains: “If there 

was a course like this [cultural training] 6 years back I think we wouldn’t have so many tensions”. 

This is in accordance to what a Dane stated: “if we had cultural knowledge before we came into the 

market, I think we wouldn’t have drawn down with all these tensions [refers to cultural problems] 

(Appendix M) or as another respondent mentioned: “it would have saved our time” (Appendix K).  

Innovation within this would be that before entering another market, Danish MNCs should conduct 

cultural training. Both Danes and Indians should receive separate culture training, for instance by using 

Hofstede’s cultural dimensions to teach them about the overall differences between the two cultures 

and to become aware of the culture. Thereafter, it would make sense to conduct a workshop for both 

the Danes and the Indians, in order for them to reflect together upon the similarities and establish 

common goals, which they together strive to achieve. Hence, this would help to eliminate the ‘us and 

them’ distinction, as the Indians and the Danes now hold shared goal. As one Indian respondents 

explained: “[…] ultimately I think both sides are looking for the same goal” (Appendix P).  

After going through this training, it is easier to dismiss the cultural differences and create a collective 

third culture as suggested by Graen and Hui (1996). Managers from both cultures may come up with 

some management techniques and programs that are acceptable to employees of both cultures. It is not 

that one culture dominates over the other one; instead both cultures need to work together in order to 

create a third culture, which aligns both cultures. In order to work together, it is essential for the 

employees to understand each other and be willing to make adjustments and compromises (Graen and 

Hui, 1996). The third culture involves the bridging of cultural difference, as a way to bring 

compromises between different cultural practices. As it is mentioned within the case study, one of the 

Indian respondents noted: “It is also about ‘acknowledging the differences and utilize them” 

(Appendix O).  

Innovation within this category would be for the Danes and the Indians to reinvest the differences to 

sameness, in order to look at the cultural similarities instead. The only to do this is by becoming aware 

of cultural differences and by defining the cultures. And hereby applying to bridge the cultures in order 
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to look for a synergy, where both parties feel that they get something out of the collaboration. In this 

way culture would no longer be a distracting feature within the collaboration.  

6. Discussion 

6.1. Recap of theoretical framework 

The theoretical framework indicates that much of the literature on the subject of cross-cultural 

collaboration only deals with the differences between cultures, and not the similarities. These 

differences are often described as obstacles that should be managed instead of resources that could help 

to create something bigger and better. One way to exploit these resources could be to implement 

diversity training in connection with the transfer. However, none of the literature specifies how to 

implement this training and whether it should be implemented prior to, during or after the transfer.  

The other part is that innovation literature does demonstrate culture being an important factor for final 

outcome of the innovation (Culture à  Innovation). Hence, the literature does not describe how 

innovation can suggest new ways of better understanding the differences in order to improve a cross-

cultural collaboration. Therefore, this thesis seeks to explore the relation between innovation and 

culture (Innovation à  Culture).   

6.2. Recap of empirical framework 

The empirical data suggests that there is a lot of potential for cross-cultural conflicts during the process 

of transferring Danish management structures to India. There is an obvious need for cultural training 

before the actual collaboration starts, and this need has not been addressed according to the 

interviewees from the data collection. Some of the respondents expressed a need for cultural training 

before the actual collaboration, because they only realized much later how much the cultural 

differences mattered in everyday interactions. Although both Danes and Indians were aware that there 

would be some cultural differences, they completely underestimated how much of an influence they 

would have. Therefore, they believe that cultural training prior to the move would have helped prevent 

many conflicts.  
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6.3. Synthesis 

Both the theoretical and the empirical frameworks expressed a lack of consideration for cultural 

training prior to implementing the Danish culture into the Indian culture. Therefore, I have developed a 

model that explains how two different cultures can work together in order to create an improved third 

culture that benefits both parties.  

Cultural training is essential for both Danish and 

Indian employees, as they need to be aware of 

the existence of cultural differences, and more 

importantly, which shape these differences take. 

In this way, both the Danes and the Indians are 

able to learn about the cultural differences, 

through workshops. Here they also get the 

chance to discuss the notion of culture, the 

importance of this collaboration, and lastly they 

get to establish a common shared goal, which 

will give both the Danes and the Indians a 

feeling of the same in-group. This shared 

common goal may help them in order to create 

the third culture, which includes traits from both the cultures. The idea is to focus 

on the management and on creating value based out of their core competencies. This can be 

accomplished by the creation of the third culture, which should consist of the best traits from both of 

the cultures. This third culture would be a resource of competitive advantage for companies, as they 

would have hard working enthusiastic employees. The third step in the model is to implement this 

shared culture within the organization and practice it in everyday life. The third shared culture would 

then ideally create a better understanding between the Danes and the Indians, which would improve 

collaboration marginally. By viewing culture as a resource, the organization gets a significant 

competitive advantage compared to the organizations that continue to view cultural differences as an 

obstacle to successful collaboration.  

 

Source: own illustration 
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The outcome of this process is that culture is no longer seen as an obstacle, but rather as a resource that 

can be used to strengthen the organization through the shared third culture. This culture would not be a 

distracting feature, but rather it becomes a resource of understanding, bridge building and cooperation. 

The third culture can be seen as a unique culture, which can be a competitive advantage if used 

intelligently. In order to o so, the Danes should make it clear that they want to maintain the strengths of 

the Indian culture and at the same time introducing some of the strengths from the Danish culture.  

The model is circular because the process is dynamic, since culture is dynamic as well. Every time a 

new challenge is encountered, the process starts over, because it is impossible to anticipate everything 

the first time round. It is described in section 4.1; India is an enormous country, which has many 

different states, where each holds its own culture and regulations. In order to successfully carry out a 

transfer, both Indians and Danes constantly need to relate to new cultural challenges and adapt on a 

continuous basis.  
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7. Conclusions  

In this chapter the conclusions of the research are gone through in order to answer the research 

question.  

The case study discovered three categories that together explain the main issues and how to improve 

collaboration: fundamental differences, lack of collaboration and cultural convergence.  

 

RQ 1: How can the cross-cultural management issues encountered by Danish MNCs in India be 

described? 

The first differences between the ways that Danish and Indian business cultures deal with hierarchical 

structure can cause difficulties between Danish and Indian management styles. This leads to other 

cross-cultural communication conflicts related to: mentality and accountability, task assignment, time 

management, language deficiency, and personal/ work relationships (Sriussadaporn, 2006) since 

cultural values differ from country to country.  

 

The findings lead to the following specific conclusions regarding RQ 1: 

• In conclusion, it can be argued that all the cross-cultural issues are related to the difference in 

hierarchical approach. However, these cross-cultural issues directly affect the communication, 

productivity and relationships between the Danes and Indians.  

• Most common cross-cultural conflicts occur at the intragroup level for Danish MNCs operating in 

India regarding the cultural differences.  

• Another is the different assumption about methods and strategies for solving the conflicts. Danes 

generally like to confront a problem head-on, whereas Indians may like to avoid the confrontation. 

However, it is very important to solve the conflicts as they occur, otherwise they can develop into 

immense issues.  

• Motivational factor: Effective motivators differ from culture to culture, which may affect the 

productivity of the employees. For an Indian employee, a higher promotion is a greater 

motivational factor, and Indian employees are more motivated by money and titles than the Danish 

employees. The Danes are more motivated by the task itself. Different strategies must be developed 

for dealing with the issue of positive reinforcement in the workplace.  
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Therefore, it is important to take into consideration that when a company moves abroad the HR system 

must adjust to the cultural differences.  

RQ 2: How can Danish MNCs apply Innovation to ensure a better cross-cultural collaboration? 

Innovation in this thesis is seen as new process creation, which leads to better cross-cultural 

collaboration.  

 

Within the analysis I have observed that there is a potential need for cross-cultural training before the 

collaboration for both the Danes and the Indians. The Danes are coming into the Indian market without 

being sensitive to differences, which may occur, and here the Indians know nothing about the Danish 

management style, which therefore leads to cultural clashes.   

The findings lead the following specific conclusions regarding RQ 2: 

• Prepare the employees, by giving cultural training, 

communication training, and management training, in order to 

decrease the cultural conflicts.  

• Through the creation of a third culture by different workshops 

and training, both parties should come with alternative ideas to 

manage business, without offending any culture.  

• Apply culture as a resource in order to enhance bridge 

building, knowledge sharing and collaboration. 

 

These two sub questions lead to the answer to the main research question, which explores How to use 

cross-cultural context for innovation in an Indo-Danish perspective. 

The answer to this question is to apply culture as a resource instead of seeing culture as a distracting 

feature.  
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7.1 Implications 

Using culture as a resource by implementing a shared third culture may sound like it is easier said than 

done. Therefore, the following section will explore some of the possible implications that this solution 

may have for the MNCs. Furthermore, it will also consider the implications it may have for academia 

in general.  

 

One possible implication for the MNCs could be that this process would be both time-consuming and 

expensive. This may be true, but by investing in cultural training in the beginning, it is possible that 

one would prevent many culturally related conflicts and thus actually save both time and money in a 

long-term perspective. The case study actually showed that the Danish MNCs were not sufficiently 

sensitive due to a lack of awareness, which then affected collaboration in a negative way causing 

misunderstandings for both Danes and Indians.  

 

In the literature Innovation within cultural context is 

very essential especially within a cross-cultural context. 

In order to always explore new ways to improve the 

collaboration, which will lead to a better innovation 

outcome. Here one should observe innovation and 

culture to be a circular process, which are interrelated 

(CultureàInnovationàCultureàInnovation).  

This means that culture is not only being an influencing 

factor behind innovation but also as a learning context 

innovation has to be recognized and realized within. 

Thus, implement new ways and learning methods for organization to improve their existing resources 

and knowledge aiming at generating profit or resources.  
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Appendix:  
Appendix A: Sriussadaporn’s theory on cross-cultural communication breakdowns  
 

• Problems related to mentality and accountability: Sriussadaporn (2006) states that employees can lack 

accountability due to the inability to think productively, analytically and systematically. Language skills 

can also minimize the perceived accountability of the employee, e.g. if they cannot express themselves 

appropriately. This will make it hard for the manager to coach the employee into being self- managing in 

planning and making decisions. The difference in mentality can produce tensions due to cultural values 

and norms such as conflict avoidance, emotional control, and display of respect, tactfulness, and 

modesty. 

• Problems related to task assignment: According to Sriussadaporn (2006) the employee might not show 

the right amount of commitment to an assigned task as the manager would like to see, and this might 

cause tension. When the manager assigns the employee a task, he expects the employee to inform him 

whether he can take the assignment or not. However, here again the cultural values and norms might 

hinder the employee to say anything, afraid of losing face due to the high power distance.  

• Problems related to time management: Sriussadaporn (2006) highlights some problems that can occur 

between the manger and the employee when it comes to time. The manager may want the employee to 

be more self-disciplined when it comes to time, but the employee might be better at working towards 

tasks then towards deadlines. Punctuality and its importance might differ between the manager and the 

employee and this can cause tensions and problems. 

• Problems related to language deficiency: The employee may just not understand the manager due to 

obvious lack of language skills and this will create problems (Sriussadaporn, 2006).  

• Problems related to personal/work relations: The manager can feel that the workforce does not accept 

him and when trying to get more integrated he might make some cultural mistakes, especially when 

employees belong to a high context culture. In a low context culture it might be acceptable to have lunch 

with employees so that they can work on their personal relationships, but in the employees’ high context 

culture this could be seen as favoring of employees and it can create tension and problems. The way that 

the manager asks his employee to perform tasks might be the right way in his culture but in the 

employee’s culture it can come out in a wrong way.  
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Appendix B: Moore’s  Approaches to Diversity in Organizations  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Adopted from Moore, S. (1999)  

Appendix C: Hofstede’s Dimensions  
 

• The first dimension is power distance. According to Hofstede (1984), power distance is the 

extent to which the less powerful individuals in a society accept inequality in power and 

consider it as normal. In high power distance cultures, individuals respect their superiors and 

avoid criticizing them. In low power distance countries, it is very acceptable to challenge 

superiors, albeit with respect.  

• The second dimension is individualism – collectivism, which reflects the degree to which a 

society views its members as individuals or as group members (Hofstede, 1984). In 

individualistic societies, individuals are primarily concerned with their own interests and the 

interests of their immediate family. In highly collectivistic societies, individuals are not defined 

by their own actions but rather the groups’ actions.  

• The third dimension is masculinity and femininity, with masculinity described as cultures 

where the dominant values are expected to be ambitious, assertive, and competitive. In contrast, 

in cultures high in femininity there is a dominance of feminine values such as preference for 
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“friendly atmosphere, position security, physical conditions [and] security” (Hofstede, 2001, 

p.281).  

• The fourth dimension is uncertainty avoidance - which is the degree to which people in a 

culture generally prefer structure to risk (Hofstede, 1984). Cultures high in uncertainty 

avoidance are made anxious by situations that are unstructured, unclear, or unpredictable. On the 

other hand, cultures low in uncertainty avoidance are reflective, less aggressive, relatively 

tolerant, and unemotional.  

• The fifth dimension is long vs. short-term orientation represented the opposing views time 

orientation has on both personal and work life (Hofstede et al., 1990).  

 

 
 
source: https://geert-hofstede.com/india.html 
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Appendix D: Graen and Hui’s framework  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Adopted from Graen and Hui (1996)  

Appendix E: Maznevski & DiStefano’s (2000) ”Mapping Bridging Integrating” model & 
sødeberg 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Adopted from Maznevski & DiStefano’s (2000) 

Appendix F - The elements of Diffusion:  
 
Elements Definition 

Innovation Rogers defines an innovation as "an idea, practice, or 
object that is perceived as new by an individual or other 
unit of adoption".  

Communication channels A communication channel is "the means by which 
messages get from one individual to another. 

Mapping Bridging Integrating

1-‐ Identifying	  
differences	  &	  
similarities

2-‐ Explaining	  
differences

1-‐ Decentring

2-‐ Recentring

1-‐ Participation

2-‐Building

3-‐ Stakes
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Time "The innovation-decision period is the length of time 
required to pass through the innovation-decision process".

 

"Rate of adoption is the relative speed with which an 
innovation is adopted by members of a social system"  

Social system  "A social system is defined as a set of interrelated units 
that are engaged in joint problem solving to accomplish a 
common goal"  

 
Source: Adopted from Rogers, E. M. (2002/2003) 

Appendix G: Five stages in the decision 
innovation process  
 
Diffusion of an innovation occurs through a five–step 

process. This process is a type of decision-making. It 

occurs through a series of communication channels over 

a period of time among the members of a similar social 

system. Rogers categorizes the five stages (steps) as: 

knowledge, persuasion, decision, implementation, and 

confirmation.  

Stage Definition 

Knowledge In this stage the individual is first exposed to an innovation but lacks information about the 
innovation. During this stage of the process the individual has not been inspired to find more 
information about the innovation.  

Persuasion In this stage the individual is interested in the innovation and actively seeks information/detail 
about the innovation.  

Decision In this stage the individual takes the concept of the innovation and weighs the 
advantages/disadvantages of using the innovation and decides whether to adopt or reject the 
innovation. Due to the individualistic nature of this stage Rogers notes that it is the most difficult 
stage to acquire empirical evidence (Rogers 1964, p. 83). 

Implementation In this stage the individual employs the innovation to a varying degree depending on the situation. 
During this stage the individual determines the usefulness of the innovation and may search for 
further information about it.  

Confirmation Although the name of this stage may be misleading, in this stage the individual finalizes his/her 
decision to continue using the innovation and may use the innovation to its fullest potential.  

 
Source: Adopted from Rogers, E. M. (2002/2003) 
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Appendix H: Decision factors  
 
Two factors determine what type a particular decision is:  

• Whether the decision is made freely and implemented voluntarily,   

• Who makes the decision.  Based on these considerations, three types of innovation-decisions have been 
identified within diffusion of innovations.   

Type Definition 
Optional Innovation-Decision  This decision is made by an individual who is in some way 

distinguished from others in a social system.  
 

Collective Innovation-Decision This decision is made collectively by all individuals of a 
social system 
  

Authority Innovation-Decision This decision is made for the entire social system by few 
individuals in positions of influence or power.  

 
The innovation-decision process is the mental process through which an individual passes from first knowledge 

of an innovation to a decision to adopt or reject and to confirmation of the decision. This process should be 

distinguished from the diffusion process by which new ideas are communicated to the members of a social 

system. The major difference between the two processes is that diffusion occurs among the units in a social 

system, whereas innovation decision-making takes place within the mind of an individual. 

Source: Adopted from Rogers, E. M. (2002/2003) 
 

Appendix I: Rogers’s 5 factors  
 
Factor Definition 
Relative Advantage  How improved an innovation is over the previous 

generation.  

Compatibility The level of compatibility that an innovation has to be 
assimilated into an individual’s life.  

Complexity or Simplicity If the innovation is too difficult to use an individual will 
not likely adopt it.  

Trialability How easily an innovation may be experimented with as it 
is being adopted. If a user has a hard time using and 
trying an innovation this individual will be less likely to 
adopt it.  
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Observability The extent that an innovation is visible to others. An 
innovation that is more visible will drive communication 
among the individual’s peers and personal networks and 
will in turn create more positive or negative reactions.  

Source: Adopted from Rogers, E. M. (2002/2003) 
 
Personal Interviews with the Danish respondents  

Appendix J: Cross-cultural Trainer Indian -Denmark  
This interviewee is a Dane who is permanently living in India. She is a cross-cultural trainer and trains both Danish 

and Indian business partner to cooperate together. 

1. Hvad kender du til den indiske kultur samt virksomheds kultur? 

Jeg har altid haft en interesse i både sprog og kultur, som jeg har fået fra mine forældre. Derfor studerede jeg indisk 

filosofi, sprog og kulturforståelse på Aarhus universitet. Hvorefter jeg derefter opstartede min egen virksomhed ”B” i 

år 2007, hvor jeg rådgiver danske virksomheder med at få det dansk-indiske samarbejde til at fungere i Indien. Jeg 

flyttede derefter med min familie til Indien i 2010. Hvilket har givet mig meget mere, da det er noget helt andet at 

opleve den indiske kultur og sprog i virkeligheden.  
 

2. Hvorfor mener du, at det er vigtigt at have viden om den indiske kultur? 

Den største udfordring er blandingen af distance og kulturforskelle. Hvis en dansk virksomhed formår at opbygge 

relationer og god kommunikation på distancen og over kulturforskelle, så skal de nok få succes. Det er vigtigt at 

forstå, at den indiske kultur ikke er ulogisk – den har bare en meget anderledes logik end vores. Når vi kan forstå 

denne logik, så er vi nået rigtigt langt. Derfor er det vigtigt for de danske virksomheder at de sætter sig ned og forstår 

de værdier, normer samt hvilke forskellige der er mellem indere og danskere. På denne måde kan de nå langt og 

samarbejdet bliver måske reddet fra en fiasko. 
 

3. Hvad er de største udfordringer på det indiske marked? 

Den største forskel er nok kommunikation og hermed betydningen af et ja. I Danmark er et ja et ja uden 

gradbøjninger. Det er det ikke i Indien, hvor ordet ja bruges på en anden måde, end vi danskere gør. Indere kan godt 

finde på at bruge ordet ja, selvom de ikke kan forstå et spørgsmål. Og nogle gange kan indere faktisk bruge ordet ja 

selv i en benægtende sætning, da de er bange for at ”miste ansigtet” dvs. blive flove eller set ned på. Ansigt betyder alt 

for indere, det det hænger sammen med ære, at miste ansigt kan være en stor tabu i samfundet.  

Det er derfor også meget ’normalt’ (hahah), ja normalt og normalt at en inder ikke ville tilstå det hvis han har gjort 

noget forkert- også selvom at det virkelig er alt for tydeligt og alle kan se det. Derfor kan danskere til tider få 

oplevelsen af, at inderne lyver eller svarer ja til noget, de ikke ved. Og sådan gør vi jo ikke i herhjemme. Dette forhold 

til ja og nej kan være frustrerende for danskere, fordi det gør det svært at få en klar kommunikation. Usikkerheden kan 

give megen irritation og koster tid og penge. Det andet punkt, som er meget vigtigt er virksomheden strukturen, som i 
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bund og grund mener om det danske system. Funktioner bestemmes af bestemte roller, som passer til i 

virksomhedsstukturen. Alligevel er der nogle fundamentale forskellige, såsom at familie relationer samt kontakter 

betyder alt for indere hvilket påvirker virksomheden. Det kan også være svært for en inder at forstå at vi dansker lige 

pludselig kommer ind i deres land og skal nu arbejde under vores regler. Tror det skal gøres med en måde, jo længere 

tid vi havde været der nede forstod jeg at det var meget historisk. Helt tilbage til den Britiske kolonisering. (Hmm 

suk) ja meget dybt .. men vi kom jo kom brasende ind og havde slet ikke tænkt over den anden side hvordan de argere 

osv. 
 

4. Hvad kan man gøre for at forhindre disse udfordringer? 

Ved at spørge åbent og lade være med at stille ja/nej-spørgsmål. For eksempel kan man bruge hv-spørgsmål eller 

f.eks.: ”Er det sådan eller sådan?” For at få så megen information ud af folk som muligt. Fortæl også inderne, at det 

kan være svært for os at forstå, hvornår de bekræfter eller afviser, og sig til dem: ”Vi vil gerne høre det hele – også de 

dårlige historier.”  

For det andet når to kulturer er så vidt forskellige ligesom det danske og det indiske. Er det til fordel, at opfinde en 

helt tredje kultur. Når du arbejder sammen med indere, er det vigtigt, at I finder den bedste måde at arbejde sammen 

på. Både du og dine indiske kolleger skal ændre nogle af jeres arbejdsgange for at finde den helt rigtige tredje kultur, 

som fungerer for jer. Her er det ikke at vælge en kultur fremfor det andet, men finde en midtervej, som kræver 

tålmodighed fra begge parter.  

Inderne ved, at de skal lære at sige nej, selvom de har meget svært ved det. Som dansker kan man spørge dem, om det 

er et 'indisk ja' eller et 'dansk ja'? Det åbner muligheder, så alle forstår det og gør det nemmere for alle. Og så skal 

danskerne erkende, at de også skal gøre tingene anderledes, da de er i et andet land. Det er, ikke noget med at inderne 

ikke bare sådan kan lære at sige nej fra den ene dag til den anden. Det er en proces, som der skal arbejdes på.  

5. Hvordan holder du dine workshops? 

Jeg prøver at skræddersy mine workshops til virksomhedens behov og forventninger. Da alle har forskellige 

forventninger de gerne ville opnå.  Det første trin er, at jeg laver en ”pre-survey” hvor jeg arrangerer et møde med 

lederne fra både det danske og indiske team, for at høre deres personlige behov samt udfordringer de gerne ville 

forbedre. For det andet ser jeg, hvilke målgruppe det er, og hermed hvilke slags virksomhed jeg har med at gøre. Hvis 

det f.eks.er en IT virksomhed, bruger jeg mange statistikker, for at holde på deres opmærksomhed, da det godt kan 

være alt for blødt med al det kultur snak for en IT-person, der kun har med tal at gøre. Men jeg bruger altid nogle 

modeller, for at bevise, at det er videnskabeligt bevist. Med disse modeller giver jeg en introduktion til hvordan både 

den danske og den indiske kultur er opbygget. Og dernæst prøver jeg at forklare forskellene mellem disse kulturer. 

Hermed bruger jeg også kvalitative undersøgelser med en masse cases osv. Til sidst, forklarer jeg nogle øvelser/ 

forskellige metoder til hvordan de kan arbejde sammen, ved at skabe en helt ny kultur. For det virker ikke at sige til 
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inderne at de skal være som danskerne. For det første er det os danskere der har brug for inderne, og for det andet er vi 

i deres land. Derfor skal vi danskere tilpasse os en smule til deres kultur. Med at opbygge den tredje kultur ville det 

hjælpe begge parter, så man ikke vælger en kultur fremfor den anden, men dog kræver forståelse og tålmodighed. Mit 

bedste råd er, at hvis der opstår nogle barrierer er det bedst at snakke om det med det samme, da det ellers kan godt 

blive til en stor konflikt meget hurtigt, end det plejer at være i Danmark.   

Appendix K: Manger from Company A 
This person is a Dane working in a Danish multinational company where he is working as a manager in India.  

In order to answer the first question, it was essential to analyze a Danish company operating in India. To get the 

insight knowledge about which IHRM strategies they use to start the operation.  

 

1. Begrundelse for hvorfor jeres virksomhed valgte at tage til Indien?  

Vi undersøgte forskellige markeder, og umiddelbart ville fordelen have været et sted I Baltikum, da de der har 

kompetente medarbejdere, samme tidszone og rimelige priser. Udfordringen er, at du ikke har tilgang til same 

mængde ressourcer og derfor har en risiko hvis en mere attraktiv virksomhed åbner center. Valget på Indien blev ud 

fra modenhed, pris, og hvor nemt det er at finde ressourcer. Hermed er Indien med mange muligheder, da de har en 

masse kompetente IT medarbejdere. En anden stor fordel er, at de fleste af de indiske borgere forstår og taler engelsk 

flydende, hvilket gør Indien et mere attraktivt land at komme ind på. Engelsk er det sprog, der holder sammen på 

landet, det er det eneste sprog alle indere kan bruge til at kommunikere og forstå hinanden på. 
 

2. Oplevede du eller dine kollegaer nogle kulturelle barrier?  

JA, en masse endda. Indisk og dansk virksomhedskultur er vidt forskellig. Det indiske system er meget hierarkisk 

opbygget, hvilket gør at ALT tager tid end det normalt ville gøre i Danmark. For hver gang man skal noget nyt i 

Indien, så skal man have ti underskrifter, fra både forskellige steder. Dog skal der også siges at hvis en højere stillede 

person gerne ville noget så får han det gjort, da han har magten. Så hvis chefen i en virksomhed gerne ville have 

udført noget og hermed tager action for det. Er det simpelthen det bedste tung, da tingene ville blive gjort, også hvis 

medarbejderne ikke er enige. Herudover, er det næsten ved lov, at de ansatte behandles forskelligt baseret på deres 

titler som de har i virksomheden. Jo højere titel man har desto bedre stillet er man. Mens vi i Danmark ofte har samme 

politikker og betingelser. Det kan meget normalt være muligt at chefen ikke møder op til mødet bare for at vise at han 

er vigtig. Det var virkelig en sjov oplevelse, at komme for sent bliver set som status, hvor i mod i en danskernes øjne 

ville være ren respektløs. Udtrykket "Vi er alle lige, men nogle er mere lige end andre" er det indere går efter og 

"Janteloven" eksisterer ikke her, så det næsten forventes, at du praler med din titel. Alligevel kan det dog diskuteres, 

altså Indien er jo et kæmpe land. Hvor faktorer så som, køn, alder, og nationalitet have en betydning for nogle indere, 

hvorimod for andre har det ikke en stor betydning.  

Oplevede du nogle sjove mht. det? 
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Dybt suk.. jaa da (sjov grin). Jeg oplevede at det var virkelig grænseoverskridende for de indiske direktører at for 

eksempel at gå ned og tale med en med medarbejdere eller tjenestefolk. Dette oplever vi overhovedet ikke i Danmark 

hvor det er meget normalt at man spiser for eksempel frokost sammen. Dette fortalte jeg, dog min indiske partnere, og 

kiggede forbavsede på mig, som om de havde set et spøgelse.  

Jeg oplevede her med også at selv medarbejderne ikke turde snakke frit med deres managere. Hermed, selv med mig 

oplevede jeg at personen tog en distance, og var nærmest fysisk belastende for dem at svare mig. Måske kan det have 

noget med at jeg var hermed ”højre stillede end dem” eller hermed fordi jeg er hvid (sagt med et underligt grin). 

Hvilket gør mig som mere højtstillede end de andre medarbejdere.   

Det andet som sagt er at titler er vigtige meget vigtige i Indien, og socialt er inderne mere åbne og inviterer gerne folk 

hjem. Da forhold betyder meget for indere, da de mener at arbejdsrelationen bliver stærkere. or danskerne og mig selv 

var det en øjenåbner, at vi skal være mere åbne. At have kontakter, betyder rigtig meget for inderne. For eksempel 

fortalte en inder mig at hver gang han havde nogle problemer relateret til regering mht. papir arbejde eller et eller 

andet. Kunne han til en hver til kontakte ”sin ven” som arbejder i regering, som ville hjælpe ham med at løse 

problemerne. Inderne undrer sig for eksempel over, at danskere går så tidligt hjem, og at man ikke kan få fat i dem, 

bare fordi det er aften eller weekend. Da det ikke er atypisk for inderne at arbejde om weekenderne. 

 

Hvordan påvirker hierarki jeres samarbejde, du nævnte med at en indisk medarbejdere ikke turde snakke til 

dig? 

Ja at have en hel direkte kommunikation er en barrier, da de ville være meget påpasseligt. Men indere kender ikke til 

direkte kommunikation. De ville med respektens skyld ikke tiltale pr fornavn. Det er nok det jeg hadede bed Indien at 

blive kaldt for sir hele tiden, som jeg i starten også sagde til alle medarbejderne at de ikke skulle sige sir, men bare 

sige mit fornavn. Men ja jeg vænnede mig med tiden.  

 

Men gjorde de det?  

De så lidt underligt på, som om jeg var underlig, men de så kaldte de mig bare pr mit fornavn. Men de behandlede 

mig stadig som værende noget meget specieal … sir..  

Fortættede med at fortælle om andre kulturelle barrier… Nogle andre barrierer bliver skabt ud fra det sproglige. For 

eksempel, har de indiske ledere og medarbejdere gode sprogkundskaber i engelsk i forhold til nogle af de danske 

medarbejdere, og derfor er det naturligt at nogle misforståelser opstår. Et eksempel på en misforståelse er betydningen 

af  ordene "must" og "should". I Danmark anses ”must” for en mere direkte og stærkere ord i forhold til inderne, hvor 

de mener, "should" til at være mere direkte og stærkt.  

Et stort spørgsmål der er opstået i kommunikationen, er det faktum, at de indiske medarbejdere har problemer med at 

reagere negativt på et spørgsmål, som en leder spørger. Når en indisk medarbejder bliver bedt om at udføre en opgave, 
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han vil undgå en negativ reaktion på lederen, selv om han ved, at han ikke vil være i stand til at afslutte opgaven i den 

givne tidsramme. Dette skabte tildeles nogle store problemer for vore projekter til at starte med.  

Tidsperspektivet er helt anderledes, når der beskæftiges med indisk kultur og dansk kultur. Det bemærkes, at  indiske 

medarbejdere ikke er så afhængige af deadlines som deres danske kollegaer. Det er normalt, at det kan tage op til en 

uge længere end planlagt for en indisk medarbejder, når de udfører en opgave.  

En af de barrierer vi skulle igennem var med hensyn til arbejdsmåden. Da de indiske medarbejdere har en nøjagtig 

beskrivelse af deres arbejdsopgaver, mens vi danske medarbejdere ønsker at have en masse frihed til kreativitet. 

Problemer ift. opgavefordeling opstår også på grund af de kulturelle forskelle i kulturelle værdier og normer for 

medarbejderne. En inder kan ikke sige "nej", selvom de ikke forstår hele opgavebeskrivelse 

Hermed er det en krig at forklarer en inder hvis  han har gjort noget forkert, det er ligesom at man taler to forskellige 

sprog.  

 

2. Hvordan overkom I disse kulturelle barrierer? 

For at overkomme disse barrierer, kørte vi kultur kursus for alle medarbejdere både i Indien og Danmark. Så begge 

parter kunne forstå hinandens virksomhedskultur. Min umiddelbare mening er nok, at vi som danskere har svært ved 

at acceptere den indiske kultur. En ting er kommentarer som, at Indien fejrer visse helligdage og er væk, men at det er 

ok, at vi I DK fejrer jul og holder lukket tæt på en uge. Indere argumenterer ikke med en leder/kunde, så mange af 

vore udfordringer ligger I, at vi ikke sætter os ind I hvordan vi kan "læse" dem. Min opfattelse er, at overordnet set 

skal der gives plads fra begge sider, og man kan sagtens delegere til en indere, og få de same resultater ud af dem, 

men skal også sige at mange bruger kultur som en undskyldning for at ting ikke virker, og så skal vi huske der er også 

kultur forskel mellem Danmark og Sverige og mellem København og Jylland, men det har vi lært at leve med.  

 

3. Havde I overvejet træning? 

Nej, vi havde lavet en grundig markedsanalyse, men kulturel analyse og hermed træning det havde vi ikke. Jeg havde 

simpelhent ikke overvejet tanken om kulturelle forskelle ville skabe så mange barrier.  Men hvis vi havde ville det jo 

lettet vores arbejdet. Da vi ikke ville opleve disse barrer, hermed også sparer tid.  
 

Appendix L: Interview Transcript 
This person is an expert working within the field of Danish-Indian export.  

1. Hvorfor er der mange Danske virksomheder som gerne ville samarbejde med Indien?  

Indien er et land med mange potentialer og hermed en af verdens tredje største marked på verdensplanen. Indiens 

økonomi er på vej mod imponerende vækstrater og den indiske middelklasse er allerede nu større end den samlede 

europæiske middelklasse. Hvilket gør landet mere attraktivt, da den voksende højtuddannede befolkning, minder 

meget om det danske forbrugermønster, som man siger ” de drikker også kaffe-latte i Indien”. Forventningerne er, at 

Indien vil overgå Kina i de næste kommende 10 år, og bliver den største samarbejdsland. Hermed, ses sproget som en 
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reel faktum, som er en af Indiens styrker som et marked, sammenlignet med det kinesiske marked. Da alle indere kan 

sproget flydende, som gør det klart nemmere med at have samarbejdet med inderne.  
 

På den andet side er der også nogle ulemper, som man burde tage i overvejelse, så som: dårlig infrastruktur, fattigdom 

som vi ikke helt er vant til i Danmark. Der er arbejdes dog for eksempel på infrastrukturerne, f.eks. er der planlagt at 

lave nye lufthavne i storbyerne, samt motorveje. Det er sket en stor fremskridt med metroerne rundt omkring i 

storbyerne, men skal dog stadig arbejdes på. Alligevel, vægter fordelene mere end ulemperne derfor er der mange fra 

den vestlige verden der opererer i Indien.  

 

- Men tror du det de problemer bliver bedre i løbet af årene? 

Ja. Modi som er den indiske præsident har allerede i år 2014 fået lavet en masse tiltag. Hermed fået lavet 

Make India, som går ud på at oprette nye arbejdes pladser og tiltrække kapital og teknologisk FDI fra de 

vestlige lande - hvilket er meget tilstrækkligt. Han er klog ham Modi! Men det er en win win situation for 

Indien. Da de Danske virksomhed for en del ud af den større middelklasse marked of billige 

produktionsmuligheder. Hvor på den anden side Indien får kapital ind i landet. Det andet initiativ er Swachh 

Bharat Abhiyan, som er for at opnå en renere Indien. Det er noget Indien arbejder meget seriøst med. Også 

med de smart city initiativ han har opfundet.  

Har du mulighed for at forklare Modis senesete tiltage og hvilke betydning har det for de danske 

virksomheder?  

Det er det mest aggresivt tiltag i verdenshistorie er at fjerne 500 and 1000 rupee notes, for at bekæmpe 

korruption. Dette havde ingen tænkt sig at det ville ske, men virkelig noget wow. Det er kæmpe + for ikke 

kun de danske virksomheder men også de andre vestlige virksomheder. Det er klart positivt, men ikke noget 

der lige benefitter os her og nu, da det er en længere proces. Men helt klart noget positivt  

2. Hvilke aspekter mener du at danske virksomheder skal tage i betragtning før de starter samarbejdet med 

Indien?  

Virksomheden skal først og fremmest lave en gennemtænkt ”feasibility study”, som har til formål at give et overblik 

over virksomhedens styrker og svagheder samt muligheder og trusler på det pågældende miljø. De skal desuden finde 

ud af hvilke potentiale der er i samarbejdet på det marked og hvor de specifikt vil hen med samarbejdet. Vigtigt er, at 

de sætter nogle målbare ”objectives” og hermed initiativer for hvordan de kan nå deres objectives. Det næste trin for 

virksomhederne er at skaffe nogle samarbejdspartnere eller eksperter på det indiske marked, som har en ”insight 

knowlegde” om det pågældende marked. De kan hermed også kontakte diverse konsulentvirksomheder i Indien som 

kan vejlede virksomheden. D 
 

3. Efter din mening, hvad er det bedste danske virksomhederne kan gøre for at ikke få et kulturelt chok? 
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Der er kulturforskelle overalt, og selvfølge er der også mellem indere og danskere. Derfor er det bedste for de enkelte 

virksomheder at være forberedt på diverse kulturelle forskelligheder. Jeg ville dog mene, at den bedste måde at lære 

det indiske kultur på er ved ”learning by doing”, da kulturerne ville stille og roligt mødes. Da i er meget sammen så 

hinanden arbejdes måde ville blive det samme, og hermed give en bedre forståelse for hinanden. Vigtigt for 

virksomheden at bruge deres ressourcer, hermed deres medarbejdere. Virksomhedens medarbejdere skal være 

forberedt på samarbejdet, hvilket ville hjælpe med at få samarbejdet til at køre. Hvis medarbejderne er forberedt, ville 

de ikke opleve et stor kulturelt chok, da de ville være godt klædt på og hermed forstå essensen med hvorfor en indere 

aldrig siger nej til sin manager, da et indisk ’i will try’ faktisk er et nej. Dette kan gøres at virksomheden søger noget 

kulturelt viden gennem diverse kurser.  

Et andet faktorer som jeg hører meget er at inderne rigtig gerne ville have skabt et ’forhold’ med dem de arbejder med 

om det er kolleger eller partnere. Her er det et problem for os danskere da vi ikke er interesserede i at skabe forhold ud 

over selvfølge arbejdet til at køre. Fra mange danskere i Indien hører jeg at det ikke er interessere i at skabe forhold 

med nogen af dem dernede udover bare at have et arbejde. Efter al det negative er Indien jo et land med fuld med nye 

muligheder for vores danske virksomheder. En af trækkene som vi danskere og indere har tilfælles er at vi er begge 

meget effective medarbejdere. De er meget målrettet, mere end os danskere og hermed meget målbevidste. De ville 

gøre alt for at give den lille ekstra ting for at nå målene. Så længe du fortæller at vigtigheden af opgaverne men 

hermed også inkludere dem - (hmm) så de får ejerfornemmelser over opgaverne.  

4. Mht. ressourcer mener du?  

Ja, det mener jeg. En solid HRM funktion kan styrke og hermed forbedre international relationer. HRM er med 

medarbejdere at gøre, og det er gennem medarbejdere vi virksomheden skaber profit. Derfor hvis medarbejderne som 

sagt er forberedt kan virksomheden styrkes internt samt eksternt. Da hvis de ikke gøre det har vi jo set fra mange 

virksomheder er at inder gør deres og dansker gør deres og dermed blive value af samarbedet i til hus. Da der ikke er 

enighed.  
 

5. Hvilke forventninger har du/I med Indien?  

Som verdens største demokrati er Indien det nye mulighedernes land for Danmark og danske virksomheder. Danske 

virksomheder skal have større andel i det indiske marked. I forhold til vores nabolande er vi underrepræsenteret på det 

indiske marked, som ellers er i kraftig vækst. En af grundende kunne være, at vi i Danmark er meget Kina fokuseret. 

Derfor skal vi for alvor have skubbet gang i samhandlen med Indien er det nødvendigt med optimale 

transportmuligheder og en mere smidig sagsbehandling af visumansøgningerne mellem de to lande. Samtidig skal vi 

sikre de rette rammevilkår, så Danmark i fremtiden kan tiltrække flere indiske turister og erhvervsfolk. Der skal dog 

også lige arbejdes på det kulturelle bånd mellem Danmark og Indien styrkes. Da en dårlig oplevelse kan ødelægge 

hele kagen for de andre.. De danske virksomheder kan selv gøre meget for at øge samhandlen med Indien som jeg 

sagde, det bedste er, at virksomhederne kan deres lektie om markedet. Men herudover kræver det også politiske 

initiativer, der skal gøre det lettere for de danske virksomheder at eksportere til Indien. 
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Appendix M: Interview with: Manager in a Danish MNC in India  
This person is a Manager in a Danish MNC in India. However, he has an Indian background raised in 

Denmark.  
1. Hvorfor valgte jeres virksomhed samarbejde med Indien?  

C har kontor i alle BRIK-landene for at hjælpe danske virksomheder der medlem af DI med at starte op i de lande 

(pga. der er tale om store markeder med høj vækst, men også store entry barriers). C har som sagt kontor i Mumbai, 

og gik gennem mange opstartsproblemer, fordi det tager tid og mange dokumenter mv at starte selskab eller nye 

projekter i Indien, da man altid skal have 10 underskrifter fra forskellige steder (meget stort bureaukrati).  

2. Hvilke kulturelle barrierer oplevede jeres virksomhed i Indien?  

Ja, ingen tvivl om det, der kan opstå mange misforståelser (pga. sprog, kultur, geografisk afstand etc., forskellige 

business kontekster mht deadlines forståelse, tid etc. For eksempel, at komme til tiden, er meget svært for indere. Det 

er meget normalt at inderne kommer ført 15.30, 15.45 eller hermed også kl 4 nå man har aftalt et møde kl 15.  

Da de er en kultur hvor at komme for sent, er meget normalt og set som værende at have status. For Danskere er det 

meget svært at forstå og ses som uansvarligt. Omvendt, er det meget forvirrende for indere at busserne og togene altid 

kører til tiden for dem. Det sjove jeg har lagt mærke til i Indien, dog not pga. Det store hierarkiske lag der er i Indien. 

Men jeg lagde mærke til hvis en leder eller højt stående person (hermed menes der men en der er i et højre hierarki 

end en selv). Kommer og ber der om at gøre noget så gør inderne det. Hvilke jeg synes er ret sjovt, men også lidt 

skræmmende. Noget som jeg derimod synes der var godt at hvis cheffen i virksomheden indkalder et hurtigt møde, 

som ikke var planlagt. Så ville alle måde ind, fordi det er chefen der har indkaldt. Det har jeg dog ikke set og tror 

heller ikke det ville ske i Danmark. Da vi elsker at planlægge og det skal helst gå efter vores eget kalender. Men som 

altid skal man forebygge inden de opstår og håndtere når de er opstået, for ellers kan de blive til nogle seriøse matters. 

Derfor er det efter min erfaring at løse dem med det samme, da et konflikt i Indien er meget større end i Danmark.  

3. Du nævner at hierarki kan være et fordel, men hvordan påvirker det så samarbejdet? 

Det påvirker således at inderne forstå ikke hvorfor vi dansker kan godt lide at samles når der skal laves nye tiltag. 

Da i Indien er det den person som højere oppe i hierarkiet der tager beslutningen. Jeg synes at det skaber flere 

innovative ideer og samt løsninger, hvis man er samlet diskuterer problemerne eller mulighederne.  

 

4. Hvilke kulturelle barriere oplever de indiske medarbejder i Indien med danskerne?  

Svært at forstå den danske kontekst, virksomheden er en del af (hovedkvarter i DK, filial i Indien) – kan være svært 

forstå alle kravene/opgaverne, der kommer fra hovedkvarteret, som de skal følge. Svært for inderne der nede at forstå 

at opgaverne er meget ”out-of-box oriented”, da man her i Danmark gerne ville have at medarbejderne skal tænke 

mere kreativt og komme med ændringer. Hvorimod er inderne meget vant til at de får nogle konkrete 
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arbejdsbeskrivelser til en hver opgave, som kan beskrives som ”In-the-box oriented”. Dette skulle der arbejdes på, til 

at komme til en løsning, som vi faktisk stadig arbejder på. Da der skal en del engeri og ressource to at forklare hver 

eneste ting fra a-z. Men vi ved godt at det er en proces der ikke bare sker efter den ene dag til den anden. En anden 

ting som skiller os ad, er at vi danskere vi kan godt være ærlige og overholde vores aftaler. Og hermed aftaler vi ikke 

noget, som vi ved vi ikke kan overholde, men indere er det omvendt de lover alt for meget og underleverer. Hermed, 

for en inder at sige at han ikke ville gøre det er meget krænkende, især hvis spørgsmålet er stillet af ens chef. Her 

betyder face én del for indere, de ville gøre alt men ikke miste ansigtet.  
 

5. Hvilke metoder har jeres virksomhed benyttet jer af for at kunne håndtere disse kulturelle barrierer? 

 Masser af møder, dialog, workshops, faste samtaler - og frem for alt opfølgning, opfølgning, opfølgning (for at sikre, 

at man ’kommer videre’). Workshops, er meget vigtige da de hjælper begge parter til at forstå hinandens kultur, giver 

mulighed til at sætte det i dialog og komme til en løsning. Men hvis vi havde haft en hensigtsmæssigt træning før hele 

samarbejdet, ville vi ikke have druknet så meget i vandet med alle de kulturelle barrierer (højtlydt grin).  
 

6. Kan en virksomhed gennem en solid HRM forhindre disse kulturelle barrierer? Hvis ja, hvordan?  

Efter min mening umuligt helt at forhindre, men man kan mindske de kulturelle barrierer ved at forstå hinandens 

kulturer. Derfor ville jeg råde virksomhederne kende til kulturen inden de starter operationen, hermed hvis 

virksomheden er internt blevet styrket, ville det hjælpe operationen til at fuldfører på et andet marker. Derefter er det 

vigtigt at virksomheden løbende forholder sig til, hvordan de skal ’interagerer/spille sammen’ i virksomheden.  

 
En vigtig detalje some meget vigtigt at have I baghovedet. EN af de største udfordringer jeg lagde mærke til i 

virksomheden var at om det var danskere eller indere de talte deres eget sprog sammen med deres egene folk. Hvilket 

ubevidst skabte en følelse af at man ikke er velkommen. Da man talte det fremmed sprog også foran og lagde ikke 

mærke til om de andre kunne forstå eller ikke forstå. - For at forhindre dette problem blev vores HR ledelse nød til at 

træffe et valg om det legaliserer Engelsk til at være et officielt sprog i virksomheden. Og hermed hjælpe hinanden på 

at huske at man skal tale English så ingen følte sig udenfor.  

 

Hjælp det? 

Ja det gjorde det! For så var det der at man ikke skabte grupperinger såsom os og dem.   

 

Appendix N: Interview with: Manager in a Danish MNC in India  
This person is a Manager in a Danish MNC in India. However, she is an Indian raised in Denmark.  
Hvorfor kommer er Indien blevet et attraktivt land  
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Indien er jo et kæmpe land med mange potentielle og et kæmpe markedsandel som er attraktivt for mange de vestlige 

lande.  

Hvilke kulturelle barrier møder dansker når de samarbejder med Indien? 

Der er kulturelle barrier overalt.  

Men Indien er et kæmpe land med mange mennesker. Så hvis du går til Syd Indien ville du finde mange kulturelle 

værdier som minder meget om de danske sammenlignet med Nord Indien. Og hvis man ser Mumbai for eksempel 

minder det meget om de vestlige lande. Så Indien er virkelig et land der er i gang med at udvikle sig. Hvor 

kommunikation minder om de det danske, som er meget direkte. Der er jo nogle af de indere du møder som heller 

ville snakke om 1-2-3-4 og så det 5 ting ville de give dig det rigtige svar til dit spørgsmål. Men på den anden side er 

der også på gade niveau hvor folk virkelig er direkte og ikke bange for at tale ned og virkelig tage til den med at prutte 

om prisen… Men self som sagt er Indien et kæmpe land hvor landet er så forskellige fra stat til stat. Hermed er Indien 

jo et kæmpe land hvor man ikke kan forudsige ALT, som man kan her hjemme. Vi er jo meget struktureret og kan 

næsten forudse hvordan vores uge eller mrd kommer til at se ud. Men i Indien er der en del procedure og mange gang 

kan der forekomme drastiske ændringer eller kommer nogle vigtige ting frem som man skal tage hånd om først.  

 
 
Hermed en af de barrier som vi møder tit er med tidsperspektivet i Indien. Inder er villig til at arbejdere læmgere hvis 

de nu ikke er færdig med deres opgaver, hvorimod os danskere vi er meget tidsbestemte og ville helst ikke være der et 

min ekstra, der der er fyraften (grin). Dette arbejdsforskel har skabt en del barrier da inder synes vi ikke 

arbejdsorienteret. Men på den anden side er der slet ikke noget der hedder at man kommer for sent i Indien. Da de er 

meget flydende med deres tider. Alt tager tid og det har en hver inder i sig. Så hvis man er til et møde med inder er det 

ikke chokerende at en leder eller medarbejdere kommer for sent, da sådan er det. EN del undskyldninger som 

trafikken. Men tilbage til møder, ja der er ingen agenda. Inder ville bare side og snakke og hvis nogen finder ud af at 

tiden er løbet, afslutter de møde og aftaler en anden møde tid, eller som de fleste bare bliver sidende og snakker. For 

os Dansker er det virklig anderledes og vi kan jo bare klø os i hovedet og tænke hvad fanden har jeg brugt min tid på. 

Og det sjove er at det synes inder også at vores møder er virkelig træls og at der er alt for mange af dem uden det 

rigtige arbejde kommer i gang.  

 
En sjov lille oplevelse jeg en gang oplede var at en af mine indiske kolleger tog mig til side og fortalte at jeg var 

respektløs da jeg tiltalte ejerne ved deres fornavn. Han fortalte mig at jeg hellere burde sige Mr. Eller sir. Det var en af 

de gange hvor jeg var virkelig wow. Men igen det er meget med hvor du er hende, jeg oplever og indere der bare 

kalder folk ved deres fornavn. Men jeg mener virkelig at det er vigtig at have en viden om et land før man kommer 

ind til landet.  
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Appendix O: Transcripts of the seminars held in Denmark and India 
Sudhanshu: Some questions: 1. What do you expect from this seminar and 2. What are the challenges? 
Manoj: As we are in the support it is very important for us to understand the human behavior. Which is very 
critical for us to deliver support to our end users. And most of our colleagues, whom we support, are mostly 
from Denmark or other Nordic countries.   
Sudhanshu: Yes 
Manoj: So this is one of my expectations to understand human behavior part. And one of the challenges as being 
an Indian it is very difficult to us Indians say ”NO”.  
Sudhanshu: Okay 
Manoj: I think either we will say I will do it or we will say okay I will give it a try.  
Sudhanshu: Actually the trying is the Indian way of say No. So they will understand it as yeah you trying but 
what you actually mean is no I can’t do that. But the Danes will understand as you will perform the task. The 
actual meaning is no! Is that what you are trying to say? 
At least for my personal view I know when someone says no, you know 90% of that will not work but you just 
cant say no. Indians normally, we Indians never approach anybody with a straight or direct question. We always 
beat around the bush and belive we can get over it, haina? (laugh) 
Manoj: No, it is not like that.  
Sudhanshu: okay  
Manoj: When we see our day-to-day program if we know 100% we will say yes we will do it. And if we say we 
will try to do it then we take help from other team members and provide the solution. And what we have seen 
from the past 10 years is (hmm) I have actually been working with European colleagues from the last 21 years.  
Earlier been working with the Germans and know I am working with the Danes, so it is not that we are not 
fulfilling the requirements, which we actually do. But there is a slight gap in the expectation the so called the 
time line.  
Sudhanshu: okay  
Manoj: When we collect the information from the other and than we provide the solution. Than there is a slight 
delay in delivering the task.  The time when we say okay I will give it a try, than they are expected us to deliver 
it at the given time right line.  
Sudhanshu: So, what are you saying? That when you say you try then you are not sending the work at the same 
expected parameters, as you were required to do. But you deliver the work on new parameters, which is not 
being communicated.  
Manoj: Yes.  
Sudhanshu: So, they will assume that you will deliver the work based on the old parameters.  
Manoj: Yes.  
Sudhanshu: But what you are actually saying you will try, but you need to have new parameters.  
Manoj: Yes  
Pause  
Manoj: So many times we have observed that in our meeting that we should be very clear in our communication 
and say no if we can not deliver that particular work.  
Sudhanshu: Okay  
Manoj: But we have observed that moment we say no it is been taken totally negatively.  
Sudhanshu: Okay  
Manoj: How can you say no they will ask and tell that this is our responsibility? So there is a disconnecting in 
saying no and expecting no..  
Sudhanshu: So, there is a difference between expecting no… I do not understand this… 
Anshul: Is it the Indian managers that do not expect you to say no or is it the Danish managers also? 
Manoj: It is the Danish managers also.  
Anshul: They do not expect you to say no? 
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Manoj: No!  The moment you communicate no, everyone will stare at you as something really bad happened.  
Sudhanshu: Okay interesting… So …From your point of view the Danish managers would not like you to say 
no? 
Manoj: Uhh The culture we have created…  
Sudhanshu:  In you company?.. Pause… So everything they say you have to say yes…  
Manoj:  It is just not in my company, I have seen that in other companies. As I said I was working with the 
Germans before… it was the same there also. It is like if they do not have the competencies than they will say 
no. But in our blood in India we will say okay we will try.  
Sudhanshu:  Yeah, correct… But our way of saying I will try is saying no.  
Manoj: Sometimes … Because… Pause 
Kalpana: That is because we are very thoughtful and they are not. We Indians will always take a chance to try.  
 
Sudhanshu:  Yes. We do not want to commit… We basically want to hang on the fence.  
Kalpana: We do not want to say yes or no  
Sudhanshu: Basically you know the task is very difficult and you will not be able to complete it. But you still 
shake the hand and commit.  
Manoj: yeah,.. our honour means everything to us, and therefore we will try to show them that we can do it 
Sudhanshu: For Danes try is yeah… meaning that they are expecting the work being done at that given 
timeline.  
Sudhanshu: Okay interesting. Thank you Manoj!  
Pushpa: My expectations is get the best practice in terms of culture, management style, innovation and 
strategies… and all the work. And how to apply within my company. All the best practices I will be learning 
from this company  
Rajiv: Basically my scope of work context of people perspective as I am both line manager delivering manager 
and engineering manager. So this is my role.  
So one thing from people perspective is the culture in terms of performance management. How do we 
communicate within both the Danish and Indian management style. How to make Indian understand the Danish 
performance management. And the other part of people perspective is the values… how do we demonstrate the 
values.  How it is perceived within the two cultures, so both here and there. How do we measure and 
communicate it and lastly how do we break down the barriers.  
And also to understand the titles. The value people give to titles and the expectations my Indian teams have to 
titles compared to my Danish counterparts. Understanding the differences and how to tackle the situation.  
Sudhanshu: Give me an example:  
Rajiv:  Especially in Danish culture if you are for instance engineering manager you will be that for quite a few 
years. Compared to my Indian teams if you are not being promoted after like just two years they will start to look 
for other opportunities.  
So that it is a huge challenge for me to keep them motivated. 
Sudhanshu:  okay so what I get from all of your expectations I still hear they and we. Even though it is one 
company we still have a distinction between they and we. This need to break down. As it is only one company 
and not two different. This is a recovery thing which we have to work on in these three days.  
Kalpana: May I? 
Sudhanshu:  Yeah, yeah  
Kalpana: I don’t think so it is they and we. But it is a matter of these two countries understand each other and 
benefit from both of the cultures. As there are many strength within the Danish organization but their also some 
good strength within the Indian culture. So, my expectation is to bring good out of the both world. To expand the 
pie getting best from both of the cultures and work with them. So it is not to change the Indians or change the 
Danes. 
Sudhanshu:  Yeah, but the idea between them and we is not about change! The idea between them and we is 
acknowledging that there is a differences. So you need to acknowledge first and than find out how to tackle these 
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differences, if you want to move on. There is a clear consensus that there are challenges.. uhh that there are 
differences in work habits, culture, communication. -And that is normal  
So what we will cover in these three days is how to overcome these challenges and we will come with some kind 
of a better understanding.  
We will all hear you – For example this is a three-module workshop. Where this is the first module, and the 
second module we will have with your team members in Denmark. So all the same issues we are discussing with 
you we will discuss with your Danish counterparts. And the third module will be all together. So this is not just 
to flash the time it is a three-module workshop. We will start work with you and than with your colleagues in 
Denmark and then we will work together. After hearing the two perspectives from you and your Danish 
counterparts, we will put you both in a put and work together. Where we will come with some shared creative 
understanding. So this is a three module seminar, which we are offering and which you all are a part of. Anshul 
will explain more of this right? 
Anshul: Yeah, I was just waiting for the two Indian counterpart just finish telling about their challenges and 
expectations, they are a bit delayed.  
Sudhanshu: Oh okay,  
Anshul: But that is good that you have told about the framework, which gives a deeper understanding.  
SU: Should we wait for them or? 
Anshul: No, No I think we should carry on and then they will just join.  
Sudhanshu: Okay,  
Anshul: So welcome to all of you from the Danish embassy, it is indeed a pleasure. To welcome all of the 
Danish companies like Flsmidth and Al Park, as well as the Indian companies as Delta Pure, and other two will 
join us in a bit.  And Innovation Centre. So we have discussed with CBS - mainly Sudhanchu based on some 
input that we have got from some Danish companies - that there have been some knowledge gap that’s need to 
be filled. And which is clearly coming out here on the table already. (Smiled)  
I think that is very good, because once we have everything on the table. We can than go towards a solution and 
gain a better understanding of how both of these strong cultures are worked together.  
I would like to thank Mette and Sudhanshu for their time and for designing the course. And we do hope that in 
the next two days we will discuss everything very frankly, which will put us towards the solution.  
As Sudhanshu mentioned we do hope that it will be a three-module course. The first being now and the second 
one is to get the Danish perspective solely and than bring both of the partners together. As the objective after all 
is to get business done. But there is some knowledge gap, which needs to be understood.  
SO we will al see you again. This is the first time but definitely not the last time  
LAUGH  
So welcome everyone. Murshi would you like to say some few words. 
Murshi: Yeah (smiles).  Thank you for coming Sudhanshu and for putting this program together because, even 
from the innovation side what have met many companies. Let me tell you first The Innovation Centre is not that 
old, only two years old. And when we met a lot of companies here in India and there in Denmark - one common 
problem was a barrier. As you know how we will going to do business when they are two extremely different 
societies working together. Danes came back from India and said that Indians do not take initiatives and Indians 
would say that they are expecting too much. And they are talking too much to us and Indians had difficulties to 
understand the most important tasks.. . So there was a lot of confusion. As the Indians would like to know the 
Danes more in order to bild the relationship but for the Danes it is solely business.  
And we think it is very essential to address the differences (ohh) the Danish management style and the Indian 
management style. And this will be going to help them understand the differences and each other’s expectation 
to each other. So the Indian would understand that it is okay to say no to a task even though your moral, your 
society doesn’t let you to do that. But saying no to task is absolutely okay.  
So for my point of view this is a wonderful sessions, which is much needed both for the Indian but also for the 
Danes. And I hope to see many more participants in the future. So welcome everyone… (Smile) pause…  
Sudhanchu: Mette it is your turn:  
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Mette: Oh is it my turn  (LAUGH - All laughing)  
Mette: Employees in the subsidiaries:  local employee says “if you are a manager you should guide them and if 
you don’t then he is not a good manager”.  
Kalpana: Mette will you be sharing the slides?  
Mette: Oh yeah, yeah I will share them no problem.  
And the most interesting thing, which the expat says, that: employees in India want less empowerment but spoke 
with the local employees they wanted more empowerment.  
So the question is how can that be. SO these are some general quotes, which also reflect upon some of the points 
we have talked about. 
If you look at the Photo, I do not know if you can see it? (Uhm) no you can not see it do to the black box… so if 
you just look at my laptop here… Tell me what can you see. (Smile) 
EVERYONE TALKING  
Kalpana: A bird one the one side and a rabbit on the other side.   
Mette: Yeah (Smiled). Wow this is really good. Because the question is whether we deal with this kind of 
management thought. That is it a duck or a hare? And it is a both! àAnd everything depends on the perspective. 
It is of course much better if you can see both sides or perspectives.  
As you are collaborating with two different cultures – It is very important to see the perspective from both of the 
sides. à So if we can see both perspectives or understand both perspectives than there are possibilities of 
diversity, enrichment and innovation.  
So what I ill start with is to come up with different perspectives from both sides. And we have management 
thought from both sides. And management thought is very much about expectations towards what management 
should be or what leadership should be and it is a question of whether we can shift the perspective. Can we try to 
understand the way the other see it? And can we learn both? 
The way to define the management thoughts is those are the cognitive and the normative structures that we are 

socialized into  

= So that means that it tend to shape how we see things and how we experience them  

= Also what we think and feel about it  

= And what we take for granted à when we start take things for granted that are the things we don’t see. Which 

means that it blinds us in specific ways.  

When I talk about management thoughts and cultural in general, I prefer to talk about glasses. Because glasses 

are what we wear on our nose – we can take them off and we can also put different glasses on. – So that’s a good 

thing to see it in the way of something we wear it on our nose that shape what we see and what we not see. 

Because that is not a part of us – as we can take it off and we can learn to wear other glasses.  

= That’s the idea of trying to understand different management thoughts and get the best out of all the different 

ways of doing it.  

• I would like to see if there is one of these management thoughts in Denmark. And whether it is possible 

to see different things.  

• The way I structured my talk this morning is first of all to look at the literature and see what it tells us 

about the management thought, whether it exist or not. Than I would like to ask what are the bright but 
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also what are the dark side – when we take this Danish management thoughts outside of Denmark. à 

Perhaps when the Danish leaders do not change their glasses or several glasses…  

• And thirdly if you gain more understanding of this management thought what can you learn from this. 

How can it do your work easier and make it more innovative when you work with the Danish 

companies.  

• So this is more or less the structure of my talk.  

1. So what does the literature tell us about the Danish management thoughts?  
 
One way to start it … when you try to understand something particular something specific it is always good to 

see it in a comparative perspective – to give you a broader picture.  

And when you talk about culture and management everybody will site Hofstede – the most sited theory – you 

can criticize it for many things. But by using his dimensions you look at things from very far and therefore it is 

possible to map differences and they become more evident. à That is always useful to start by applying 

Hofstede Dimensions.  

So what is these cultural dimensions? – Hofstede is a Dutch researcher that through IBM  - the IBM company 

went into subsidiaries all over the world – saying that here we have a company, have a specific organizational 

culture and if I go into all these subsidiaries around the world. And if there are some differences and therefore 

these differences must be national. – SO that was what he did à He came up with 4 different dimensions:  

-‐ Power distance – That is the degree to which people in that culture accept that the differences are 

displayed.  

-‐ Individualism – that is the extend to which people have loose or a very strong ties with the people 

around them.  

-‐ Uncertainty Avoidance – that is whether people are confortable or not with knowing or not knowing 

what is going on.  

-‐ Masculinity – that is the question of whether people more or less assertive with the masculine culture 

being dominating or not being dominating.  

 
And if we look at the Danish Management Dimensions - We can see a quite clear:  

-‐ That the power distance is very low  

-‐ The individuality is very low  

-‐ Masculinity is very, very low  

-‐ As well as the uncertainty avoidance  

If we than start to compare that with the Scandinavia we can see that it is more or less the same – it is quite 
similar.  
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If we than go and compare that with the rest of Europe – we can see that it changes quite a lot.  
And if we then look at India – we can see a lot of differences on the power distance, quite a few on individuality, 
masculinity and on the uncertainty avoidance.  

-‐ We can already here see that there are some differences according to these cultural dimensions.   
 
Power distance: In Denmark it is 12 and in India it is 73 = huge difference  

- It is a question of displaying the power – of course in Danish companies there are power distance within an 

organization – but the number tells is that the leaders are not comfortable in displaying the power.  

Individualism: According to the Hofstede Dimension the Danish management culture is very individual as there 

are loose ties between the individuals. Compared to India where it is 42 and Denmark is 17.  

Masculinity in Denmark is only 10 so people are not very assertive, compared to India where it is 51.  

Uncertain avoidance: So Danes are very flexible it is okay if things change a bit. Compared to India where it is 

38 à side not: it is very difficult when in India there is a rule and regulation..  

It is not a question about negative/positive or right/ wrong – it is a question about values – the way you are 
espoused to behave.  
Question: Does it say that Danish culture is less assertive compares to the Indian culture?  - Yeah that is what it 

says here. Oh okay but because I have different experience…  

Yeah it is just dimensions and Hofstede dimensions were done 30 years ago – so just look as a overview. Look at 

some dimensions, which has been measured, and they are useful to use at distance. To get a first time kind of 

expectations of some of the logics. And than the question – I think your question points u to that – what is 

happening when you are coming from distance into a close collaboration. What is happening than? – Hofstede 

doesn’t tell us anything about that! àThere comes the question how is the power distance expressed, when you 

work with Danes and also with Indians. – That he doesn’t give a question.  

Hofstede is on national level- and of course the question is does this implies for all the Danes or the Indians?  

So Hofstede is only a first kind of expectation – how are these dimensions expressed within a close 

collaboration. It is not that you have to act like Danes or Danes have to act like Indians.  It is just that the 

dimension can be used to make everyone aware of that there are differences – from the distance. Being alert how 

these differences are being expressed when you are collaborating together.  

India has one extra dimension called Time that we do not have in Denmark. Means how do you organize your 

time – coming to the meeting at right time – having deadlines in place – doing several things at the same time. 

Any comments on time, have you noticed any issue connected to this? I would like to hear from you?  

Kalpana: I have noticed that Danes are very much structured, they have planned everything. Always being on 

time and leaving on time as well, even if they are middle of something (laugh). Whereas we Indians have a 

tendency to be 5-10 min late, which we actually do not see as coming late (smile). But the Danes they are very 

punctual and would be angry. But in my company in the beginning we had this issue, in order to be in time, 
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which was frustrating for the Danes. However, We started getting closer to the scheduled time now, obviously 

the first time they might have been an hour late but now we are learning to only be a couple of minutes late only.   

Mette: Yeah, and that’s good that you figured that out.  

Kalpana: yeah it just took us 4 years (laugh) but the Danes never said anything. They were just “yeah now you 

are late again”. But if we had an understanding before the collaboration I think it would have helped us to get an 

understanding of how the Danish management style is and opposite. SO this is a really good program.  

Mette: (Smile) yeah It is and very useful as well. Now I would like to come with some examples of how these 

dimensions are expressed when you collaborate with Danes. Lets start with  

-‐ Power Distance – In DK it is quite low. It does not mean that there is no power distance in a Danish 

organization but it is just like play down. Some researchers (Schramm-Nielsen et al. 2003) some years 

ago made some projects on Scandinavian Companies. And they concluded that “the managers make a 

point of playing down their authority to an extent where they seem almost scared by its exercise: direct 

orders are rare, and managers make a point of being able to talk on equal footing with everybody, 

including shop floor workers”. à What you can see in this one is that there is a manager but he doesn’t 

show his authorities. Or he shows it in a different way – by asking questions kind of hinting certain 

things can be in order. Which you really have to know otherwise you will miss it.  

-‐ Another interviewer came up with this one, which I like; very much he said “ I hate being in India 

when they say sir to me. So I have asked them to call me Martin.” So we asked him afterwards so do 

they call you Martin – “ They do but they still treat me as a sir”. Which he really didn’t like it. 

-‐ So there is that thing that you pretend that there are know differences. You interact as if you are an equal 

feature. But you are not of course (power distance) but you do when you interact – pretend that there are 

no differences  

Rajiv: I actually had the same experience, the Danes simply are always on the first name basis, also if the person 

is their boss. There is no hierarchical distintion there everyone one are equal. 

Mete: yeah, that is the Danish management though to include everyone. This above is one example of how it 

may be expressed when you collaborate.  

• Than we have it on low masculinity and they way it is very often expressed is the things about 

conceptual – right to agree on things. Not come to say “This is my order” but like to include everybody.  

In order to make them agree – having an alignment with a good decision. And once again differences 

and divergence are again played down.  
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- There is this thing here where it illustrates that Danes very much like compromises to agree on things 

but they really have differences with the divergence à meaning they have difficulties when there are 

disagreement.  

à (Above) here we do also have some contradiction – which some of you raised before … In the sense that the 

Danes says that you should speak up – tell your opinion but when you say no – than its like conflicting as they 

do not know what to do than.  

• Here I have a quote from a (French) subsidiary working with Dane and they got really upset because 

they had agreed and in each time the Danes just changed their opinion and they got for different things.  

• A last example I will give, which you already raised upon that – which we do not have in Hofstede’s 

dimensions. It is that Danes are very direct in their communication. So they are very direct, they say 

things how they are and they are very professional. So they are very efficient – and many time they 

forget to be very social by asking how people are an so on.  

• Within our interview with our Indian subsidiaries, she said about her expat manager “he is very direct 

forward, extremely direct and it is very scary and we have to get use to that. We do tell the truth but in a 

very different way. à I think it is very nicely reflect that the clashies which might come up within an 

collaboration.  

And when you (Indian) try to say no than they get frustrated.  

• One-way to defend Indian is that Denmark is very homogenous country, here on India we are very 

heterogeneous country with different culture, religion cast system etc.  

• Danes are very task oriented, as they are very efficient well while Indians need to be confortable with 

the persons doing business.  

Sudhanshu: One of the faults in the direct approach that there is no contextual building. You need to build the 

context in which you can take decisions. And just to the direct point it is a bereft of the entire context. And often 

what happened is when any decision taken it is taken upon a particular context that sustains that decision 

overtime. Decision on its own is just some words backed by the authority. à So here the Danish managers thing 

that are efficient as they can make decisions – but they are not as they do not stick with the decision. – There 

need to be a context.  

Example: I had an experience at my work place that we were working (us Indians) and suddenly that this Danish 
person invited the entire team over at his place for dinner. We were all working and suddenly he was like why 
don’t you all come over at my place for dinner. We were all very surprised and we all Indians had to look at each 
other wait for each other to nod – not to get permission but just to agree and to understand the situation. It took 
us a while to respond back to say yes we would like to come. It was a nice gesture and of course we would like 
to come. But as the question was so direct forward and he had not build up the context. So he put himself in a 
difficult situation and us as well.  And he got confused about his question – as he did not ask a wrong question 
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but did just not build the context. – Therefor I needed to go over to him and explain that it is not that we are rude 
but the question was very direct and as being an Indian from the early childhood you need to get permission 
from your parents. And therefore we all Indian were looking at each other to get permission from our society. 
And maybe if that question were put in an email it would be much better communicated maybe.  
Mette: it is important to note that don’t use this forum in to a generalization - and dot put Danish or Indian 

managers in to boxes. And one experience is not enough to generalize.   

Kalpana: I had one experience I would like to share 

Mette: yeah sure. I think that’s is the best way to get more wiser is to share and learn from other experiences.  

Kalpana, So, I found in the very beginning due to the huge clash. That the criticism came directly that it was 

very offended to speak with the Danes again. Because if they do not like they will say it very precisely and not 

think about the emotion you have put into the task or whats so ever. But over some time I actually found out that 

when we did something well the praise also came directly to you. So you have to have knowledge of people. 

Because Danes did also felt a bit bad like what did I do here I just told the truth.  

This distinction is very important! - Try to come up with some characteristics about the Danish management 

style and then question it - how can we use it - not in the way to generalize it and say they all act like that - But 

how can we understand it and get further - beyond the boxes.  

Use these characteristics from this course and reflect how you perhaps can use this for collaboration - going 

above the boxes.  

So what I have said so far about the characteristic still from the literature - about DK à it is that DK is very 

equality oriented it is not that everybody is alike and there is no a power distance but that it is play down. There 

is also a strongly hierarchy in the sense that title is not important but it is the ideas and the work contribution… 

And titles mark the differences, which is a bit uncomfortable within the Danish management style. Than the 

consensual approach, meaning that you need to get everybody on the board, by not giving orders - but in 

general ways by asking and discussing. The main point here is that when you have the group alignment, which is 

very important - than you can go further or faster with the work. - As you will take that for granted that the 

implementation will follow. Than empowerment the idea that you delegate responsibilities and authorities and 

you do expect that people will ask challenging questions and come up with prepositions. - But not too 

challenging in the way that you set out of the group and want that everyone hear your voice - as than you are out 

of the group! And than action oriented in the sense that you go directly to you aim- the goals.  

 à So these are some of the characteristics, which come up within the literature. Some of them as you can see 
comes to be very contradictions - that with every culture!   
Now if we go to evaluate these managing style with both the bright sides and the dark sides. Generally what the 

literature tells about the bright side is that people like that there are respect for the individual and respect for the 

contribution - and that can be really good. And also the open and the trusting staff by encouraging them to come 
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up with their opinion new ideas and innovation- which improve working in environment and it is quick to adjust 

in. And work balance can be quite strong. So these are the bright sides.  

The dark side is that there are a lot of meetings and that is very time consuming. It can be very difficult to know 

who is responsible for what, and who make the decisions and have course where is the power. The emotions are 

some kind of underscored, as they are not displayed. And than it is said that the managers are not good with 

conflicts - these are the bright and the dark side.  

Kalpana: Can I say something  

Mette: Yeah 

Kalpana: The Danes expectations to one task are very high, they are very task oriented and very systemtic But 

once you have set all the procedure and delegated the task the things will actually get done. This is very efficient 

way by engaging everyone  

Rajiv: their meetings are very much structured from a to z, and you can go down the list till you reach z, which 

means the meeting is over (laugh) 

Pushpa: The Indian side of the table could have twenty things going on, a couple talking across the table, 

someone’s telephone ringing, and the will receive the call. On the Danish side, one person talks. If the telephone 

rang and had to be done, they would excuse themselves and go outside if it was urgent, otherwise, they would 

only focus on the meeting itself 

Mette: Yeah. There are different management style afain playing a role. .. So by the bright side it is if you 

include people in decision and you make sure that there is group alignment. People will automatically feel more 

responsible for those descision which they have contributed to take.  But yeah the dark side is who is making the 

final decision. So it is a bit contradicting. 

Kalpana:  But the other part with the meetings is that the Danes are always busy with meetings and meetings, 

without doing the actual work 

Mette: In a recent research two researchers from CBS - Poulfelt and Holt Larsen (2015) who have asked the 
leaders what they are good at and what they are not good at.  This is quite interesting to see. Okay what they 
thing they are good at is  à to getting things done, to create a pleasant work atmosphere, making every 
employee involved in the decision process  and getting creative ideas, delegating and trusting their employees. 
What they are not good at; is innovating to find new solutions, dealing with conflicts, communicating to the 
organization, not very open to criticism. Not very good at talent development and not good at giving feedback.  
Contradicting:  good at getting things done but not good at communicating to the organization? à They are 

good at getting things done when there are a full procedure but when they are not sure if they will get things 

done or changing the process all the time than it is difficult to make things done by communication it to the 

organization. That was there explanation to this.   

- Another one it with innovation because getting new ideas well that might create conflicts. But if you do not get 

new ideas in than how can you innovate?  
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So what we have said about management thought: summing up 
It illustrate that Danish management thought is one big block it is actually small bricks that some kind of move 
around and they change. And that is very important to take in mind when we talk about collaboration. As you 
can draw on some certain blocks and let others be out. And you can compromise and simplifies some of it. As 
another important thing ofcourse there are contradiction as we saw… there is no logic.  
Okay now dark and bright side when leading globally outside DK: what the leaders thing about leadning outside 
DK - he says:  
“In Denmark we are all equal, the leadership style I have is that everybody has something to contribute. People 
should not sit and wait for orders and it is okay if somebody has counter response this means a lot to the cultural 
heritage in the way I lead.  
And now that what these leaders thing what is a good employee and a bad employee. So this is an expat in India 

(Banglore) talking about his employee saying: when you have handed hum a task, you don’t have to give it 

anther thought. He will come back by himself it there is some problem”.  (Qoutes from Gertsen et al. 2012)à 

That is a really good employee. I spoke with him we decided together what he has to do and he goes out and do 

it -. And he only comes back with questions if it doesn’t work.  

Bad employee the word they used is:  Micro -managing - Detailed instructions - Controlling   
These reflect very much about the characteristics we just talked about. And these leaders when they go globally 

they are very much explicit - If we look at the literature what it said about the Nordics and just not the Danish - 

that there are very much tendencies to do things in a very implicit way. You follow your general culture belief. 

So thing are very much taken as granted explicitly. Perhaps  

SU: Sensitive toward other people grief for instance. You talked about the boss knows every employee, you 
talked about family, right. Would you (Ohh), how would you trace all that, how would you talk about authority, 
reference, how would you trace all that? 
Pause 
X: ya, ya, you want a stoat link both organizational link, cultural link.             
Su: What I am asking is, we have identified several bridges.                      
X1: yes. 
Su: Now, I am asking, we have talked about communication, now we talked about authority. I am talking about 
reference. So I am saying, what you are saying is reference to me, doesn’t appeared to me as a reference. It 
appears to me something else because all other points are something else. So for me, there is something more to 
reference, there is something, we are missing and that is what I am challenging you all. 
X2(Lady): I think, there is very very interesting point. I am too starred in right direction. Even though we have 
this reference to what the quality etc. <but it’s the same authority which actually gives us a sense of protection & 
a sense of safety also. So I could be (Pause) if you all see any other family run businesses or any other 
businesses of its own, it was like this company will not. 
Su: Talking about security, (P) sense of belonging for security, like family creates security, correct. All families 
have corner stone security for the children, correct. So, similarly if we use family what the family kind, a social 
family creates security. So is that what we getting at and we are using different words to explain that. 
X2: yes yes, you are right if it is security, what is it security, we will really like.                                                       
X3: Stability.                                                                                                                              
X2: Stability and permanence and give it all as you know it was there. 
Su: Permanence, stability, ah mm (P) but how is it that madam was presenting in the morning that the employers 
in Dk think that you are going to run away. So if (p) we I India, if they are not able to perceive that we want 
them to give us the security and give us the sense of belonging, then how is it that they get different signal from 
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us. (P) If if, in very simple terms, this is our cultural break, is this we are communicating to rest of world, (P) if 
that so, then how is that so are not getting that message .  
Pause 
X: The information that we want to reciprocate, understood well by the Indian management, has not received by 
the Danish, there could be a difference 
Su: Ah, they don`t have the same antennae that captures the signal.                    
  X: Ya that’s why I am saying.                                                                                     
Su: The program is different, right.                                                                                     
 X: Different, right, because the management also bears.  
Su: Uhm, ok.                                                                                                                          
  X: because the management bears also same, as they think the same way as we think, right because they                                                                                            
Lady: In the same couchant, hann.                                                                                                                     Su: 
So, in the simple words they are culturally misaligned.  
X: I am not saying misaligned                                                                                                                   
Su. That is a very powerful sentence 
Su: we should not say that.                                                                                                  
X: It’s a difference of field because they are from different directory and different geography, a different place 
could be a                                                          
Su: Ok, now we talked about authority right. How are. Now I want to take you to the space that we not touched 
at all. Its contrary resolution. We have not touched that at all. That is in our cultural sense, how we engage 
contracts resolution, (P) we have newer discussed this, may be is because in inherent culture, not to talk about 
conflicts. Laugh  
Laugh 
X: We were talking about degree. Degrees of conflicts, that different ways we are approach in our culture here. 
The degree of conflict is actually less we actually take a chance, we say ok, we take a slow boring there. Let us 
give another chance and close it on. 
Su: That is intellectual explanation. What is cultural, I mean wo wo now                     
X: The draw line will be ----Laugh. 
Su: no no, for instance if you are saying degree, we confortly sit down and I Have what kind kind of degree is it 
and come this degree is it, therefore I match to this action, you don’t do all these things. That`s acquired, I am 
talking about the cultural, what comes automatically, without much intellectual discourse in your head. There is 
something that you do just automatically, its part of your DNA, it part of how you must socialize, not consider 
view naturally, those view you are naturally, what defines you as you. 
X: consciously we tried to hear both versions of conflict, there are both separate parties what is their versions 
and tried to see each other opinion and tried to arrive at some kind of solution its mutually comfortable, not 
necessary mutually agreed, It could be a decision which on organization…laugh Laugh 
Su: No, no, in your life, we talking about culture, the life way you live, the way you born, the way you bought 
up. We newer said, you newer work for organization. We are people, we never worked for anybody, and we are 
just here to have a discussion on culture. So how do we deal with conflict just think about when the time is 
growing up, how do you deal with conflict? What is your cultural response to your conflict, how? 
X: we hear first, hear what the issue what is happening is.                                          
Lady: weather is in the family, you just talk.                                                               
Lady 2: hann, we just talk to.                                                                                        
X: compromise. 
Lady: If a conflict between the elder person & the younger one, then obviously ultimately it is ok. He or she will 
be the elder one, let it we should move like on her decision, ha ha surrender. 
X: the right word you, surrender.                                                                                         
Su: so the elders are always right. 
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Lady2. Siblings or friends or something, think about and resolved. It’s like sometime you fight it out sometime 
even you, physical fight it out, you don`t let it out. 
Lady: One has to let convinced with other that is in sibling in be else.                             
X: One has to compromise and all. 
Lady2: conflict with elders and which happens a lot, because every generation changes and you start away 
modern and your parents are you know, you don`t go beyond the point. 
X2: there it comets compromise, then you compromise yourself.                                        
 Lady: ya you compromise.                                                                                                   
Su: so conflict is then how you would define, explain conflict. 
X: I would say it is not a conflict that would be case. There is a gap in generation, third process, then I will not 
definite as a conflict, People would heard different opinions, so 
Lady: We take in a certain way, it appears. There is conflict in the way and how would you resolve this. 
Su: What I am hearing is something different, I am hearing is you guys are not really convinced there is 
generically conflict but what I am hearing is you guys dealt with tension 
Pause                                                                                                                                    Lady: Give us an 
instance, instance. 
Su: Like for example, in a family, take a family, right, aab, aam. For example just, as a boy who is becoming 16 
years old, he wants to stay out late at night and fathers says no, he is unhappy, says no. Then, he goes to mother 
and mother says no, listen to your father. So there is an inherent disagreement between the boy who want to see 
late night movie and the father who says you need to be here by 10 o clock. And the boy have agendas, believe 
me I have gone through it, I tell you. Laugh—Laugh. So, the thing is that, that you don`t, it’s not really a conflict 
situation where you conflicting but your intention, there is disagreement between the two, your world view is not 
the same as the view of the father, right. And it’s not that you end up, having the conflicting situation but you 
end up, it’s a tensed situation, the situation which is tensed, you agree but you discouragingly agree, you 
grudgingly agreed  but you still that that dissonance of having listen to you your father continuous for few days. 
So it’s still this process, then you talk to your mother, you talk to your brother, sister & your friends, they will 
say,  `Chodd de yaar, let it be its gone, its ok‘. Then you learn next time, you don`t tell your father the whole 
truth, you, you, you tell him that, no no I will, I am not going for a movie. I am going to the boys, my friend`s 
house, I come back at 11, you can check, this is his phone no you tell younger brother that my father will 
probably call,  you tell him that he is here but he out playing but you still go for a movie, so you you you ah. 
Lady: Laugh  
Su: what I am saying is that you create, you learn ah from the, you learn to avoid the tension and create the 
systems that kind of close the opportunity to get anybody to get hurt but still  you go head what you want to do. 
Has has anybody experience that. 
Lady: Laugh laugh. Off course.                                                                                      
Su: So how how do you what would you give that in terms of that. 
X: That is why I am said, compromise, there will be compromise first few times and then by the time you will 
find out the system, how to bypass this.                                                                                                                            
X2: ok, not clear about freedom  
Su: not clear about freedom, so ah ah or you don`t, would I be wrong I f I say don`t accept authority, may be not. 
Pause. Would I be wrong --pause 
Lady: You just bring it back to the point I made earlier that you expressed to every but then we are doing a lot 
things to scoot…. laugh 
Su: So is it a cultural thing or is it just a generational thing. Is it cultural or something you just something can do 
because you are younger than rest of the people …pause 
Lady: Luagh—More of the generational gap, I think.                                                  
Lady2: It’s not a generational gap. 
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Su: So so way to avoid authority to has been built in to circumstances, it is part of your inherent, so you don`t 
tell the whole truth to your boss, you only tell him, what he wants to hear and you do things any way, 
right….Pause..                                                                                                  
Lady: Right. 
Pause 
Su: Isn’t it. So is coming from how you dealt with your father or how I dealt with my parents that I how go with 
the movie any way but I am telling, I am going to my friend’s house. And when he calls, he made a 
arrangements that my friends brother will pick up the phone and say yeh yeh he is playing in the garden. But still 
go for the movie, right. Pause.. So, Is that, is that, conflict of avoidance or is that a kind of dealing with tension, 
what what is that and it comes out even in organizations when authority, when yeh people come out, boss will 
sense out, that this guy is not telling me the truth, the whole truth, is only telling me what I am wanted to hear. 
And then I have to go & pick up with intelligence have lot of tentacle unfigure out & create the whole truth. 
Does it happen with you guys too? 
Lady: Ya, sister, the human phenomenon… laugh                                                           
SU: Everybody should spurt authority or not tell the truth.                                             
Lady: Ya, I don`t know, I don`t know the other cultures.                                                
Su: No about in India                                                                                                                     
Lady: Ya we will sometimes. Sometimes we ahh ahh we listen and we ahh how we get & do with it. 
Lady 2: Sir, we don`t want to hurt in the family sense, we don`t want to hurt the elder and at the same time we 
want ourselves to be happy because we we can be happy but trying to do. So not to hurt the feeling and 
and…pause this is and not to hurt the feeling of elders, ultimately they are elders that is my father, mother or 
dadi or whatever grandfather. So, but yes we want, being a generation gap, they will never get agreed with our 
point. So just ok, keep their words also and keep doing that also which you want. So, it’s like  ...pause.. `Yaha se 
nahin pakra, aise pakar liya, kahte hain na kaan`-- that`s very kind of thing---Laugh  
Su: yeh, but.. But, if ahh same thing gets replicated in organization, the manager says you will only tell manager 
what you want to hear and you can do your own stuff anywhere. ---Pause. It doesn’t happen honestly.  
X: No it happens                                                                                                                  
Su: It happens, right. So, how would, what would be the cultural, how would, how would you put a finger on 
that.---Pause How would you put a finger on that.                                                                                                                                 
X: We specific to what you want to hear.                                                                                   
Su: Sorry.                                                                                                                                   
X:  We specific to what you want to hear from him, probably he cannot delayed or you know, take a different 
answer for the same question because now what the kind of discuss is, he is trying to give us answer and sir 
which is not specific to what we want to hear from him, the boss by himself will understands what he wants 
clearly  and stays on to it, avoid.                                                                                                                                                  
X2: Normally                                                                                                                            
Su: Something, sure                                                                                                                 
X2: It’s a word, alignment to management.                                                                                                         Su: 
Something what she said, she says we respect, therefore we avoid.                                          
X: Try to alignment this.                                                                                                        
Su: Ok, We respect, we avoid to align it.                                                                         
Lady: It’s a non-confrontation.                                                                                        
Su: Ya, Non-confrontation, that is built in the cultural ethos, don`t rock the boat.                                                                                                                           
Lady: Ya.                                                                                                                                           
Su: Just go on, right. Now, just imagine you are working in a Danish environment and they are brought up to say 
ask questions, rock the boat and you are don’t rock the boat, how they perceive you passive , just have a thought, 
why are they asking question and born to ask questions, these guys are passive, they are not asking critical 
questions they just listening to everything, I say  , there must be something wrong, ok ---pause—Just as a as a 
thought, here we are not going there right now. We are just focusing India, --- Pause—so, in one or two words or 
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in a phrase, I put my finger right there, it would be avoidance of conflict or avoidance of tension or just, --pause-
-- how would how would you put your finger there.  
X: Sir, if I could request you, give us a, like family could give for instance, you know, organizational, give a 
example. In most of happens in such a things happens actually non-complains of particular delivery. Whatever 
you are saying is that non-complains of particular delivery, so, that thing no organization will not support, no.  
Lady: Ya, sometimes what happens, this your legal becomes probationary, it seems a great practice somewhere 
& he wants to comes and starts the dervish initiate the organization and you have more presenting to do etc. and 
he comes up to vision and great vision yes yes great vision etc. 
Laugh laugh 
Su: Manager, tomorrow you will see best practice to how is this. Yes we must do this. Go & tell your manager 
and give you a smile, hell with you. I shall have delivery to do. So, how-- where do you put up thing around, 
where to put up thing, what is that. That is what what you put finger. 
Lady: Tensions, conflicts.                                                                                                     
X: No, you are very right in the word, avoid conflicts.                                                           
Su: So, you want to avoid conflicts.                                                                                      
X: We don`t want a conflict.                                                                                                     
Su: So, you would be conflict                                                                                                
X.: Yes.                                                                                                                                     
X2: Being a person, a new word in a dictionary.                                                                      
  Su: What.                                                                                                                                   
X: Conflict                                                                                                                              
Lady : Laugh 
Su: That is all of us ours. It goes to all of you.—pause-- I mean the the, it’s all your intellectual brains. –pause 
pause—How how would, now we talks about conflict, right. Now I want to divert you slowly towards something 
else, which we have not discussed at all, okay and that is our relationship with the people who are less powerful 
than us. We have big titles, we have big responsibilities and so on so far but not everybody in the organization 
has big title and big responsibility. How do we proceed them culturally as a Indian, how do we proceed 
somebody who is less powerful than I am, who has less responsibility than I am, who has less money than I am, 
who is less successful than I am. I mean in an official way. So culturally, how are we looking at that? 
Pause 
X: There are different questions looking at, some people may pursue that, leave by, some people may respecting 
their colleagues, respecting values, things. There are different interpretations of colleagues, who don`t have the 
power what you have. 
Su: So, how would you, how would you nail. How would you describe it, I mean to put a word to word, 
whatever, what would I say, the description.                                                                                                                       
Lady: You are saying, ahh ahh the how the people in authority and its power, how do they ahh behave or enact 
the people in less power or less advantage. 
Su: See you have a `Chaiwala`, you know an officer, and all of you are guys are powerful in Indian 
organizations, somebody will mix tea for you, right, they come & give you. How how do you feel, somebody 
will mix tea for you. 
 X: It could be authoritative, it could be                                                                   L 
ady: It is typical from person to person. Some people are very authoritative and they are dis respectful.                                                                                 
X2: It person specifically                                                                                                          
 Su: no, no, I am just saying  
Lady2: They have family environment, how would they grown up, it depends. Like, in our family, it always say, 
I mean the people will judge you or the family will judge you how you behaving with your junior or with less 
powerful people. Obviously, ‘to my seniors I have to say, sir or ma’am, I have to say with the respect. Juniors 
`ke saath` how I am behaving that actually defines basically, `Chaiwala, oy chai lekar aa`. Please, get me a cup 
of tea. So, its person’s specific, which I think is. 
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Su: It doesn’t just just narrowly doesn’t square up as far as I am hearing. I am hearing in the morning, I heard 
titles, hierarchy, the first thing that came out today was hierarchy, I think so that. Now, I am hearing, you know 
is that, ya ya its ok, I treat properly, its different, I think so that, I am counter  checking, this this is to just make 
sure that what you are telling me, is not bull shit. Is actually you are falling through that is consistency in the is 
in the discourse, so I am counter checking. 
Lady: have it doesn’t mean the dis respect.                                                                       
Su: No, no. What I am saying is that, you are talking about the power distance, na. So, in our culture, the Indian 
culture, how do we proceed powerless? 
X: Definitely, a Chaiwala is not going to come and say `Thanda to bus yeh hi hai` to drink to.                                                                                                     
Su: Right, correct, ok.                                                                                                                   
 X: So simple---laugh                                                                                                                  
Su: I agree with you, I agree with you, I agree with you. 
X2: I will give when, a very practical example which I heard two three times with my colleagues in Denmark. 
Whenever, we address them, whether they are senior to me or junior to me, we either start with good morning, 
good afternoon or good evening whatever it is. But, when they start, they will start straight away with the work, 
they want to get it done from you. So many times I have heard this from my junior as well as my senior. We 
have to learn this from those people, you newer start with.                                                                                                               
Lady: The direct. 
X2: The direct conversation what you want from us but you always start with addressing with some respect 
either the timing of what we are interacting with you and then you come to the point which we newer do and this 
we have to learn from you people. 
Su: I don`t understand, explain again, just a little more. Who is we, who is them, who`s.                                                                                                                          
X2: When we say we, it is Indian 
X2: And when we say they, it means our Danish colleagues.  
Lady: I think what he is saying is ahh .Ok, you explain it. ---laugh I am not talking about Danish but I am talking 
about pure Indian. We will see if you are certain designation entitled to some infrastructure, as you keep growing 
the infrastructure and your benefits are increasing, so you are benefits the social links are quiet increasing. That’s 
what your point is. 
Su: No, no, I am pointing to the other way. I am pointing, suppose you are a CEO or you a manager which all of 
you guys have manage and have control many groups or people or things or so and so. How is your, I mean 
culturally if there is anything I can we can stands credits, culturally how do we proceed, what is our value that  
we invite  helps us deal with the people who are lower in knowledge, position, da da da other than us. How do 
we, do we have cultural markers, triggers, socializations, do we have cultural norms, anything is that embedded 
in us that help us to deal with the people who are lower than us in hierarchy, whatever it is. 
Lady: One is we see ahh we take care of them who belong to us. But, on the other hand take care of them on 
long. They know what to do ahh, they do what I am telling then to do, they give me that respect, till then they 
belong to me, I will take care of them. 
Su: So, amm, okay so, it’s an ownership. ---Pause—No. Pause—Yes or no.                                                                                                                                           
Lady: Of course.  
Su: So, I own the process                                                                                                                                X: The 
team.                                                                                                                                              Lady: I own the 
team.  
Su: I own the team, I am responsible—more ownership, more responsibility, socially responsible. Is it social 
responsible. ---Pause 
Lady: Ya, many people are to that level also.  
Su: So, something happens to one of my team members, so I will call family, I will go. I will may be collect in 
the hospital, may not have the bills, and collect money to make sure that the bills are paid, that kind of stuff. 
Right. We all hang together, in times of ahh ahh need. Socially connected but even not only up but also down, so 
you are socially responsible or social. There is an element of responsibility, right. But, does not responsible 
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translate into respect.  Pause—when the tea man makes the tea and gives it to you, is that translated into respect 
or they understood that I am responsible for you. 
X: It’s kind of caring may not be respect. You take care of the team.                           
Su: So, would it be, how would you nail it, Is it a social responsibility, or social caring, what. ---Pause--- How 
would you nail it?                                                     
X: Social culture.                                                                                                                   
Su: Ah, a social culture, that is very bell. Something very well.                                                     
X: It’s equally respects you, well.                                                                                               
X2: The social connection with the team below, definitely we earn that respect also when we socially connected. 
We alone will not earn respect. Social welfare is one thing. I am worried about my welfare of my wellbeing of 
my.                                                                                                      
X: When they connect socially, definitely the respect will come from the people.                                                                                                                          
Lady: Ya, we will just take it outside the cooperating. We just reminding us, because we try to find out the 
consult, just take it outside from bridge, safe taken your politics.                                                                                                       
Su: In your own life. 
Lady: Taken in to own life’s and then you picturizes how does interactions happen, from a figure authority on 
the line, how does it happen.                                                                                                                                     
Su: So, your something that a picture, you know, when you take a train in India, an early morning, you will buy 
`chai chai, chai garam`, that you know that noise is so beautiful for me. Early morning 5:30, the train pulls in to 
Nagpur or Kanpur or whatever it is and you hear this `chai chai garam` ok. How, that guy is just selling tea, right 
and you start hugging with him and start giving him 10 Rupees, asking him for 5 Rupees back and the train is 
running and you are in hurry & that cannot stop. What is the language, how do you come across this guy—pause 
– it’s a huge power distance between you & him, right. Ha how, what is in your inherent that comes out, how did 
you deal with that guy ---Pause-- With it that is why I am trying to reflect, asking you to reflect? Not not so 
much how in your organization, because that really –Pause—every organization would probably teach you 
something. 
Lady: Beyond power, it was to the class distances really, the ahh ahh the cycle class distances, so you have this 
for a work Su: Ya, so it is, are we conscious, are we a nation of very a class differentiating peopleTherefore, 
everybody very shouted, I mean very aggressive in the morning, when I said title is very important. Su: It shows 
me my class. So, it is it it, then it is co-herent, it is co-herent from what you talked in the morning to what it is 
now. 
X: And its culture. ---Laugh to drag, drag you out of your bush, right. It’s very easy to hide behind an 
organization and tick for choice. I am going to get out in open.                                                                                                                
X: You know, you offer us the word dignity of job, that’s some contacts, where we how we trigger a taxi Su: We 
don`t have that dignity.                                                                              Lady: Do you won`t your child be a 
truck driver or else. Even a truck does not want his child to be a truck driver or chaiwala.                                                       
Su: So we don`t have dignity. We we don’t believe in ehh.                                     Lady: That is very class in our 
society. 
Su: Ya. So, so the cultural trick take away would be class conscious and class class reinforcing society. Pause—
would that be something that we can take away. Would that be our culture marker, as Indians? –Pause Laugh                                                                                                                                     
X: It’s actually vary, Sir.  Laugh.                                                                                            Su: No, I am asking 
compulsory.                                                                             Laugh                                                                                                                                           
Su: Oh, you are not saying, you are going behind the bush and firing all kinds of guns & bullets. You don`t want 
to be out in open.                                               X: Sir, we very grant as such.                                                                                                 
Su: Sorry. You want.                                                                                                                            Lady: We 
want a resolution.                                                                                              
Laugh, laugh                                                                                                                  Su: So, so we are not class, 
what we say, we are class.                                                    
 Lady: Class conscious                                                                                                         
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Lady2: Ya, class conscious, we have to admit, we are actually. 
Su: We are class, in such conscious, I would like to use a word class reinforcing society. –Pause—because we 
want to reinforce and I am bigger than you in the chaiwala and I have the money & I can negotiate with you. 
X: Sir, India is facing, since we discussing about culture of India. Ahh, since we trying to pull out words from 
everybody.                                                      
Su: Yes, including you. –Laugh.                                                                                      
 X: So, so it’s a very diverse signature, so it has more complex problem, it’s not like Danish country, where only 
5.5 million people are available.                              
Su: Available.   Laugh---Laugh 
X: I am rightly putting up, I think so because last time I came here to do business. So, hence four, the problem or 
nature of India in such a way like, we have been ahh ahh living in this country which has more structures. More 
structures was built in 90s or 80s or 70s where everybody forward some systems, today Ms. Pushpsa hired 
Fastings. But we didn’t not forward Fasting but we suppose to Fasting but we forget that system actually, we 
trying to come out that system. So, we all forget the system. So, this is what changes is happening India but still 
she follows the systems. 
X2: I should appreciate because she is not leaving a culture. Laugh              Laugh 
X2: So, ahh ahh since we are discussing about classes, discussing about classes, so there were many people are 
majority are coming from the lower ahh ahh background or the poor background of the people. There were very 
minimum people who were in upper part of the life or who who are enjoying all the facilities or all the things in 
India. So, now the difference is happening, so these people who would like to come back or come to the status of 
other people also. So, that`s why ma’am rightly put as like ahh the driver son, the driver thinking like should not 
come to the driving occupation. So, this is not respecting his occupation, so he is thinking like he should not 
have a complexity for challenges which he faced because of that occupation.                                                                        
Su: It’s very interesting, what you had a data, is something a different, you are trying to get up is you are. Am I 
right if I say this, it is culturally and class aspirational. Culturally, we are class aspirational or ahh ahh we aspire 
for our children better than us. –Pause- So, it is our culture to always aspire, hire that we are. –pause.  
X: As long as they are confortable and satisfied with the existing living style, they go to expect. Unfortunately, 
the example that he gave was actually under poverty, which discussing, under poverty line people definitely 
aspire the quality living will be better for their kids. That is wrong in driver`s son has to get educated and he has 
to move to different position. So.  
Lady: I think my rival has hesitating also Sudhansu ji the best. Overtime, we are dying against him, we are fine.                                                                        
Lady 2: And that`s why we are saying, its depends on person to person. There is a entire generation which is 
now trying to come out of this and keeping children differently. 
X: You know community& all, putting them across united by itself is a big challenge, there has enough social 
issues which the current generation is trying to come out of. Current generation, successfully many parts of 
urbanized India come out to be very general, if you could actually. I could give a rare reference also, Tamil 
Naidu for example. Tamil Naidu, such a communized state, I came from Tamil Naidu, I tell you.  
X: Communized, like there is enough communal forces in terms of castism, ok.  But the same Tamil Naidu if 
you see inside Chennai, where is an urban part of Tamil Naidu, thus effect of castism is so minimum but you just 
also move outside Chennai, being outskirts of Chennai or interior Tamil Naidu, the effect of castism is very 
prevalent, very high, so urbanized India is trying to find out and come out of sure. So, definitely I have to say 
class difference is there but the current generation is trying to come out of the issue. After all, they are becoming 
literates, the literacy rate has a big effect on it, has a big effect on it. More people are getting educated, they are 
understand, the nothing called differences and all are equal, so that´s here the. 
Su: Is that a intellectual awareness or it’s a natural practice awareness.                               Lady: That`s not, I 
think is we have dilemma, we don`t know how prevalent is this.                                                                                                                   
Su: Exactly—Laugh. Because we may intellectually we may accept that there no difference between a truck 
driver job and my job. Because both are link with descend way for descend days, correct, that`s a intellectual 
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awareness but the moment it come down the behavior, the moment you see, aah your son playing with the truck 
driver`s son. Would you allow that? Pause—Pause 
Lady: I like to be very excited; this is to be taken whole dimensional. Laugh. Laugh                                                                                                                            
Su: No, no, I am just, I just provoking it. 
X: The days are changed, sir days are changed, sir my, I agreed with you because my servant may have my kid 
more time than my wife was working. That doesn’t mean that I am not giving my kid to servant maid, right. So, 
the days are changed, she is taking my kid in a better way. Laugh—So, ahh ok, there was earlier India, it could 
not have been the issue.                                                                                                                                   Lady: 
Ya, but the fact that we are still calling the servant maid.                                 
Laugh---laugh                                                                                                                    
   Su: Very instructing.                                                                                                        
    Lady: And the fact that Modi, Modi become Modi and still there were, you know, Pubs & Chaiwala`s and you 
know, is still there, is still there.                               
X: That`s right, still there.                                                                                               
  Su: So, I am mean, what is that call about ourselves.                                                           
X: Hippocrates.                                                                                                                                      
X2: We are again equalism.  Laugh—Laugh                                                                         
 X: Too tough one. Laugh                                                                                 
    Su: Hippocrates. Let’s, be soft a little bit. How, how shall we become continued being critical but soft, softly 
critical, so what would be the word.                                                                                                                                   
Lady: I think, a glass one share ---Laugh                                                                     
    X: You made very diplomatic laugh                                                                               
    Su: No, no hypocrisy is very I think, I agree with you, it very very harsh. I don’t think that Indians are 
Hippocrates, genetically but ahh                            
   X: Diversity by birth.                                                                                                     
      Su: Diversity by birth, ok so what, so what. Pause--- Europeans are also diversity by birth, a Frenchmen 
cannot understand a Danish men, basically European have own value, right. 
X: Ya, you are right that’s have difference in it. See, Frenchmen newer Danish men and we have not experiment 
such a situation that Frenchmen and Danish men are living in the same country for years too.  When that could 
have happen probably, this example could have been understood better. I thought, tried to explain, why such an 
issue is, so many types of people in a same place, you know trying to grow together, then definitely these issues 
are bound to happen.                                               
  Su: So, giving in a positive entertained, I think we, we not class in force perhaps we more kind of live and let 
live kind of attitude, we are not, how do we say, we ahh, we Indians can live with ten different peoples and still 
we ok with it, in the sense that you can live with ahh my my uncle use to say-- `Chalo hum log Madrasi ko bhi 
bula lete hai, Gujrati ko bhi bula lete hai, saab ko` and we all live together, so what would is that, its called ahh, 
sorry. 
X: I need to say is `Bharat khula hai` ---Laugh                                                             
 Su: No, no in the cultural term is what, is called ahh ahh inclusiveness.                                                    X2: 
Secular.                                                                                                                        
   X: Secular, its secular, we have so many different religion staying together, it’s called secularity.                                                                                   
X2: Or may be cultural tolerance or tolerance.                                                                       
X: No tolerance is actually a negative.                                                                       
X2: Tolerance is negative. Why should, it be a tolerance, we are happy. How many are staying with everyone. 
Su: Harmony, social harmony, we seek social harmony. That`s of our value, that how it inherent ahh, inherent 
ahh, inherent brick, so even in organization we want social harmony. So, it calibrates to the warning too. 
Because, we won`t conflict, we want seek social harmony, that we are. We got that, I think we are coming out of 
the end. 
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Lady: I think the phrase was very ahh, very ahh, and live let live. I think that was very live let live.                                                                                                       
Su: Live and let live, don`t yeh yeh. Pause..- Yam adjust.                                                     
 Lady: Adjust `karo yaar`. Laugh                                                                                            
 X: She is very right sir.                                                                                                               
Su: Adjust, adjust, adjust.                                                                                             
  X: Today is the world, after the world current affair is the same topic, is the refugee. It’s the similar thing, that 
you say is the refugee, the Bangladeshi refugee is always being update first. Fifteen million people are 
confronting, you know. They won`t people to come inside, that`s the difference we say. 
Su: That`s, that`s extremely interesting, yeh this this reference to Bangladesh. How many, how many 
Bangladeshi just came to India?                           
 X2: Sir, more than in my opinion, not less than at least 5 lakhs Bangladeshi migrants moved into West Bengal 
from Bangladesh.  
Su: Five lakh mean how many million?                                                                   
 X2:  Five million. No, point five million. Ten lakh is one million, right.                               
Su:  It`s just for last year.                                                                                                  
X: No, I think over a period of time, more than 12-13 million people Bangladeshi is inside India.                                                                                                   
X2: Not only Bangladeshi as that matter Singhese. Hindus from Pakistan, they are also in the same numbers in 
India.                                                 
Su: Ok.                                                                                                                                          
X2: And the Singhese Tamils, Singhese Tamils from Sri Lanka.                                    
Su: It is very interesting, I yhh wanted to develop that, ok how is it different from Europe.                                                                                                       
X2: Europe is not allowing people to come, right.                                                                  
 Su: So, what is the cultural trait, they are getting at. 
X2: See, there are only might be some mythical explain.                                                        
 So: No, no just explore that.                                                                                               
  X: I think, it is all powering around the harmony, part of it, and they let concept go.                                                                                                                          
X2: Yes, you are right.                                                                                                                
   SU: What tolerance.                                                                                                                     
 X: May be not tolerance, be accommodative, I also use this word some time ago. Being more accommodative.                                                                                
X2: Space is available. Laugh, all laugh. No problem of the space.                                   
  Su:  In Europe, but in Europe there is no space, the countries are so small. Where do you put 3-4 million 
people, tell me.                                                                                                                                            X2: Yes, 
yes, yes, already there are 5.5 million people. Laugh.. Can´t accommodate 5 million extra.                                                                              
Su: I mean.  All Laugh---                                                                                                   
X2: How can they accommodate .5 million extra.                                                                  
  Su: No, you can`t, it’s a geographical problem. But in India, you can accommodate 10 more million people, 
nothing would happen. 
Lady: Sweden is doing.     
 All Laugh.                                                                                 
  Su: Sweden, Sweden is empty, Denmark is not empty. Denmark is lot of people. Where you will accommodate 
them. Pause. So, ok so now, with kind of most some of Indian bricks, right. Now,  
X2: I have a watch on Hindus working. So it start 6.00 today in the morning, they presented both Hindus 
working is Danish people are higher than Indian people. So, be more than to fear about social structures, ahh ahh 
compare to Hindus working, so in that cultural point of view, we are different from Danish culture. For 
everything, each and every action, we will take reference of social structures. 
Su: So, you think, we are more collective than individual.                                         
X2: Yes, yes. So, today morning the guy also told about.                                               
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  X: The guy invited on dinner and then there are 3-4 Indians sitting around and they started looking at each 
other`s eyes, ok. So, we have dinner giving ahh.                                                                                                                   
X2: Actually, they have a very relevant experience. Actually every.                                    
    X: Yes.  us Indians we can convey a message, without saying a single word. But just with a nod of the head 
and by one’s eyes the receiver will convey the message (laugh) in order to have this confirmation 
Su: So, all of you have a experience?                                                                              
 Lady: Yes. 
Lady: I think it become more complicated because a senior person was asking. If one of the colleagues say, 
Danish colleague will ask, they will say no, we have to check back or something. This is the authority, they ask. 
So, it even becomes more.                                                                                           Lady2: No, Exactly, directly 
no.                                                                                          
   X: If you come, I will also come. So, that is the point of view, another point of view also.                                                                                                              
X3: It’s more collective than mutualistic. Yes.                                                                          
   Su: Ok, the question is so what? Pause—so what, if it is more collective?                                                                                                                        
X2: The groupism is more.                                                                                                    
  Su: Sorry.                                                                                                                                          
X2: The groupism.                                                                                                                                        Su: If the 
groupism is more and is that much more difficult for the foreigners to break in. ----Pause                                                                               
X2: Yes, to break structure, so groupism need to be addressed.                                            
 Su: Right, you guys are more groupism, so you want to give ahh ahh support. 
X2: It is easy to break individual; actually as told in the morning, if he is not doing well, he is going away out of 
that station. But in Indian context, the groupism is more. I will have a group of people that group of people 
perform in same level. 
Su: Ya, ya sure, which is very true.                                                                                   
X2: So, in this context it is very difficult to take a decision like he said the retrenchment will become a big 
problem. So, in that case it will be the culture point of view, we suppose to address those issues. 
Su: So, so the point is just firing one person is not a good enough, therefore the whole group.                                                                                                
X2: Yes.  All Laugh.                                                                                                                  
    X3: We need to find the root cause, in that case, there may be the root cause.                                                                                                                                       
X4: Then we had actually a local approach to sensitize the cause, we know actually had an apple in the process, 
right. 
X: You see, you see, like send him out, the rest of the people will give voice. Why you send him out, you need to 
address that issue also because he was friendly. He was doing good even though; they know that he was not 
doing good. They will tell you that he was doing good. Individuality, we were just talking about, that`s what. 
Su: So, individuality was its collectiveness and down side the collectiveness is that that because                                                                                       
X: Probably may be security or job security in terms of that or what, we can name it like that also.                                                                                                 
Su: May be they use it as a political lever, as a demonstration of power.                                
  X2: Union. 
Su: No, power, if have a group, it hard of a one manager they give you one person because if you are a collective                                                                       
    X: In a sector very prevalent.                                                                                                     X2: Unions and.                                                                                                             
Lady: Community                                                                                                           
  Lady2: Your production had you know is chosen which is prevalent.                                        
  X: More strategic problems in India have been created and need to groupism.  
Su: Ok, what do you mean strategic?                                                                           
 X: Strategic means labor loss.                                                                                      
 Su: So how does it reflect on culture? So culturally we are grouped.                              
 X: It affects the productivity.  Pause---   It affect productivity.                                                  
  Su: Ok.                                                                                                                                    
  X2: It affects the productivity. Its effect morale.                                                        
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 Lady: You can actually.                                                                                                          
  X: It can also be actually be constructively.                                                                        
X2: Most of the ways it can be used?                                                                                  
   X: Yes.                                                                                                                                   
 X2: But it most of the time the other side, it sufferness, that is one reason.                                                                                                                                         
X: I don`t know how it works out in Denmark, You have unions there also?                                                                                                                                                        
Su: Ya, ya I am unionized, all of us, Mette is the part of union too. I am the part of union, but I never seen my 
union. I don`t know what they do. I just pay my tax, that’s ok. 
X: Sir, you expect, you are sturdy unionized state. So you know unions must...---Laugh.                                                                                                                     
Su: I am the part of union but I don`t know anything about it. 
X2: It is very active there, very active. You are probably active members of the unions or not but unions are very 
active there.                                                      
X: Unions are very active and its service is very true.                                            
   Lady: Productions and manufacturing.                                                                         
   Su: But I want to come back the groupism idea, it’s an interesting idea. Now, where what is the cultural basis 
of this groupism?                                                    
   X: Society.                                                                                                                               
  Su: Okay.                                                                                                                             
   X: Sir, society`s structure.                                                                                               
   Su: Explain a little more.                                                                                                      X2: No, the 
economical group, I would say more than.                                                                                                                         
Su: That´s the social group. 
X2: It`s the category, it’s the category of the people who combine the same locality where they work in for, they 
group together.                                      
   X: Same locality, same type of occupation and common interest.                                    
Su: Okay.                                                                                                                         
   X2: Which is actually hitting them hard and to protect those interest they will actually voice together.                                                                                   
Su: Okay.                                                                                                                          
 X: They bank on social equality.                                                                            
  Su: They bank on social equality. Ok.                                                                                    
  X: Life was actually tougher in manufacturing industry. Many problems in manufacturing.                                                                                                   
Su: Sorry.                                                                                                                                   
    Lady: It has so many implications, if really you look at it, if you want to establish yourself somewhere; you 
have connections, community connection or group connection etc etc.it so much easier to things done. You can 
stabilize or destabilize, anybody coming from outside, you know as groups. It almost, almost tribal belong able 
type and promotable type, take it to height from other person too.                                                                              
Su: How can it be tribal in a very diverse society like India, as far as non-Indian?                                                                                                                                    
X: Sir, Sir we shoun`t be go political as far as RSS, it was 3 example.                                                              Su: 
What is RSS?  
X: Rastriya sayamsevak sangh.                                                                            
    Su: No, no I know, but how is that connected.                                                    
 X2: See the ideology is of different, ideology of RSS.                                                
     X: See if you go list chart, is first on PDI and IDP. PDI in Denmark is listed and IDP is higher. They both 
have Indian contacts and PDI is larger and IDP is lesser to, to address groupism, we want more power. So, since 
the individualism is lesser, since the groupism is more. Since, if you see the individualism is lesser means the 
groupism is more. To address the groupism, we want more power, that’s why the power resistances is more in 
India.                                                                                                                            X2: That’s why, we are 
power play.                                                                           
 X: Yes.    Laugh.                                                                                                        
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 Su: No, no, again you are dragging me to a organization. No, no, wait wait.                                                                                                                                              
X: Organisation of politics in any country. 
        STOP  
 
      T-19       
Su: There are the explanations, why the people are individual fine, I am asking you why do you want to be in a 
group, where is the cultural value of being the part of group, why? What is it come from?                        X: There 
are certain common interests.                                                                      
   Su: Ya, ya. 
Lady: Sir, from my side, I speculate, I think it goes back to those--- joint families, and you newer use to venture 
out of your community, two decades back, we have extended clans. Everybody doing the same things, same 
resistance.   
X: Even today, if I go to native village, villages are only ours relatives….Laugh. Same as Chacha, mausi, 
nephew and others. That’s groupism has actually come from there only. 
Lady: And sir even, you know Som Patel, Ram Patel, all Patels are helping each other enough…Laugh. 
X2: If you are doing a marriage of your daughter or your son, so you suppose to call everybody, giving someone 
…Laugh…just an inviting, if you meet him in some other conferences or some other seminar, he will not speak 
to you for not inviting in daughter`s marriage or son`s marriage. So they are all group oriented.  
Su: Yes, yes, these are unique total stories, I totally...  
X2: So, I am not telling organization point of view about the individual. 
Su: Yes, yes but I am asking the under bally, under bally. 
X2: Which you don`t get from my mouth-----Laugh, all laugh. 
Su: I am asking… You are telling me the stories. You are not giving me the inside, what is the inside. You are 
giving me the indication or what it is, telling me the nice stories. What it is? 
X2: There is something but we we... 
Su: What is it?   
X2: Does not worry about that, it is existing. Let us concentrate on this.-Laugh 
Lady2: Sir, Indian is normally believe in building relationship, it’s not like I mean individual, and individualism 
is that not much abb ahh thought. They believe in building relations all ok. The thing now connected and this 
kind of all, like say suppose in Canada, you will find a Indian more interested to go to Canada bescause he 
knows `Ki Yaha par Indians are more`, so he fell more connected, even he is going alone. Instead going to an 
Arab country, because he is ok, the Indians are less there, I will not be connected and not get that type of 
environment. 
X: Why? 
Lady: Why? 
X2: Agree, like my example, I myself from Tamil Nadu and when I came to Delhi first time, checked where 
exactly more Tamils population are living. Laugh, All Laugh. 
Lady 2: Exactly. 
Lady: I think it`s the safe thing, safe. 
Lady2: Social security, I think. 
Mette: Persists, I mean network, social network call it as well, and you have that in all cultures. Also, when you 
move from one place to another place, network has a great influence and extremely important, in the terms 
where we go, that’s, that’s important. When we talk about here invisualism ok, we have difference in Denmark 
and India. But it’s important to keep in mind that we, moves 30s technology, individualism first to have loose or 
close ties with the people around you other than family and friends. So, this as a high degree of individualism, 
individualism is higher in Denmark than in India. But Denmark is also society of associations, where are dozens, 
hundreds of associations I Denmark. So, Danes, they also go together, of course they are kind of relations 
between them. But the question is the kind of relation and why they get together, as Sudhansu asked you the 
question. So, here what you can see of here doesn’t mean that arrow no association, no groups, no trade unions 
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are there, of course they are. The relation between the people with in them might be different, what you have in 
India. I think that is interesting to 
Su: That`s why, I am trying to get out of you, screeching and shouting. You are not giving me that. Once, I get it 
from you, and then break for tea. Laugh…all Laughs. 
X: You can say some answers. Laugh---all laugh.  
Su: Why you are not satisfied, it’s there, almost there. I can see the promise line. I am not daring it.  
Lady: Is it the clayish. 
X: It could be clans. 
Su: Sorry. 
X: It could be clans or communities, they clap together and.. 
Lady: It almost like my clan comes about, anything else. I will put my ranger of my clan about, may be interiors 
of my country also but it has happens in the history, it has happen. 
Su: Clan is it, cast.                                                                                       
  Lady: Cast, clan, community.                                                                                                       
  X:  You use the same cast, clan. 
Lady: It become my...Like my last name, my language. 
X: like she said well Patils, its similar to that, Patel could together, Goyal could together. 
Su: So, groupism is about, what’s the cultural value. 
X: They every particular plan has separate value of itself.  
Su: But is that common cultural value that drive speaks of groupism. 
X: Sir, it could be for example the food habit also. Food habit, certain client are visited to us, they prefer eating 
only vegetarian food, so that could be also, one particular example which I am trying to confirm. There are 
different value systems in every class, sir that could be also a divider, if I am not wrong. 
Su: Okay, okay, we take a break now.                                                                               
 X: Sir got it.                                                                                                                 
     X2: No, still ah…Laugh.    All Laugh.                                                                                  
     Su: May be, we need some break.  
Su: Flexible, we have made it over, she was summaries the Indian bricks and then we will have reflections and 
then tell you, I will talk the technic to reflect, before we have. This is reflection is not about thinking, it`s about 
reflection, okay.  This.is, we are not thinking about culture, we are reflecting about. I will tell you about technics, 
how do you reflect and how is different from thinking, alright. So, now I will ahh, Mette takes the leave, she will 
puts the bricks together, okay. And then we could, you could continue acting, I am still not happy with the 
groupism, but I let it go. I will let Mette put it there. 
X: It’s not happy team also.   Laugh----All Laugh. 
Su: So, now ahh abb Mette, I will, I will handover it to you. 
Mette: Okay, I will not put the bricks together, I will… Pause---rather continue with the inmates saying that have 
the bricks. You have mentioned certain bricks and if you see the bricks, it also means they are not tied closely 
together. So, we are putting the bricks together in a particular situation, in collaboration with others, in a 
particular contest. And these bricks, what they do for us, it’s our glasses that help us to makes senses us to go 
with. That`s why we need the bricks, we need explanation, we need to make the sense of living with. Just why 
we have all living being has mean that is has means of catching.  We draw them to make sense of what is going 
on and as we start this morning by saying everything is going very well, when we are in context. We all are more 
using same bricks; you can do it kind of like this, without thinking about it. When we go with other people with 
different kind of bricks, then we need some awareness what these bricks are. We have to use more conscious 
way, so this might I tried to keep some of the  Danish  bricks, Scoots, the lower bud and the others bricks, so this 
also extremely important aware of your own bricks. And this is been very much of Danes to tried to making 
more aware of what are the bricks that you are dealing in Indian context. And a such you will be creative        
tried to describe it, there are many of the words you use, the Danes won`t use. So it`s very much to get, what is 
the exact that we have, how are we building relationship. How are we trying to find compromises, why are these 
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kind of what you so called social families importance and more, these are important things to worsen  because is 
here that the difference is going to form. If we sit together around the table and say what’s good, what’s bad, I 
am sure you will be agree with many of  ahh people around the world. But you put words on how these things 
should actually be expressed in Dane management in relation to entrepreneur and to the managers; here are the 
differences that come to form. Well I heard you say it comes very interesting is actually that it completely 
confirm to me in management books or leadership in management in India. And that`s quite surprising actually, 
India is so big and there is a lot of movement is going on in India. But, you told me was that, is important that 
your manager is cares of you. When you care ones you are reading of managing and in return, you kind of expect 
that they do what you told them. You have this very strong word for Danes like….yhhh…that they owe too, 
that`s really very very strong, the Danes do this. You have this idea, those who work belong too. In return, be 
careful, so that`s the deal. That`s the conserve in the management which is called the `mutualment`, leadership, 
which is very much this kind of appearance, gets for you, your professional development and also your personal 
life and family. In return you give obedience or reference or what class to live to do. So, that I think, came 
through very, ahh very clearly nothing that also be mention of sure about communication being direct, in direct 
communication, as ahh, as a very important bridge in what you told …Pause…. and..Pause…if we then go back 
to, to the question of hierarchy is dash, power is dash, but the question is here, because as the search, we have 
power in Danish context as well, it is just pulled out in diplomats suddenly. So, the question here is how to you 
express power, how to you exercise power in a detente way, this is the question, how can you do it. And the 
more careful more bricks are there, is quiet direct, yes no indirect, is quiet direct, ok. Here, it’s in the Danish 
context where power exercise in the indirect way, in stubble way, some questions, hints, suggestions and so on. 
So, here you can say, here we have, here we have a difference that’s the exercise of power. And here the Danes 
are not direct, you direct, as per I understands you, you quiet direct when it comes to dealing with more kind of 
issue of the discussion, then Danish people are extremely direct, they feel comfortable about it. While, you are 
more indirect, you are more stubble and so on. It takes them off the coffee and you suggest then to go other 
apartment and so on, that will be very difficult to Danes the rest, they simply do the rest.      …Pause…. And 
then you also said this thing about…..Pause…. ahh uhh. You communication with ahh inferiors which is 
interesting. I think, you said that inferior tells you thing, then it is sign that is comparison. So, if you tells you 
things, it’s kind of signal, that’s kind of good relationship, ok. I have seen that there much link to some with, 
what are you doing, some must be Indian apologies quiet direct, is said well, when Indian entrepreneur is start 
must saying a lot and so on well, that is the bad sign but Danes didn’t get it. They thought that wow now is 
responses and is not in gage, he not responsible and they didn’t get the something which will. So, they will not 
come back to him and tried to get his input and talk with him, making him in ease and so. They newer won`t do 
that, they sleep in a well, get back there in. There will be  their reaction So, her you have indeed to say a 
potential, the other potential of misunderstanding where the procured briefing me those are the soccer sickles, 
telling you, your legal, your employer that things   are not okay, not telling directly to them but you are telling 
through certain small things. And that`s a very good chance that you do not press it. Say you have the indirect 
communication, he expects the bio    communication. So, you say that direct and indirect communication are, we 
have them in both of these bricks in both context, but they are use in different ways, and that`s the saying to you, 
actually to grasp and start to on stand, more stubble language and communication. As when People speaking the 
same language can create a feeling of being a part of the company - as it is not our company, it is theirs.  
Pause… And, then what I also was interesting is that, we held discussion about….Pause…. ahhh abrasive last 
thing, this thing about communicating in personal question. This is question about, what we are doing, the 
consent, the, the job made we to do.----Pause---- Ahh, so, so here it, it’s you remember, I said this thing Danes 
they just go for it. While away, this is just this about. Amm…Pause…And they forget more personal things and 
here you would say you need to talk, you make it him to feel and nice. Because, only then you could do the job. 
They say, well we need to agree on, on the girl and then the freedom and the powerment, to find the own 
solutions, I give you that, that is you want. So, there is very different perspective. Where you bricks with 
emotions, you have to be aware of that that might give a different perspective that you have for Danish Brid 
Bridge. That we instead as with powerment, ahh with power, it doesn’t ply that emotion are not there in the 
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Danish organizations, but it is not in the dig bit         way to negotiate. When you negotiate, you don’t say, I fell 
like this, I feel like that and so no, I have something to consequent as Sudhansu said. –Pause---- ahhm, the thing 
that the important to have this emotional and personal working for persons rather for organizations and then you 
have discussion about ahh conflict ahh avoidance. And that’s interesting conflict avoidance and then 
compromises. Because I think here you really have ahh, some bricks that appear to be same but actually are quite 
different. We said that Danes, they might consensus, like group alignment, ahh, so they are really trying to get 
everybody onboard. You said while trying to accommodate, trying to find compromises and so on. In both cases 
you are trying to avoid conflict, you are conflict shy, its very nice way of putting anything, we say about in the 
Danish context at they are conflict shy. But the way that is dealt with is very very different, okay. You say well I 
respects, those who are elder than me, those who have authority, I respected them not contradicting them. Then, 
I find out just do any way half get out of it. May I say Ditties or may I say Molly your turn to leave okay, your 
turn to leave, that’s why we doing it and actually ahmm you, very often Danes are proud that all these 
association in Denmark, all of them,    that is sign of democracy. That’s one meeting and other meeting is that, 
each time there is disagreement, the organization or association brings it to two. This is why we have so many 
association for the same thing, because each time there is conflict, they cannot be managed, they split into two 
and then there is just one they have consensus of any differences. So, it’s a different kind of, of mechanism that 
you have. But, but any how you have the will to get the consensus not to offend anybody and be together, so 
how will have the harmony though you created in different ways. That’s important, keep in mind collaborating, 
what harmony, yes and how do you get the harmony. Go back to historical ahh heritage, you can say yes, with 
the Indian history. With all all the diversity of any kind, well you just had to find a way, now you don`t say 
things, openly is we are respecting, is also we are hearing people, that`s a way to Indian. In Danish context 
where Denmark had use a very genius entity, where use to say things openly. Is the chance of risk to heart 
somebody is not big because anyhow difference is not big. So, is kind you can see some of the historical heritage 
in some of these to deal with it. Ahh, but I think is important to keep in mind that here you have two breaks---
pause--- that appear to be more less the same. But you have different dynamics, different ways of vising behind. 
And the last thing about these two breaks is ahh, this thing about what is most important, have more discussion 
about that the individual or the collectivity of the group. And you say the, what you kind of came up with was 
that we have respect to collectivity, so the one that is entire have the authority with in that collectivity, kind of  
that’s the person gets bright society , so that’s another mechanism of trying to find compromises. All opinions 
are not equal footing that somebody or some people who have more rise than other because which they has 
different status. This is also a way of accommodating compromises. In a Danish context, the individual is small 
problem to large extend, ahh in the sense he will say what you mean, so he contradict, he is okay to contradict. 
Once again you have historical heritage, it is much easier to contradict in a context not much done than in inter-
context ahh probably. So, I think that`s, that`s ahh that`s important as well. But, we do also have the group in 
Danish context, the consensus, the way of being together, being around a table. So, they ask certain ways that the 
group is quiet important to them, in spite that the individual is important to them. This is kind of ahh 
contradictory or person ahh tentacles in a Danish ahh context. And very old actually, ahh this, this is saying in 
Denmark that a lot of social control, that’s lot of cool pressure, what to belong to the group, ahh and the way 
belonging to the group  is not to be too different. So do not put difference too much forward, we are back feel 
about, about, record. Then there last thing ahh say at, that was very interesting but you cannot proof there, 
ahmm…pause--- and that’s the question of questioning the authority that has come quiet a lot. You can be 
refraining from questioning the authority, be the father, be the manager and so on. Pause---Ahmm In ahh when 
you go to the procure and say in general this is thing, you go somewhere else who have to do as Romans because 
in Rome, you have to do as Romans. Then, the all people saying, in management saying, yes but it might not be 
the best way, best way to do, to go somewhere else is to try to find out some of hidden resources, some of the 
hidden cocktail resources. And you have this long discussion about what you want to do your organization, the 
way you back it, you deal with the organization live and then you got it what is kind of most side to level, the 
Indian level, of course. And some management research is this say, what is very interesting where you have 
source of innovation, is not for looking at what you do already in organization, so in Indian organizations. This is 
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not like you find source innovation come to masses. The source of innovation is to go out in societies and see are 
there any ways to move things in that connection to give ahh a great value in the business organizations and 
where you say native organizations are not doing it, by the way. They just as normal do for at it and this thing 
about question move over that`s great is then that a way to kind of ahh use that as a resource, a technic that kind 
of, perhaps come back from Indian ahh history saying that, actually that we have some tradition of racism to 
critical question of having a curial dialogue in a authority and say it’s about the topic, the content not about the 
person to need ahh a this kind of  critical dialogues, that’s very much to, to what we have in, in a Danish context 
to talk about the  enlightened people, so this that, to just have the dialogue between the people, that can be thing, 
that can be fled and then, you have the discussion with somebody who have more knowledge, perhaps more 
inside but it doesn’t imply that you cannot discuss with that person. So it’s a different way of fulfill at ahh, at the 
authority relation, the relation to the authorities.    Pause---So this is.  
Su: Okay. So, pause-- the next challenge is all the fantastic, we know, the kind of more or less genetically map, 
how an Indian cultural man or woman looks like. ---pause—right. Pause---   Has anybody read the book` ahh 
Argumantated Indian` --pause—Has anybody read the book that there is no full stops in India. Pause--- Why do I 
bring this emphasis interesting, why I bring it out because, Laugh---pause--- In that book, the idea that, that all of 
you talked about, I must have said and there is no full stops India. You must its, its written by Mark Telly, have 
you heard of that man, in, in point of view. Both these people are arguing, one very simple thing that in India, 
Pause---if you don`t ask people to stop, they will on and on n on n on n on n on. Right, so--- pause--- how do 
you stop an Indian from----pause--- ah over engineering, from over criticizing, over –pause---ah over, over-
negative, from the over positive, from being ah---pause---when you know somebody such praising, they will 
praise you to heaven and earth. We find it difficult to be do things in moderation and this is one thing in 
Bhagwat Gita ah, ah—pause—in paragraphs 48 to paragraphs 53, when Arjuna talks about, you know that ah ah, 
oh you, when Krishna is telling oh you great warrior, oh you can kill, oh you can kill that fish without looking, 
oh you are great, oh you this. Arjuna says, I mean that`s all bull shit, ---pause--- tell me my reality based on my 
condition now, as my guru, make me aware of who I am now. Don`t tell me what I was yesterday, right. In a 
argumentative Indian, Amartain Sen trying to say the same thing, in a argumentative Amartain sen says, that you 
know in chapter 6, he talks about, the aspect of dialogues that we are very easy that we jump from one place to 
the other, to the other. We keep on discussing all kinds of things without really putting our hank on the finger, on 
the point. Remember, we are having the discussion  before the keep ret, I always said, give me a word, put a 
point and you guys always scuttled the point. It is very difficult for me to get you to the focus and it was, you 
were all over the place. I wanted you to be a sniper but you have an AK-47, okay and you just doo doo doo just 
giving me the shot everywhere. Now, how all this narrative right, that we have just experience, all of this, has it 
implication in how we perceive our self. We, we very beautifully painted the cultural Indian, alright. Our next 
step is to reflect about that cultural Indian. Because tomorrow, we are going to be facing with somebody who is 
walk in to our life from Denmark, or from Sweden or from wherever and he is going to have an important role to 
play and I have to figure out, how to deal with him. Now, I have not going to ask you to think about it. Pause—I 
am asking you to reflect about it. The process of reflection ah minds me, please forgive me for saying this that, 
this is a very unique Indian tradition, but unfortunately, I am assuming that you guys behave lost it. You are 
thinking, but I am assuming that you don’t know how to reflect it, I may be 100% wrong, but let me go on that 
point of view, okay. One aspect of the Indian, Indian critical thought, how many of you, have actually read, the 
first ah part of Bhagwat Gita. Pause—chapters’ verses 18 to 28. Pause--- nobody, do you have you read, do you 
know the Bhagwat Gita. 
Lady: these chapters are not there. 
Su: No, no verses. Sloka, Slokas. How many of you. 
Lady: I read, but, I don’t remember 18 numbers or 19 numbers.  
Su: Okay, you see, why I am bring to it in, why I am bring this –this idea. Why I am bringing in, the pause--- the 
argumentative Indian. Why I am bringing in the mark to it, there is no full stop to it, right. I am bringing in 
because I want on one side of our discourse is of modern understanding of what Indians can be, what India is. 
One is the cultural heritage of the country, what we inheritery called Indian, right. Now, we need to somehow 
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and the third part is that we have now made a cultural, we have painted ourselves into what we call the cultural 
Indian, right. I want, all of us to reflect about a, what I tell you now is about is Bhagwat Gita, about 18 to 28 
verses. I am not going to tell you the whole thing but I tell you the sense of that words. Here is a man Krishna, he 
is in front, he says, Arjuna, he says, show me all the people I am going to fight. Krishna takes him and stop here, 
one side is all his uncles, grandfathers, ah, the whole family, on the other side is brothers along with the people 
he knows. But he is no affiliated the enemy rather himself. So he looks at them and says okay, but Arjuna, my 
guru, you have taught me all the things that makes me respect always. My cultural identity that have got from 
you, my guru is to respect my ah ah my Dronacharya to make shore that Vishmapitama is not hurt to protect him 
because he is ah ah he is Bharatama. It is my duty to respect my Bharat, right and all my brothers and all that you 
have ask me to do, in all your education. Arjuna is, is the real ah he is not Arjuna in life, he is Arjuna is Karam, 
in the sense the person who is seeking knowledge. He is the knowledge creator, right. Now, you are asking 
totally opposite what I have done, how that can be possible, right. Now, what we have, what we have painted as 
a cultural Indian, right we have painted some of those  aspects of cultural Indian are some acquired 
understanding, some are part of our own reflections, some may not be part of ours. We, we have somehow we 
think, we can associate with it but we may not be, it may not not be the truth for us may be, right. Pause----In the 
Bhagwat Gita, one of the most important assets is that, when there is identity, identity is not permanent; it is 
based on Karam, i. e. duty. So, your contacts of the situation will determine the reward for you, if you are able to 
be dutiful towards that context. So, `abhi karam karo`, don`t expect for any rewards, right. You continue to do 
your duty, right. Why I am bringing all this. I am bring all this, because, because it is important for us to reflect 
on these things because tomorrow we have instance where we would get somebody totally from my own culture 
coming us influencing our life’s or having an impact on our own life. How do we negotiate that, how do we 
work, how do we engage, how do we create profits. It’s about creating bridges; it’s about building bridges, right. 
Now, Amityasem in chapter 6 also talks about the same thing. He talks about in a more funny way that when a 
dialogue begins in India, the dialogue newer ends till there is a negative inside, we are very good at creating a 
negativity, we very good at creating `Chalta hai` things. We are very good trying to say things don`t work but we 
are not good at taking responsibility for any of our deals. Pause--- In Kurukshetra, Arjuna is refusing to take 
responsibility for his context at that point. She says, I am not going to fight and he Kshatriya, his role is to fight, 
and he refuses to take responsibility for his role. Krishna is telling him, you would be absolutely destroyed, 
nobody even know you, if you are not able to respond to the challenge i.e. you train to fight now, this is the 
context, you go and fight, Amityasem says the same but in different ways. Mark Tooli talks about there are no 
full in his book, no full steps in India. He says that, we in India, he takes a very important train journey. He says, 
he was travelling from Delhi to Lucknow and then on the way, I think ahh the train passes from Kanpur ` Kanpur 
ata hain na beech mein, Delhi se Lucknow`. I think Kanpur comes before Lucknow. 
X: Before. 
Su: Before, and it’s about 4 or 5 in the morning that Kanpur comes or something of that, that was tea time in the 
morning and he was saying that, that this is, he couldn’t even establish a ahh, I mean—Pause--- the train 
stopped, he purchased, he paid and the train started in the same conversation and in that he had multiple 
conversation with multiple people and nobody could make sense of anything, right. And then he  was    trying to 
relate to his own experiences, I could never understand, how can--- Pause-- Indians figure out multiple layers of 
discourse at the same point and time—pause---right. And that`s a positive, he gives positive ahh link, right. So, I 
am asking you, I am giving you the context for reflection. The context of reflection is that, we have panzer out 
ourselves in this cultural Indians. Pause—We need to reflect about how much this cultural Indian is actually 
driven based on our duty to ourselves i.e. a Indian in us i.e. the Gyan, the knowledge that we have acquired over 
a time, how much of this cultural Indian is acquisition or reflection of that habits that we are simply reflecting 
because we have acquired it from elsewhere which is not our cord, which is not our part of our knowledge i.e. 
how much of Arjuna`s lack of confidence, in fighting the Kauravras is based on acquired fear of the other i.e. the 
kaurwa & the army and how much of that strength is based on his own knowledge of his own strengths. I want 
you to reflect on these things, these are here. Because the cultural view, you have painted has an important 
implication for tomorrow. Now the question is how do you reflect,--- pause—there are 2 steps that we have to 
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follow, when you reflect. Pause---When you are on your own, first we will have ahh 5 to 10 minutes silence an 
you are not sitting in the room, may be you can walk or sit in some corner and not think, please don`t think about 
something. Reflect, when I say reflect, ask your system, ask your dil. The relevance of what you have painted as 
the cultural view.---Pause--- How much of the cultural view is really you, just reflect about it, don`t think about 
it, don`t talk about organizations, don`t talk about particular situations, just only your own, think about, now we 
have cultural view. How much of that cultural view is based on your acquired knowledge i.e. Arjun`s knowledge 
and how much of that cultural views required acquired out of fears, out of, out of being, fear of being judge, fear 
of being failure, out of fear not performing, out of fear of whatever whatever, that`s the first part. Then you come 
back after 10, 15 minutes and then you----you become, get yourself ----pause become boots of two and you 
thought of your cultural view---pause   and how is it different from what you have painted, okay. What part, 
what part of that cultural view is acquired from the –pause—the experiences that you have and what is your 
conscious of about, what you are, the cultural view, that`s the second part. The third part is that we all get 
together here and then we trying recreate an element of the cultural view that is of composite of all of the 
individuals----pause----right. So, the first is reflection--- pause--- second that will take 10-15 minutes. The 
second part is one to one dialogue, that will take another 15 minutes and then the third part is each of you will 
talk about your own reflections, in, in, in your own words without any organizational, without any organization. 
You can choose any way to talk about it, okay, and that will take some time, right. So, this is the exercise for 
now, is that clear, do you understand, questions. Do you understand that, okay? So, take 15 minutes, starting 
now, you can walk, you can talk but you can talk to yourself, but not anybody else. You can be your own, you 
need to think, if want to write, and then write, you want to record, record. Do what you like, but please, please 
really try hard to be---pause--- not to be judgmental, not to be opiated, and not to be organizational sensitive. Be 
neutral, be yourself and talk about those, that cultural view and how much it is generically you and how much of 
it is acquired through habits of life. And, we come in this place. Is this okay. 
Lady: Sir, you say, we have to talk of our selves.  
Su: JA, the cultural view. It’s your, it’s your own, own inner and try not to think so much about it.                                                                                                          
X: Not in the contest of the role that carries I carry in organization.                                                                   Su: 
No, please no. Just you, just you.                                                                X: Natural you.                                                                                                                         
Su: Natural you. Okay. Now, you can do what you like, leave, go, and reflect. 
All Laugh       Lady: Actually, it does given us reflect.                                                                                                                                       
X: Actually the problem is, we all transforms so badly, now rediscover us.     All Laugh.                                                                                                                            
Su: Well, well, well, go trail. Don`t be a broken Arjun. Go—pause---trail. Don`t seek Kaurwa`s, it says oh no 
know what, I don`t know, I don`t believe, I have strengths, Don`t say that. Come on go. 
X2: Remind your tape, 10 years back. 
 
Su: As you growing up, what you are, as your own, is a combination of value, combination of everything, what 
defines you, culturally you, okay. Next, is describable a little bit about that cultural view through the experience 
of life, how it has been modify, modified, how it has gathered moss that has ---pause--- covered. 
 
X: On bottom of the final systems, I have been got a wealth, when I talk about gradual systems there are 2-3 
words which strikes my mind ahh but I have been taught ahh weather it is from my parents or the family---
pause---or the teachers.   All Laugh            
Su: Sorry.                                                                                                                                 X: He has reflected 
everyone, in this room.   Laugh.                                                                             Su: Ahh, you are not getting 
scot-free, that easy.   All laughing.                            Su: More coming. Ok, so, so now let’s, let’s just one thing. 
So, pause---this part, the latter, that we talked about, right. That you acquired these things, how much of this 
acquisition is modifying what your cultural views.    Pause                                                                                                           
X: Pause—Ahh, I cannot actually variant or----pause   there has been significant change which has impacted life, 
the way, ahh every day is for me. So, it has its own impact.                                                                               
Lady: In a family of 5 brothers and sisters, my father. Most of my values have come from my father ahh and my 
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brothers ---pause---very very ahh conflict prone tall big people.                                                                                     
Su: Who protected your life? Laugh.                                                                     Lady: I haven’t survived with 
them so; I take me on this way. But, I think honestly, my father is a person, a very strong, very honest, still very 
hard working, very peaceful person. Ahh, my mother being a teacher, again very very hard working, her life full 
of sight bringing soft and countless hours spent in insuring the gathering well in numerous studies. Ahh, my 
brothers and sisters set the standards of excellence and they were all first, they in the class there were huge 
pressure because I was not ---laugh I was always which was considered. This is different what they’re extremely, 
which was with those pressures excelling also. ---Pause—ahh you care all of these 7 or 8 construes which they 
had reflects. I find none of them full forming accept one which is the first one. I was married, which he came 
around. I joined a private company but I still wished I should be in a government company or a teacher. I said 
no, I had got a challenge. I have gone US; I have gone unchartered, very careless. I have not shied of, in other 
sense I don`t need this group around me or I don`t need a comfort of a structure around. So, I have been in the 
heart of conflict a lot, result those ahh ahh ahh pause—I express power, newly the other thing which is 
applicable to me is expressing power. I don`t forgive but something about my dominical which ---pause                                                            
Su: Just projected anywhere.                                                                                          Lady: Just projected 
anywhere. I don`t know how Laugh--- I make effort to do it. Other than that, none of these, there is so, so I am 
thinking it is good. Is it Arjun or is it Arjun looking at the army wondering, you know what you were now. And 
to your second question, what has then Para masses where the mass has. I think, I have family, I have two 
children. I think one has family and family is dependent on you, ahh and the family tried winner of my family 
and my husband as a hobby job. Laugh---laugh.                                                                                                                                   
Su: What job?                                                                                                                              Lady: Hobby job. --
--LAUGH                                                                                                      Su: No, okay. What is that now?   
Lady: Is like ----Laugh— he has his own hour and he takes his own assignments and give my choice. So, there is 
so much dependence on you and there were you just sort of become a little more ahh realistic and passion and 
little more mellow about how you operate and how you deal with peoples. So, I think, that is one thing which is 
taken off and ---pause--- confrontational another thing for me and I had got lot of bosses who could not just deal 
with a woman being equal to them and that has an impact on me for dealings with approachment. Basically, the 
life in the beginning of college 4 girls and 300 boys. So, I think that has different coding.                                                             
Su: In this, this little difference what you are coding’s. This I want to dwell a little bit, that`s is quiet important. 
This little more what my code is, this little more. How much of that little more is shifted your code.   Lady: Lot, I 
don`t think a lot more that I do see some times checking myself ok in the past. Can`t, I do sometimes say `Mere 
baap ka company nahin hai`. I do say.   All laugh.                                                                                               Su: 
Laugh. In translation it says, It`s not my father`s company. So, why should I care?                                                                                                                 
Lady: I do see myself saying not only 2 months. Laugh                                                                                                                             
Su: `Tumhara baap ka company nahin hai` seriously. `Kisi ka company nahin hai`. Lady: Yes, so it comes to that 
it comes to challenging authority. I do see myself, let it go that time. I do see it now, which I not doing earlier. I 
am taking head-on.                                                                                                             Su: And this, this, this 
taking head on, the stuff that you have not more than overload. Do you see yourself as, as defined by not more 
than my core or you are still on your core.                                                                                              Lady: I 
think ahh, I am unstilted.                                                                                       Su: Then, the next question is 
why did you agreed to the entire test that was not.                                                                                                                               
Lady: I, that`s why I am telling him, what`s the hell is this.                                                          Su: No, no stop 
this, okay. This is, we are demolishing, what we have created, okay, that`s fine, that`s okay, that`s fine. It`s not a 
big thing, actually it`s a big thing. But we will talk about it later, okay. It is, it`s a very important inside that we 
have to come about our self, that we create in the beginning are actually in the end, right. So, culture for us has 
to be very interesting a game of awareness and reflection, alright. So, hold that cork, we come back to it again, 
alright. Hold that cork. Okay. 
X: Yes, to answer both hold, define both of your questions on the culture who I am. Then, I define myself that I 
am emotional person, try to do all the honest and polite to people. I do my work; my father is no more with us. 
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But, what we have learnt all brothers and sister is that if you are correct, if you are right, stick to it. Don`t give 
up, it will continue, but if judge yourself, you are wrong and you had made a mistake, then newer be side or be 
militate to say sorry. Weather it is your superior or your junior or your elder or your member one. Please come in 
front and say sorry and try to correct it. This will never give up, it will pay him back. As a person, as an I say 
emotion, emotional, always I feel or I as seen par, I tried to defend people to take them in confidence to------
pause---and this sometime become ahh, pause---what I do say is over protective to someone take it as granted 
but what  that is I am. Pause--- Coming to the second question, what as contradicted my earlier one is I will start 
saying, I will try. In most of the contact, it comes that try to avoid saying no. Pause---- So, and it equally goes 
with my work life or it a family. Sometime I know that this is not possible but still I say, okay I will try. Which 
gives a wrong signal to others that expectation goes high, that okay this will done, but I know that this is going to 
be a challenge. And sometime it may not be met, so this is the habit which is no game into it, which I have to 
look how we can overcome this. To stick to what as a man I am.  
Su: Okay. So, what is the most you have gathered? To say no, to say are you tried is the most and what else? 
PAUSE 
X: Not to becoming overprotective or emotional carried away. 
Su: How much of that cultural U, we painted in the afternoon? How much of that you associate with? Pause--- 
one point, two points, none of the points.  Pause  
X: There are few points which we can associate. 
Su: No, you can. 
X: Ya, I can associate myself. 
Su: No, okay. Don`t tell me the points. You can, that`s fine. 
X: yes. 
Su: Next. 
X2: So, myself I come from, basically come from south part of India. So, my, there are two states in south part 
called Kerala and Tamil Nadu. So, my mother comes from Kerala and father comes from Tamil Nadu. So, there 
are very different culture all together, so that’s, they are my parents and they are very humble in nature basically. 
So is basically spending mill worker from cotton to thread, mill worker actually basically. It’s a different 
personality compare to social group which he comes from because he speaks intellectually because he did not 
completed eve 10th standard, but he speaks intellectually to me . You see in the group, only men who is wearing 
this earrings me, So that`s how he thought me because ahh, ahh, in some of the other part of India, they use to 
wear ear rings, men use to wear ear rings. He studied one day that like wearing this ear ring will trigger brain and 
acupuncture is creating there and you suppose to wear as a culture of obeying the parents, I started wearing this. 
Many things I follow my father, I don`t use to drink even tea & coffee because he up rise me not to drink even 
tea, coffee, then I follow from my side guru. I newer drunk tea or coffee, the whole life till 20 years, so that`s 
how I grown up and so, that`s was he thought us we grown up. But I am getting HR Universal Construction Pvt. 
Ltd. to the experience of handling both employee and the management of those years of experience. So, then I 
have decided during my masters that I should go on study; I should go on to join Universal Construction Pvt. 
Ltd. as a HR manager. So, that time I had an opportunity to join as a trainee in development department manager 
in our Organisation where I worked almost 2 years in that department unfortunately my heads supposed to quiet 
our Organisation to take up their children. So, that time my organization gave the responsibility of heading that 
whole in our organization from now on and handling that responsibility the HR department for the Indian 
operations of URC Constructions Pvt. Ltd. So, this is how I have gain mass after my culture which I had during 
my collage days, the first more of humble or more intellectual. So, after some time, after joining this collage, 
more adaptive, more organizational, more diplomatic and more of handling people, more of understanding 
people, more of understanding the different cultures of the people who works for the construction industry 
because in India it is the organ sector so how to handle with them, so how to deal with them, so how to 
appreciate them or how to retrench them, so these are all more things Which I have learned or still learning after 
my school days. So, this is what still I am gaining, more culture oriented things in my part of life. So, still I 
think, I need to run many things.  
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Su: Yes, but let me ask you two additional questions. One is, you talked about intellectual, and you talked about. 
What is the cultural view? How you growing up with your father? What defines the cultural view? 
X: Culture in me is I am very closer because of my father who taught me an intellectual character; an intellectual 
thing should not believe what people say or should not follow without knowing why they are following. So, in 
that sense I would see me as a global person I am not a Indian, I am not a Tamilian. I am not a person who is 
representing a small group. I think myself as a human being representing entire world. Su: Ahh, fantastic but for 
moment I asked you not to think. The moment I asked you to reflect. 
X: Yes, I am reflecting. -----All laugh— 
Su: So, it`s fantastic, you thinking but for a moment just, just believe me, try to reflect a little and reflect about a 
cultural view.  
  Su: There are the explanations, why the people are individual fine, I am asking you why do you want to be in a 
group, where is the cultural value of being the part of group, why? What is it come from?                        X: There 
are certain common interests.                                                                         Su: Ya, ya. 
Lady: Sir, from my side, I speculate, I think it goes back to those--- joint families, and you newer use to venture 
out of your community, two decades back, we have extended clans. Everybody doing the same things, same 
resistance.   
X: Even today, if I go to native village, villages are only ours relatives….Laugh. Same as Chacha, mausi, 
nephew and others. That’s groupism has actually come from there only. 
Lady: And sir even, you know Som Patel, Ram Patel, all Patels are helping each other enough…Laugh. 
X2: If you are doing a marriage of your daughter or your son, so you suppose to call everybody, giving someone 
…Laugh…just an inviting, if you meet him in some other conferences or some other seminar, he will not speak 
to you for not inviting in daughter`s marriage or son`s marriage. So they are all group oriented.  
Su: Yes, yes, these are unique total stories, I totally...  
X2: So, I am not telling organization point of view about the individual. 
Su: Yes, yes but I am asking the under bally, under bally. 
X2: Which you don`t get from my mouth-----Laugh, all laugh. 
Su: I am asking… You are telling me the stories. You are not giving me the inside, what is the inside. You are 
giving me the indication or what it is, telling me the nice stories. What it is? 
X2: There is something but we we... 
Su: What is it?   
X2: Does not worry about that, it is existing. Let us concentrate on this.-Laugh 
Lady2: Sir, Indian is normally believe in building relationship, it’s not like I mean individual, and individualism 
is that not much abb ahh thought. They believe in building relations all ok. The thing now connected and this 
kind of all, like say suppose in Canada, you will find a Indian more interested to go to Canada bescause he 
knows `Ki Yaha par Indians are more`, so he fell more connected, even he is going alone. Instead going to an 
Arab country, because he is ok, the Indians are less there, I will not be connected and not get that type of 
environment. 
X: Why? 
Lady: Why? 
X2: Agree, like my example, I myself from Tamil Nadu and when I came to Delhi first time, checked where 
exactly more Tamils population are living. Laugh, All Laugh. 
Lady 2: Exactly. 
Lady: I think it`s the safe thing, safe. 
Lady2: Social security, I think. 
Mette: Persists, I mean network, social network call it as well, and you have that in all cultures. Also, when you 
move from one place to another place, network has a great influence and extremely important, in the terms 
where we go, that’s, that’s important. When we talk about here invisualism ok, we have difference in Denmark 
and India. But it’s important to keep in mind that we, moves 30s technology, individualism first to have loose or 
close ties with the people around you other than family and friends. So, this as a high degree of individualism, 
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individualism is higher in Denmark than in India. But Denmark is also society of associations, where are dozens, 
hundreds of associations I Denmark. So, Danes, they also go together, of course they are kind of relations 
between them. But the question is the kind of relation and why they get together, as Sudhansu asked you the 
question. So, here what you can see of here doesn’t mean that arrow no association, no groups, no trade unions 
are there, of course they are. The relation between the people with in them might be different, what you have in 
India. I think that is interesting to 
Su: That`s why, I am trying to get out of you, screeching and shouting. You are not giving me that. Once, I get it 
from you, and then break for tea. Laugh…all Laughs. 
X: You can say some answers. Laugh---all laugh.  
Su: Why you are not satisfied, it’s there, almost there. I can see the promise line. I am not daring it.  
Lady: Is it the clayish. 
X: It could be clans. 
Su: Sorry. 
X: It could be clans or communities, they clap together and.. 
Lady: It almost like my clan comes about, anything else. I will put my ranger of my clan about, may be interiors 
of my country also but it has happens in the history, it has happen. 
Su: Clan is it, cast.                                                                                        
 Lady: Cast, clan, community.                                                                                                        
 X:  You use the same cast, clan. 
Lady: It become my...Like my last name, my language. 
X: like she said well Patils, its similar to that, Patel could together, Goyal could together. 
Su: So, groupism is about, what’s the cultural value. 
X: They every particular plan has separate value of itself.  
Su: But is that common cultural value that drive speaks of groupism. 
X: Sir, it could be for example the food habit also. Food habit, certain client are visited to us, they prefer eating 
only vegetarian food, so that could be also, one particular example which I am trying to confirm. There are 
different value systems in every class, sir that could be also a divider, if I am not wrong. 
Su: Okay, okay, we take a break now.                                                                               X: Sir got it.                                                                                                                     
X2: No, still ah…Laugh.    All Laugh.                                                                                      Su: May be, we need 
some break.  
Su: Flexible, we have made it over, she was summaries the Indian bricks and then we will have reflections and 
then tell you, I will talk the technic to reflect, before we have. This is reflection is not about thinking, it`s about 
reflection, okay.  This.is, we are not thinking about culture, we are reflecting about. I will tell you about technics, 
how do you reflect and how is different from thinking, alright. So, now I will ahh, Mette takes the leave, she will 
puts the bricks together, okay. And then we could, you could continue acting, I am still not happy with the 
groupism, but I let it go. I will let Mette put it there. 
X: It’s not happy team also.   Laugh----All Laugh. 
Su: So, now ahh abb Mette, I will, I will handover it to you. 
Mette: Okay, I will not put the bricks together, I will… Pause---rather continue with the inmates saying that have 
the bricks. You have mentioned certain bricks and if you see the bricks, it also means they are not tied closely 
together. So, we are putting the bricks together in a particular situation, in collaboration with others, in a 
particular contest. And these bricks, what they do for us, it’s our glasses that help us to makes senses us to go 
with. That`s why we need the bricks, we need explanation, we need to make the sense of living with. Just why 
we have all living being has mean that is has means of catching.  We draw them to make sense of what is going 
on and as we start this morning by saying everything is going very well, when we are in context. We all are more 
using same bricks; you can do it kind of like this, without thinking about it. When we go with other people with 
different kind of bricks, then we need some awareness what these bricks are. We have to use more conscious 
way, so this might I tried to keep some of the  Danish  bricks, Scoots, the lower bud and the others bricks, so this 
also extremely important aware of your own bricks. And this is been very much of Danes to tried to making 
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more aware of what are the bricks that you are dealing in Indian context. And a such you will be creative        
tried to describe it, there are many of the words you use, the Danes won`t use. So it`s very much to get, what is 
the exact that we have, how are we building relationship. How are we trying to find compromises, why are these 
kind of what you so called social families importance and more, these are important things to worsen  because is 
here that the difference is going to form. If we sit together around the table and say what’s good, what’s bad, I 
am sure you will be agree with many of  ahh people around the world. But you put words on how these things 
should actually be expressed in Dane management in relation to entrepreneur and to the managers; here are the 
differences that come to form. Well I heard you say it comes very interesting is actually that it completely 
confirm to me in management books or leadership in management in India. And that`s quite surprising actually, 
India is so big and there is a lot of movement is going on in India. But, you told me was that, is important that 
your manager is cares of you. When you care ones you are reading of managing and in return, you kind of expect 
that they do what you told them. You have this very strong word for Danes like….yhhh…that they owe too, 
that`s really very very strong, the Danes do this. You have this idea, those who work belong too. In return, be 
careful, so that`s the deal. That`s the conserve in the management which is called the `mutualment`, leadership, 
which is very much this kind of appearance, gets for you, your professional development and also your personal 
life and family. In return you give obedience or reference or what class to live to do. So, that I think, came 
through very, ahh very clearly nothing that also be mention of sure about communication being direct, in direct 
communication, as ahh, as a very important bridge in what you told …Pause…. and..Pause…if we then go back 
to, to the question of hierarchy is dash, power is dash, but the question is here, because as the search, we have 
power in Danish context as well, it is just pulled out in diplomats suddenly. So, the question here is how to you 
express power, how to you exercise power in a detente way, this is the question, how can you do it. And the 
more careful more bricks are there, is quiet direct, yes no indirect, is quiet direct, ok. Here, it’s in the Danish 
context where power exercise in the indirect way, in stubble way, some questions, hints, suggestions and so on. 
So, here you can say, here we have, here we have a difference that’s the exercise of power. And here the Danes 
are not direct, you direct, as per I understands you, you quiet direct when it comes to dealing with more kind of 
issue of the discussion, then Danish people are extremely direct, they feel comfortable about it. While, you are 
more indirect, you are more stubble and so on. It takes them off the coffee and you suggest then to go other 
apartment and so on, that will be very difficult to Danes the rest, they simply do the rest.      …Pause…. And 
then you also said this thing about…..Pause…. ahh uhh. You communication with ahh inferiors which is 
interesting. I think, you said that inferior tells you thing, then it is sign that is comparison. So, if you tells you 
things, it’s kind of signal, that’s kind of good relationship, ok. I have seen that there much link to some with, 
what are you doing, some must be Indian apologies quiet direct, is said well, when Indian entrepreneur is start 
must saying a lot and so on well, that is the bad sign but Danes didn’t get it. They thought that wow now is 
responses and is not in gage, he not responsible and they didn’t get the something which will. So, they will not 
come back to him and tried to get his input and talk with him, making him in ease and so. They newer won`t do 
that, they sleep in a well, get back there in. There will be  their reaction So, her you have indeed to say a 
potential, the other potential of misunderstanding where the procured briefing me those are the soccer sickles, 
telling you, your legal, your employer that things   are not okay, not telling directly to them but you are telling 
through certain small things. And that`s a very good chance that you do not press it. Say you have the indirect 
communication, he expects the bio    communication. So, you say that direct and indirect communication are, we 
have them in both of these bricks in both context, but they are use in different ways, and that`s the saying to you, 
actually to grasp and start to on stand, more stubble language and communication and ahh ahh this 
indirect…..Pause… And, then what I also was interesting is that, we held discussion about….Pause…. ahhh 
abrasive last thing, this thing about communicating in personal question. This is question about, what we are 
doing, the consent, the, the job made we to do.----Pause---- Ahh, so, so here it, it’s you remember, I said this 
thing Danes they just go for it. While away, this is just this about. Amm…Pause…And they forget more 
personal things and here you would say you need to talk, you make it him to feel and nice. Because, only then 
you could do the job. They say, well we need to agree on, on the girl and then the freedom and the powerment, 
to find the own solutions, I give you that, that is you want. So, there is very different perspective. Where you 
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bricks with emotions, you have to be aware of that that might give a different perspective that you have for 
Danish Brid Bridge. That we instead as with powerment, ahh with power, it doesn’t ply that emotion are not 
there in the Danish organizations, but it is not in the dig bit         way to negotiate. When you negotiate, you 
don’t say, I fell like this, I feel like that and so no, I have something to consequent as Sudhansu said. –Pause---- 
ahhm, the thing that the important to have this emotional and personal working for persons rather for 
organizations and then you have discussion about ahh conflict ahh avoidance. And that’s interesting conflict 
avoidance and then compromises. Because I think here you really have ahh, some bricks that appear to be same 
but actually are quite different. We said that Danes, they might consensus, like group alignment, ahh, so they are 
really trying to get everybody onboard. You said while trying to accommodate, trying to find compromises and 
so on. In both cases you are trying to avoid conflict, you are conflict shy, its very nice way of putting anything, 
we say about in the Danish context at they are conflict shy. But the way that is dealt with is very very different, 
okay. You say well I respects, those who are elder than me, those who have authority, I respected them not 
contradicting them. Then, I find out just do any way half get out of it. May I say Ditties or may I say Molly your 
turn to leave okay, your turn to leave, that’s why we doing it and actually ahmm you, very often Danes are proud 
that all these association in Denmark, all of them,    that is sign of democracy. That’s one meeting and other 
meeting is that, each time there is disagreement, the organization or association brings it to two. This is why we 
have so many association for the same thing, because each time there is conflict, they cannot be managed, they 
split into two and then there is just one they have consensus of any differences. So, it’s a different kind of, of 
mechanism that you have. But, but any how you have the will to get the consensus not to offend anybody and be 
together, so how will have the harmony though you created in different ways. That’s important, keep in mind 
collaborating, what harmony, yes and how do you get the harmony. Go back to historical ahh heritage, you can 
say yes, with the Indian history. With all all the diversity of any kind, well you just had to find a way, now you 
don`t say things, openly is we are respecting, is also we are hearing people, that`s a way to Indian. In Danish 
context where Denmark had use a very genius entity, where use to say things openly. Is the chance of risk to 
heart somebody is not big because anyhow difference is not big. So, is kind you can see some of the historical 
heritage in some of these to deal with it. Ahh, but I think is important to keep in mind that here you have two 
breaks---pause--- that appear to be more less the same. But you have different dynamics, different ways of vising 
behind. And the last thing about these two breaks is ahh, this thing about what is most important, have more 
discussion about that the individual or the collectivity of the group. And you say the, what you kind of came up 
with was that we have respect to collectivity, so the one that is entire have the authority with in that collectivity, 
kind of  that’s the person gets bright society , so that’s another mechanism of trying to find compromises. All 
opinions are not equal footing that somebody or some people who have more rise than other because which they 
has different status. This is also a way of accommodating compromises. In a Danish context, the individual is 
small problem to large extend, ahh in the sense he will say what you mean, so he contradict, he is okay to 
contradict. Once again you have historical heritage, it is much easier to contradict in a context not much done 
than in inter-context ahh probably. So, I think that`s, that`s ahh that`s important as well. But, we do also have the 
group in Danish context, the consensus, the way of being together, being around a table. So, they ask certain 
ways that the group is quiet important to them, in spite that the individual is important to them. This is kind of 
ahh contradictory or person ahh tentacles in a Danish ahh context. And very old actually, ahh this, this is saying 
in Denmark that a lot of social control, that’s lot of cool pressure, what to belong to the group, ahh and the way 
belonging to the group  is not to be too different. So do not put difference too much forward, we are back feel 
about, about, record. Then there last thing ahh say at, that was very interesting but you cannot proof there, 
ahmm…pause--- and that’s the question of questioning the authority that has come quiet a lot. You can be 
refraining from questioning the authority, be the father, be the manager and so on. Pause---Ahmm In ahh when 
you go to the procure and say in general this is thing, you go somewhere else who have to do as Romans because 
in Rome, you have to do as Romans. Then, the all people saying, in management saying, yes but it might not be 
the best way, best way to do, to go somewhere else is to try to find out some of hidden resources, some of the 
hidden cocktail resources. And you have this long discussion about what you want to do your organization, the 
way you back it, you deal with the organization live and then you got it what is kind of most side to level, the 
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Indian level, of course. And some management research is this say, what is very interesting where you have 
source of innovation, is not for looking at what you do already in organization, so in Indian organizations. This is 
not like you find source innovation come to masses. The source of innovation is to go out in societies and see are 
there any ways to move things in that connection to give ahh a great value in the business organizations and 
where you say native organizations are not doing it, by the way. They just as normal do for at it and this thing 
about question move over that`s great is then that a way to kind of ahh use that as a resource, a technic that kind 
of, perhaps come back from Indian ahh history saying that, actually that we have some tradition of racism to 
critical question of having a curial dialogue in a authority and say it’s about the topic, the content not about the 
person to need ahh a this kind of  critical dialogues, that’s very much to, to what we have in, in a Danish context 
to talk about the  enlightened people, so this that, to just have the dialogue between the people, that can be thing, 
that can be fled and then, you have the discussion with somebody who have more knowledge, perhaps more 
inside but it doesn’t imply that you cannot discuss with that person. So it’s a different way of fulfill at ahh, at the 
authority relation, the relation to the authorities.    Pause---So this is.  
Su: Okay. So, pause-- the next challenge is all the fantastic, we know, the kind of more or less genetically map, 
how an Indian cultural man or woman looks like. ---pause—right. Pause---   Has anybody read the book` ahh 
Argumantated Indian` --pause—Has anybody read the book that there is no full stops in India. Pause--- Why do I 
bring this emphasis interesting, why I bring it out because, Laugh---pause--- In that book, the idea that, that all of 
you talked about, I must have said and there is no full stops India. You must its, its written by Mark Telly, have 
you heard of that man, in, in point of view. Both these people are arguing, one very simple thing that in India, 
Pause---if you don`t ask people to stop, they will on and on n on n on n on n on. Right, so--- pause--- how do 
you stop an Indian from----pause--- ah over engineering, from over criticizing, over –pause---ah over, over-
negative, from the over positive, from being ah---pause---when you know somebody such praising, they will 
praise you to heaven and earth. We find it difficult to be do things in moderation and this is one thing in 
Bhagwat Gita ah, ah—pause—in paragraphs 48 to paragraphs 53, when Arjuna talks about, you know that ah ah, 
oh you, when Krishna is telling oh you great warrior, oh you can kill, oh you can kill that fish without looking, 
oh you are great, oh you this. Arjuna says, I mean that`s all bull shit, ---pause--- tell me my reality based on my 
condition now, as my guru, make me aware of who I am now. Don`t tell me what I was yesterday, right. In a 
argumentative Indian, Amartain Sen trying to say the same thing, in a argumentative Amartain sen says, that you 
know in chapter 6, he talks about, the aspect of dialogues that we are very easy that we jump from one place to 
the other, to the other. We keep on discussing all kinds of things without really putting our hank on the finger, on 
the point. Remember, we are having the discussion  before the keep ret, I always said, give me a word, put a 
point and you guys always scuttled the point. It is very difficult for me to get you to the focus and it was, you 
were all over the place. I wanted you to be a sniper but you have an AK-47, okay and you just doo doo doo just 
giving me the shot everywhere. Now, how all this narrative right, that we have just experience, all of this, has it 
implication in how we perceive our self. We, we very beautifully painted the cultural Indian, alright. Our next 
step is to reflect about that cultural Indian. Because tomorrow, we are going to be facing with somebody who is 
walk in to our life from Denmark, or from Sweden or from wherever and he is going to have an important role to 
play and I have to figure out, how to deal with him. Now, I have not going to ask you to think about it. Pause—I 
am asking you to reflect about it. The process of reflection ah minds me, please forgive me for saying this that, 
this is a very unique Indian tradition, but unfortunately, I am assuming that you guys behave lost it. You are 
thinking, but I am assuming that you don’t know how to reflect it, I may be 100% wrong, but let me go on that 
point of view, okay. One aspect of the Indian, Indian critical thought, how many of you, have actually read, the 
first ah part of Bhagwat Gita. Pause—chapters’ verses 18 to 28. Pause--- nobody, do you have you read, do you 
know the Bhagwat Gita. 
Lady: these chapters are not there. 
Su: No, no verses. Sloka, Slokas. How many of you. 
Lady: I read, but, I don’t remember 18 numbers or 19 numbers.  
Su: Okay, you see, why I am bring to it in, why I am bring this –this idea. Why I am bringing in, the pause--- the 
argumentative Indian. Why I am bringing in the mark to it, there is no full stop to it, right. I am bringing in 
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because I want on one side of our discourse is of modern understanding of what Indians can be, what India is. 
One is the cultural heritage of the country, what we inheritery called Indian, right. Now, we need to somehow 
and the third part is that we have now made a cultural, we have painted ourselves into what we call the cultural 
Indian, right. I want, all of us to reflect about a, what I tell you now is about is Bhagwat Gita, about 18 to 28 
verses. I am not going to tell you the whole thing but I tell you the sense of that words. Here is a man Krishna, he 
is in front, he says, Arjuna, he says, show me all the people I am going to fight. Krishna takes him and stop here, 
one side is all his uncles, grandfathers, ah, the whole family, on the other side is brothers along with the people 
he knows. But he is no affiliated the enemy rather himself. So he looks at them and says okay, but Arjuna, my 
guru, you have taught me all the things that makes me respect always. My cultural identity that have got from 
you, my guru is to respect my ah ah my Dronacharya to make shore that Vishmapitama is not hurt to protect him 
because he is ah ah he is Bharatama. It is my duty to respect my Bharat, right and all my brothers and all that you 
have ask me to do, in all your education. Arjuna is, is the real ah he is not Arjuna in life, he is Arjuna is Karam, 
in the sense the person who is seeking knowledge. He is the knowledge creator, right. Now, you are asking 
totally opposite what I have done, how that can be possible, right. Now, what we have, what we have painted as 
a cultural Indian, right we have painted some of those  aspects of cultural Indian are some acquired 
understanding, some are part of our own reflections, some may not be part of ours. We, we have somehow we 
think, we can associate with it but we may not be, it may not not be the truth for us may be, right. Pause----In the 
Bhagwat Gita, one of the most important assets is that, when there is identity, identity is not permanent; it is 
based on Karam, i. e. duty. So, your contacts of the situation will determine the reward for you, if you are able to 
be dutiful towards that context. So, `abhi karam karo`, don`t expect for any rewards, right. You continue to do 
your duty, right. Why I am bringing all this. I am bring all this, because, because it is important for us to reflect 
on these things because tomorrow we have instance where we would get somebody totally from my own culture 
coming us influencing our life’s or having an impact on our own life. How do we negotiate that, how do we 
work, how do we engage, how do we create profits. It’s about creating bridges; it’s about building bridges, right. 
Now, Amityasem in chapter 6 also talks about the same thing. He talks about in a more funny way that when a 
dialogue begins in India, the dialogue newer ends till there is a negative inside, we are very good at creating a 
negativity, we very good at creating `Chalta hai` things. We are very good trying to say things don`t work but we 
are not good at taking responsibility for any of our deals. Pause--- In Kurukshetra, Arjuna is refusing to take 
responsibility for his context at that point. She says, I am not going to fight and he Kshatriya, his role is to fight, 
and he refuses to take responsibility for his role. Krishna is telling him, you would be absolutely destroyed, 
nobody even know you, if you are not able to respond to the challenge i.e. you train to fight now, this is the 
context, you go and fight, Amityasem says the same but in different ways. Mark Tooli talks about there are no 
full in his book, no full steps in India. He says that, we in India, he takes a very important train journey. He says, 
he was travelling from Delhi to Lucknow and then on the way, I think ahh the train passes from Kanpur ` Kanpur 
ata hain na beech mein, Delhi se Lucknow`. I think Kanpur comes before Lucknow. 
X: Before. 
Su: Before, and it’s about 4 or 5 in the morning that Kanpur comes or something of that, that was tea time in the 
morning and he was saying that, that this is, he couldn’t even establish a ahh, I mean—Pause--- the train 
stopped, he purchased, he paid and the train started in the same conversation and in that he had multiple 
conversation with multiple people and nobody could make sense of anything, right. And then he  was    trying to 
relate to his own experiences, I could never understand, how can--- Pause-- Indians figure out multiple layers of 
discourse at the same point and time—pause---right. And that`s a positive, he gives positive ahh link, right. So, I 
am asking you, I am giving you the context for reflection. The context of reflection is that, we have panzer out 
ourselves in this cultural Indians. Pause—We need to reflect about how much this cultural Indian is actually 
driven based on our duty to ourselves i.e. a Indian in us i.e. the Gyan, the knowledge that we have acquired over 
a time, how much of this cultural Indian is acquisition or reflection of that habits that we are simply reflecting 
because we have acquired it from elsewhere which is not our cord, which is not our part of our knowledge i.e. 
how much of Arjuna`s lack of confidence, in fighting the Kauravras is based on acquired fear of the other i.e. the 
kaurwa & the army and how much of that strength is based on his own knowledge of his own strengths. I want 
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you to reflect on these things, these are here. Because the cultural view, you have painted has an important 
implication for tomorrow. Now the question is how do you reflect,--- pause—there are 2 steps that we have to 
follow, when you reflect. Pause---When you are on your own, first we will have ahh 5 to 10 minutes silence an 
you are not sitting in the room, may be you can walk or sit in some corner and not think, please don`t think about 
something. Reflect, when I say reflect, ask your system, ask your dil. The relevance of what you have painted as 
the cultural view.---Pause--- How much of the cultural view is really you, just reflect about it, don`t think about 
it, don`t talk about organizations, don`t talk about particular situations, just only your own, think about, now we 
have cultural view. How much of that cultural view is based on your acquired knowledge i.e. Arjun`s knowledge 
and how much of that cultural views required acquired out of fears, out of, out of being, fear of being judge, fear 
of being failure, out of fear not performing, out of fear of whatever whatever, that`s the first part. Then you come 
back after 10, 15 minutes and then you----you become, get yourself ----pause become boots of two and you 
thought of your cultural view---pause   and how is it different from what you have painted, okay. What part, 
what part of that cultural view is acquired from the –pause—the experiences that you have and what is your 
conscious of about, what you are, the cultural view, that`s the second part. The third part is that we all get 
together here and then we trying recreate an element of the cultural view that is of composite of all of the 
individuals----pause----right. So, the first is reflection--- pause--- second that will take 10-15 minutes. The 
second part is one to one dialogue, that will take another 15 minutes and then the third part is each of you will 
talk about your own reflections, in, in, in your own words without any organizational, without any organization. 
You can choose any way to talk about it, okay, and that will take some time, right. So, this is the exercise for 
now, is that clear, do you understand, questions. Do you understand that, okay? So, take 15 minutes, starting 
now, you can walk, you can talk but you can talk to yourself, but not anybody else. You can be your own, you 
need to think, if want to write, and then write, you want to record, record. Do what you like, but please, please 
really try hard to be---pause--- not to be judgmental, not to be opiated, and not to be organizational sensitive. Be 
neutral, be yourself and talk about those, that cultural view and how much it is generically you and how much of 
it is acquired through habits of life. And, we come in this place. Is this okay. 
Lady: Sir, you say, we have to talk of our selves.  
Su: JA, the cultural view. It’s your, it’s your own, own inner and try not to think so much about it.                                                                                                          
X: Not in the contest of the role that carries I carry in organization.                                                                   Su: 
No, please no. Just you, just you.                                                                
 X: Natural you.                                                                                                                          
Su: Natural you. Okay. Now, you can do what you like, leave, go, and reflect. 
All Laugh       Lady: Actually, it does given us reflect.                                                                                                                                       
X: Actually the problem is, we all transforms so badly, now rediscover us.     All Laugh.                                                                                                                            
Su: Well, well, well, go trail. Don`t be a broken Arjun. Go—pause---trail. Don`t seek Kaurwa`s, it says oh no 
know what, I don`t know, I don`t believe, I have strengths, Don`t say that. Come on go. 
X2: Remind your tape, 10 years back. 
Su: As you growing up, what you are, as your own, is a combination of value, combination of everything, what 
defines you, culturally you, okay. Next, is describable a little bit about that cultural view through the experience 
of life, how it has been modify, modified, how it has gathered moss that has ---pause--- covered. 
X: On bottom of the final systems, I have been got a wealth, when I talk about gradual systems there are 2-3 
words which strikes my mind ahh but I have been taught ahh weather it is from my parents or the family---
pause---or the teachers.   All Laugh            
Su: Sorry.                                                                                                                              
   X: He has reflected everyone, in this room.   Laugh.                                                                             Su: Ahh, 
you are not getting scot-free, that easy.   All laughing.                            Su: More coming. Ok, so, so now let’s, 
let’s just one thing. So, pause---this part, the latter, that we talked about, right. That you acquired these things, 
how much of this acquisition is modifying what your cultural views.    Pause                                                                                                           
X: Pause—Ahh, I cannot actually variant or----pause   there has been significant change which has impacted life, 
the way, ahh every day is for me. So, it has its own impact.                                                                               
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Lady: In a family of 5 brothers and sisters, my father. Most of my values have come from my father ahh and my 
brothers ---pause---very very ahh conflict prone tall big people.                                                                                     
Su: Who protected your life? Laugh.                                                                     Lady: I haven’t survived with 
them so; I take me on this way. But, I think honestly, my father is a person, a very strong, very honest, still very 
hard working, very peaceful person. Ahh, my mother being a teacher, again very very hard working, her life full 
of sight bringing soft and countless hours spent in insuring the gathering well in numerous studies. Ahh, my 
brothers and sisters set the standards of excellence and they were all first, they in the class there were huge 
pressure because I was not ---laugh I was always which was considered. This is different what they’re extremely, 
which was with those pressures excelling also. ---Pause—ahh you care all of these 7 or 8 construes which they 
had reflects. I find none of them full forming accept one which is the first one. I was married, which he came 
around. I joined a private company but I still wished I should be in a government company or a teacher. I said 
no, I had got a challenge. I have gone US; I have gone unchartered, very careless. I have not shied of, in other 
sense I don`t need this group around me or I don`t need a comfort of a structure around. So, I have been in the 
heart of conflict a lot, result those ahh ahh ahh pause—I express power, newly the other thing which is 
applicable to me is expressing power. I don`t forgive but something about my dominical which ---pause                                                             
Su: Just projected anywhere.                                                                                           
Lady: Just projected anywhere. I don`t know how Laugh--- I make effort to do it. Other than that, none of these, 
there is so, so I am thinking it is good. Is it Arjun or is it Arjun looking at the army wondering, you know what 
you were now. And to your second question, what has then Para masses where the mass has. I think, I have 
family, I have two children. I think one has family and family is dependent on you, ahh and the family tried 
winner of my family and my husband as a hobby job. Laugh---laugh.                                                                                                                                   
Su: What job?                                                                                                                               
Lady: Hobby job. ----LAUGH                                                                                                       
Su: No, okay. What is that now?   Lady: Is like ----Laugh— he has his own hour and he takes his own 
assignments and give my choice. So, there is so much dependence on you and there were you just sort of become 
a little more ahh realistic and passion and little more mellow about how you operate and how you deal with 
peoples. So, I think, that is one thing which is taken off and ---pause--- confrontational another thing for me and 
I had got lot of bosses who could not just deal with a woman being equal to them and that has an impact on me 
for dealings with approachment. Basically, the life in the beginning of college 4 girls and 300 boys. So, I think 
that has different coding.                                                             Su: In this, this little difference what you are 
coding’s. This I want to dwell a little bit, that`s is quiet important. This little more what my code is, this little 
more. How much of that little more is shifted your code.   Lady: Lot, I don`t think a lot more that I do see some 
times checking myself ok in the past. Can`t, I do sometimes say `Mere baap ka company nahin hai`. I do say.   
All laugh.                                                                                               Su: Laugh. In translation it says, It`s not 
my father`s company. So, why should I care?                                                                                                                 
Lady: I do see myself saying not only 2 months. Laugh                                                                                                                             
Su: `Tumhara baap ka company nahin hai` seriously. `Kisi ka company nahin hai`.  
Lady: Yes, so it comes to that it comes to challenging authority. I do see myself, let it go that time. I do see it 
now, which I not doing earlier. I am taking head-on.                                                                                                             
Su: And this, this, this taking head on, the stuff that you have not more than overload.  
Do you see yourself as, as defined by not more than my core or you are still on your core.                                                                                              
Lady: I think ahh, I am unstilted.                                                                                        
Su: Then, the next question is why did you agreed to the entire test that was not.                                                                                                                               
Lady: I, that`s why I am telling him, what`s the hell is this.                                                          Su: No, no stop 
this, okay. This is, we are demolishing, what we have created, okay, that`s fine, that`s okay, that`s fine. It`s not a 
big thing, actually it`s a big thing. But we will talk about it later, okay. It is, it`s a very important inside that we 
have to come about our self, that we create in the beginning are actually in the end, right. So, culture for us has 
to be very interesting a game of awareness and reflection, alright. So, hold that cork, we come back to it again, 
alright. Hold that cork. Okay. 
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X: Yes, to answer both hold, define both of your questions on the culture who I am. Then, I define myself that I 
am emotional person, try to do all the honest and polite to people. I do my work; my father is no more with us. 
But, what we have learnt all brothers and sister is that if you are correct, if you are right, stick to it. Don`t give 
up, it will continue, but if judge yourself, you are wrong and you had made a mistake, then newer be side or be 
militate to say sorry. Weather it is your superior or your junior or your elder or your member one. Please come in 
front and say sorry and try to correct it. This will never give up, it will pay him back. As a person, as an I say 
emotion, emotional, always I feel or I as seen par, I tried to defend people to take them in confidence to------
pause---and this sometime become ahh, pause---what I do say is over protective to someone take it as granted 
but what  that is I am. Pause--- Coming to the second question, what as contradicted my earlier one is I will start 
saying, I will try. In most of the contact, it comes that try to avoid saying no. Pause---- So, and it equally goes 
with my work life or it a family. Sometime I know that this is not possible but still I say, okay I will try. Which 
gives a wrong signal to others that expectation goes high, that okay this will done, but I know that this is going to 
be a challenge. And sometime it may not be met, so this is the habit which is no game into it, which I have to 
look how we can overcome this. To stick to what as a man I am.  
Su: Okay. So, what is the most you have gathered? To say no, to say are you tried is the most and what else? 
PAUSE 
X: Not to becoming overprotective or emotional carried away. 
Su: How much of that cultural U, we painted in the afternoon? How much of that you associate with? Pause--- 
one point, two points, none of the points.  Pause  
X: There are few points which we can associate. 
Su: No, you can. 
X: Ya, I can associate myself. 
Su: No, okay. Don`t tell me the points. You can, that`s fine. 
X: yes. 
Su: Next. 
X2: So, myself I come from, basically come from south part of India. So, my, there are two states in south part 
called Kerala and Tamil Nadu. So, my mother comes from Kerala and father comes from Tamil Nadu. So, there 
are very different culture all together, so that’s, they are my parents and they are very humble in nature basically. 
So is basically spending mill worker from cotton to thread, mill worker actually basically. It’s a different 
personality compare to social group which he comes from because he speaks intellectually because he did not 
completed eve 10th standard, but he speaks intellectually to me . You see in the group, only men who is wearing 
this earrings me, So that`s how he thought me because ahh, ahh, in some of the other part of India, they use to 
wear ear rings, men use to wear ear rings. He studied one day that like wearing this ear ring will trigger brain and 
acupuncture is creating there and you suppose to wear as a culture of obeying the parents, I started wearing this. 
Many things I follow my father, I don`t use to drink even tea & coffee because he up rise me not to drink even 
tea, coffee, then I follow from my side guru. I newer drunk tea or coffee, the whole life till 20 years, so that`s 
how I grown up and so, that`s was he thought us we grown up. But I am getting HR Universal Construction Pvt. 
Ltd. to the experience of handling both employee and the management of those years of experience. So, then I 
have decided during my masters that I should go on study; I should go on to join Universal Construction Pvt. 
Ltd. as a HR manager. So, that time I had an opportunity to join as a trainee in development department manager 
in our Organisation where I worked almost 2 years in that department unfortunately my heads supposed to quiet 
our Organisation to take up their children. So, that time my organization gave the responsibility of heading that 
whole in our organization from now on and handling that responsibility the HR department for the Indian 
operations of URC Constructions Pvt. Ltd. So, this is how I have gain mass after my culture which I had during 
my collage days, the first more of humble or more intellectual. So, after some time, after joining this collage, 
more adaptive, more organizational, more diplomatic and more of handling people, more of understanding 
people, more of understanding the different cultures of the people who works for the construction industry 
because in India it is the organ sector so how to handle with them, so how to deal with them, so how to 
appreciate them or how to retrench them, so these are all more things Which I have learned or still learning after 
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my school days. So, this is what still I am gaining, more culture oriented things in my part of life. So, still I 
think, I need to run many things.  
Su: Yes, but let me ask you two additional questions. One is, you talked about intellectual, and you talked about. 
What is the cultural view? How you growing up with your father? What defines the cultural view? 
X: Culture in me is I am very closer because of my father who taught me an intellectual character; an intellectual 
thing should not believe what people say or should not follow without knowing why they are following. So, in 
that sense I would see me as a global person I am not a Indian, I am not a Tamilian. I am not a person who is 
representing a small group. I think myself as a human being representing entire world. Su: Ahh, fantastic but for 
moment I asked you not to think. The moment I asked you to reflect. 
X: Yes, I am reflecting. -----All laugh— 
Su: So, it`s fantastic, you thinking but for a moment just, just believe me, try to reflect a little and reflect about a 
cultural view.  
Sudhanchu: okay, I have given you broad parameters. I have given you the purpose. So I am not going to build 
for you an organization. That’s what you have to do, right? But now I am skirting that and I giving you another 
component of the discourse, which is leadership (took a long pause, while holding the hands close to the mouth)  
When somebody says… When you hear the word ”leadership”. What does that mean? How do you react? (Says 
with big arm movements, closing the hands when he is finished with answering the questions. Looks around the 
room with a smile) 
A: (A lady with a polite voice) Someone who is helping the whole team to reach “our” common goal. 
B: For me it is responsibility  
C: (A Man - hard Indian accent) Authority!  
PAUSE 
D:  (A man) For me it is somebody who can actually give direction  
Sudhanchu: Yeah (nodding) 
D: Set the framework. And be there when it is required. (Huuh) Just give direction! Provide the vision  
A: (A lady with a polite voice) Achieve the common goals, in my sense.  
E: A leader, who is really (uhh) leading an interterior, looking ahead, planning ahead. Like a (Uhmm) I have a 
very interesting analysis, so stuck with me (small laugh). So, there are three stages, so you could be a gardener, 
or a farmer or a forester.  So a leader who is a forester, he is creating something, which is going to take around 
10-15 years. And than he is going to get that vision he was aspiring, which is the forest. So it takes that long to 
build the forest. And when you talk about the next level, which is a farmer, he is working for around 2-3 years 
time frame, and preparing this and that etc.  And lastly, the gardener, who is working for a very short time frame 
about two-three months and sometimes only weeks.  
So for me a leader is someone, who is really building up an organization for the future. Where there is a vision, a 
purpose work in order to reach that vision or the purpose (mumbled) 
Sudhanchu: So, you are negotiating, right. So you are sitting on the top of the table where you have your other 
component. (Big arm movements). In that context, what are the leadership skills you think you will need? 
F: I will say a (Uhmm) to accept the opinion of others. (Mumbled) sudden leaders step closer to a healthy 
discussion.  
Sudhancu: okay good at accepting opinion of others (Looked around) 
C: (A Man - hard Indian accent). A good listener  
Sudhancu: okay good listener. (Nodded) 
B: I would say to have the ability to understand the differences  
Sudhancu: Yes, the ability to understand the differences (looked around) 
D: I can actually go within the different traits of a leader, which we have discussed. Somebody, who creates 
synergy. Somebody, who can make the communication effective. (Uhmm) somebody, who can respect diversity, 
okay. Diversity could mean diverse views. Difference things people can bring up on the table, and respecting 
that. And than probably making conclusion out of that (Hmm)    
Sudhancu Spot on (Nodded) 
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D: And than getting everybody along, within the decision making process.  
EVERYONE: YEAA HMM  
Sudhancu: Yeah, yeah spot on. Now okay, you all have talked about what a leader is  
A leader should have all of those abilities and being aware of those purpose elements.  
So, now I am going to introduce two kind of (uhh) “iconism” to you and you tell me, which aspects of 
leadership, you think is the best suited for this kind of context.  
So, visualize a mountain, okay. And visualize two people, one is a leader and one is a follower, okay just 
visualize (Hand movements) 
So, the leader in one mountain (big hand movements making a mountain), okay, goes up the mountain and 
comes down the mountain and goes up the mountain (Hand movements up and down). So he knows all the 
footholds and the routes and everything. And he stays up at the top of the mountain. And than he is instructing 
the rest of the group how to climb the mountain, from the top. Okay (nodded while looking around the room), so 
that is the first iconism.  
The other iconism is the same guy, goes up the mountain climbs it and then comes down again. Goes up the 
mountain and climbs down the mountain. He does it several of times, so he gets to know the process. But he 
doesn’t stay up there like the other one. He comes down and than takes his team with him through the footholds. 
So he goes up the mountain together with his team.  
What kind of leadership style would you think you would subscribe to?  
Respond in a choir: The second one.  
Sudhancu The second one right? So now align the purpose to what you just said. So what would your stand be, 
when you are talking to someone from the other side? 
What would your negotiate stands be?  
How would you approach it? Now you have a certain purpose and you know you have a style, right? You know 
you inherently believe/decide the style we just talked about.   
Sudhancu Do we all agree with the second iconsm or the first one? 
(SMALL PAUSE) 
Respond in a choir The second one 
Sudhancu: The second one. All agree on that? 
Respond in a choir: Yeah  
Sudhancu: You know your style, right. You know your purpose and you know your style.  
How would you approach the dialogue for desire? 
(PAUSE) 
D: Somebody, who can take the ownership, take the responsibility to carry the.. (Hmm) 
Sudhancu: No, no it is not about somebody, who should, its about you – you are on the table now.  
C: Me, would actually approach the complete team. There should be an interaction with everyone, who is 
participating. So, everyone’s opinion and perspective have to be taken into context. Go along with them  
Sudhancu: Interestingly, redefining the purpose.  
(LAUGH) 
All of the purpose you just said is not really important for you. The only two things which is important to you 
are…  
C: To keep people happy sir.  
Sudhancu No. (SMILES) 
C: LAUGH 
A: To remove the differences sir. 
Sudhancu: Efficiency and differences  
So, you are not true to the objective of the design (SMILE- take a deep breath) 
C: Maybe, I misdoubt the design of the purpose.  
Sudhancu The purpose of the design! You say this is what I believe in. Ultimately, you are saying well 
everything I said is bullshit, I said just say it in sake of to saying anything (Said with large arm movements).  
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C: (Interrupted) Nahi  
Sudhancu: What really matters is two (showed two with fingers – (Peace)) 
C: the purpose might be what we are looking… but what we might look at to minimize the difference and 
enhance the efficiency. Any leader would have that… 
Sudhancu: But thats the output na? 
C: Yeah that the output, it cant be the purpose right.  
Sudhancu: Yeah. So what I am asking right now. Is that you are sitting on the table and you have agreed on a 
particular model.  
C: okay  
Sudhancu: There are two things you know!  
C: Okay  
Sudhancu: There are many things you don’t know. If you think of that model and you agreed that you are a kind 
of a leader, who takes people along.  
C: Okay  
Sudhancu: So, what would your negotiating stand be? How would you approach? 
(PAUSE) 
D: Two things slice in the air… (HMM) Approach could, actually what I would use, would be to use inclusivity  
Sudhancu: Fantastic!  
D:  (Hmm) To get the opinions on the table, let people speak out (HMM) 
Sudhancu: Fantastic!  
D: Take out the facts, okay. And posses that (UHMMM) and the decision would actually impact some of the 
people, who are on the table. Okay.  
And than we should create an environment, which should make people, own the decision. So that people feel 
that they also are a part of the decision making.  
Sudhancu: So would you have your entire team sitting with you at the decision making process.  
D: yeah you particularly need that in ..  
Sudhancu: So you will have the entire team sitting with you right? 
D:  yeah  
Sudhancu: right, and than as you said allow them to own –  
D: Express them  
Sudhancu: Own, express as long as they stick within the prupose of the whole, right   
D: Yeah that’s right – as long as they are within the framework  
Sudhancu: Okay, now (small pause). The thing is that as a manager, you will find out that discussion would be 
go in to many different direction, as all individuals have their own opinions.  
D: Yeah  
Sudhancu: So they will not stick to the brief.  
D: Yeah  
Sudhancu: The purpose they will not stick to it. So for you, it is conceptually very easy to take people along the 
mountain, as long as there is only one path.  
D: Hmm yeah.  
Sudhancu: So, what happens if someone else sees another path? And you have not seen that path. And 
somebody else says, you know what this is a shorter path. And at that point what do you do? 
(PAUSE) 
Sudhancu: As a leader? So, you have your team they are sitting around. This is a very critical question. You are 
building something for the future, in order for the organization to do really well.  
And you have given the purpose to your team members. The brief is very clear. But human beings are human 
beings. They get excited when there are different discussion happening.  And in that excitement they see 
something else they did not see before. How would you handle it? 
 (PAUSE) 
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D: This is about inclusivity.  
Sudhancu: Nodded  
D: The leader should not have a preconceive mind-side of only taking the entire team in a one single part. So, as 
you said, in the other part there might be simpler less complex path.  
B: So we should allow evaluation of that  
(SAID SOMETHING IN THE CHOIR) Evaluation …  
D: Allow the data processing part, which happens on the table and then that requires some data analysis etc. And 
then the actually decision making comes  
Sudhancu: Fantastic. Wonderful! So you have people who can do… in your language do individual data 
processing – take their own decisions. Then why are you a leader?    
D: I said it is the leaders responsibility to process that data and then (Hmm) have the final decision. (HMM) take 
the team, along  
 
A: Take all the team along. Because, as you are saying it might agreeing to me and not to the others. Being a 
leader get along the whole team. Now she has to convince this (he, he, he) in this particular context he is right 
(hmm) and she has to convince the team that he is right in this particular context, and we all should go along. So 
this kind of thing you know – to take along the team. Because everyone has their different, different thoughts na.  
C: Stability to rationalize and apply the wisdom.  
Sudhancu: okay  
C: And when the leader sees that there are divergences in the team. So it takes the leaders wisdom to apply the 
capability on the table  
Sudhancu: okay  
?: Putting that on the same track.. (Interrupted) 
Sudhancu: Have you guys ever experienced a situation, where you are the leader of the team, and there are one 
or two people in your team who say “hey that I can do better”. And than you as the leader you are already very 
committed to the process? And you find it very difficult to do anything else. Have you ever experienced this? 
(Clapping the hand while said) 
EVERYONE NODDED: (Polite) Yes.  
D: Mostly  
LAUGH  
Sudanchu: So, here is the mountain, in the middle of the journey, someone from your team spotted a much 
better route. All right, but you as a leader you do not know any other route, which is better. You are only 
comfortable with this route.  You are committed to this route. This is the route you know, right.  
But there are other people, who have discovered a new and a better route. And that route maybe much more 
easier than compared to your route. And giving you a much better alternative, what would you do here? 
?: Allow them to take the ownership. Be a part of the group, so take the entire group together, so I think …  
Sudanchu: So basically  
!: So it is required a support  
?: Support it is yes! 
Sudanchu: So basically, what  
(EVERYONE IS TALIKNG) 
Sudanchu: Sorry, what? 
E: It is a big lead to faith.  
Sudanchu: Okay (smile) 
E: It is now that you are a kind of a leader, who is very experienced. Especially, in this context the mountain, 
been there up and down, up and down. And now suddenly you are faced to a situation where someone who has a 
better alternative. Who knows a better route, which you have not experienced it. So you need to have faith to 
them  
Sudanchu: So here in this situation you are not leading! You are following.  
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E: Yeah, in this context I am not leading you are right.  
Sudanchu: You are following right. So you are not a leader.  
A: But we are leading the entire team along to the mountain.  
Sudanchu: I mean in that instance you are not the leader.  
D: Yeah, yeah  
Sudanchu: In that instance you are not leading somebody else is leading, right. Than you would you do? 
SMALL LAUGH  
D: In my opinion, (HMM) best practices, which are already established is mostly preferred taking by the leaders. 
Because of less stress.  
C: When there is a new component, which is being added, in my own case also if I could give an example, when 
there are best practices we follow them  
D: When there are new ideas being thrown out, we obviously take them in to consideration and experiment 
them.  
Sudanchu: BUT you are not a leader. The best practice is THE leader! 
 D: No, as for me leader doesn’t mean that he knows everything. 
EVERYBODY AGREEING  
Sudanchu: Yeah (Smile) 
D: He is not a god. He doesn’t know everything. The real leader is, who give chance to the others to come front 
and lead. And then show the way 
Sudanchu: Absolutely (nodded) 
D:  A leader means that he is the mentor. 
Sudanchu: Nodded 
D: He gives chance to others 
A: it about shared ownership  
(EVERYONE AGREEING) 
D: Otherwise, there will only be one leader 
Sudanchu: Okay, so what you are pointing out is actually a very fantastic idea that leadership is content driven.  
EVERYONE: Yes  
Sudanchu: That what you are saying. Saying that  
EVERYONE: YES  
Sudanchu: Saying that at some point I am not having the content. I only now one route, somebody have a better 
understanding of another route. Okay, he has done his data analysis, as he says – what did you say (pointing out 
for him to answer) data crunchy or what ever you said (small laugh)  
D: Data process 
Sudanchu: Data processing (Laugh) very engineering stuff that is fine you do your engineering stuff while you 
are hanging in the middle of nowhere at 3000 meters. Okay, and then you figure out… and then the leader says, 
“okay, I just follow you, you go!”  
PAUSE  
Sudanchu: (With a very polite voice) Now the question is, that the guy goes all right. And out of 11 people 3 
people fall apart and die. And only 9 people make up to the mountain. And you are responsible. And then what 
happens?   
As a leader you say, “Oh he took the part”? 
EVERYONE: (says with a polite voice) No 
C: You know before starting the journey. The team should have a common understanding of … (ohhh) That it is 
everyone’s decision and there should not be any fingers pointing on anyone.  
 
D: Then he is not a leader  
C: Yeah, then he is not a leader. Actually, then there is no group at all. So, everyone is there as an individual 
there.  
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E: Yeah  
C: (Hmm) the route doesn’t exist 
PAUSE 
Sudanchu: Yes  
C: Because there is no mutual respect  
EVERYONE TALKING. …Will you even. …Leader 
E: Will you even take a chance like that as a leader? When there is life depending  
D: I will not do that!  
E: When there is such a big risk like that…  
(INTERRUPTED) Sudanchu: Think about yesterday’s topic about risk management  
D: yeah that is what we call  
E: Yeah, my route is risky as well  
EVERYONE TALKING  
Sudanchu: That what I am saying.  
Sudanchu: Think about that na.  
C: But the think is  
C: The route, which is discovered by the so-called leader there could be any accident like that as well  
E: but you have experienced that route. 
Sudhanchu: But you don’t know that  
A: but that is the same case with the other one as he has experienced that route. How do we compare? There will 
be a risk both ways na.  
D: But just look here the first one with the leader is both experienced and proven as he has travelled that route up 
and down several of times. And the other one is only been discovered by the employee and not experienced.  
Sudhanchu: Well, okay very interesting point. (Smile) 
D: Well the main point is that the leader would not just suddenly change his route immediately, without any 
considerations. He would definitely take that employees route in consideration and it will be taken seriously in 
approach for the next route. Maybe, tells the employee that we have to discover and experience the route 
together; maybe he should make a research on that particular route etc. So that he would not be demotivated.  
C: That is a good point.  
Sudhanchu: Okay (smile) 
D: Because the leader would not take such a big chance, which will effect the whole team. So. He will therefore 
go with his own route, which is both experienced and proven.  
Sudhanchu: Okay. Any other thought? 
PAUSE  
Sudanchu: So what you guys are coming up with. What I understand is that the leader is actually not the leader, 
he is more like a mentor. He is more likely behind the team, in the middle of the team sometime. So he is not 
leading from the front but more likely leading or mentoring from the middle or behind whatever. So, the main 
question is do you think the leader knows everything today or should know everything? 
EVERYONE: NO  
E: It is not possible  
Sudanchu: It is not possible at all. So the leaders of today, so for example you when you are with your teams do 
you pretend to know that you know everything? 
EVERYONE: NO, we do not 
Sudanchu: So, you don’t right. How do you deal with that information you don’t know? Where do you get that?  
C: I know my team. I know their strengths and weakness’. That’s there where I as a leader apply my own 
knowledge and try to create synergies, so we as a team can benefit from each other’s knowledge and enhance our 
own knowledge.  
Sudanchu: What I am trying you to get towards is that you are still on the negotiating table. You have a setup 
purpose that everyone knows and you have your counterpart whom you are negotiating with. Here you have two 
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or three people who both understand the purpose and agree the purpose, but are very passionate to go towards a 
different tangent. So, you have 6 people, who are with you and 2 of them are not and doing that so called 
“drama”. The other 6 people are now being frustrated and you are very irritated as well. How would you address 
this situation as a leader?  
PAUSE 
Sudanchu: Because you think that guy has a better alternative or idea but this is just not the context to apply 
that. What will you do? In the mountain case you allowed someone to experience where the outcome may not be 
the same. But here it is make or break.  
C: I will here convince the other two.  
Sudanchu: Okay 
Sudanchu: Sit across and have a dialogue.  
Sudanchu: How? 
A: Tell them the consequences (Polite)  
Sudanchu: But there everyone are sitting together around the table. So, you just can’t have a dialogue with the 
two people there, when everybody are around, na.  
A: Tell the other 2 people to be quite and let us explain (LAUGH) 
Sudanchu: No, No what I am getting at…  
B: You could ask them to put words their arguments tell the pros and cons of the situation and then you will 
reflect upon that. But again tell that your point again and tell them the main arguments to follow that context.  
Sudanchu: Sure what I am getting at that in a discourse in a close room a leader can stand up and say that he 
needs a 5-10 min break. Where you leave the room have a reflection and come back again. It is absolutely, all 
right to have that break. Why don’t we consider that opportunity? Could maybe imbedded in the cultural 
arguments. That we may feel that we are being rude to other team there are many things okay.  
But the leader can actually do what he wants to do. Simply say that “okay I can see some of us are not in the path 
with us give me 10 min and I will come back to you”.  
How many of you have had this experience with your western counterpart and in the middle of the meeting he 
takes a break, he goes somewhere and get back again and gives you his final decisions. How many of you have 
experienced this? 
C: Yeah, say that they will discuss internally 
Sudanchu: Okay discuss internally, so the meeting end na. That is absolutely fine. If the leader is seeing that 
there are some who are going off the track just simply take a break and get back again. Is that a leadership style 
worth reflecting on? 
- Do you think a leader can do that? 
E: Yeah, sure  
Sudanchu: Right. So, at the moment we have talked about the purpose and touched upon some of the elements 
of leadership. No we have to make the design and we have to make it organizationally fit– your CEO has to pass 
it. I want you to think about the design and your organization. You know your organization right.  
EVERYONE: Yeah  
Sudanchu: So how would you design this activity within your organization, so that the CEO will not destroy it?  
You have put a lot of energy on it. You have culturally sanitize in discourse like this. You are really passionate 
about this idea and now you have the opportuniy to show that intercultural work can really be efficient and 
productive. Show that it is not that difficult as there are great solutions, okay. But you do also exist in a very 
politically environment, as Mette said yesterday that it is a theater. You need to play according to the game of 
the theater? Here you need different leadership skills.  
Until now we have talked about negotiating aspects now we are talking about how to engage the larger 
organizational perspective. And at that level what kind of leadership skills do you think is required?  
LONG PAUSE 
Sudanchu: So now you are talking to your CEO. How will you communicate and convince your CEO that this 
approach is the best approach for your organization.  
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E: One approach will be that make projections tell which problems there are within our structure about the 
competitiveness compared to the competitor and then…  
Sudanchu: But all of us make projections pick up all kind of hypothesis and ideas. Where we make all kind of 
beautiful projections and the reality may be far away from the truth.  
That’s a benchmarking strategy  
X: IT work, back of his work, all the big players in India, you can name, all the big players. So, again so lot of 
this question comes, why I can`t do in the house all those things and whenever they use to come here, they say, 
oh Deepak your cost so high? I say okay, I did look into it. I look at, and saw like lot of my cost was because, we 
have all this kind of stupid Danish stuff here, which we don`t need. I had in my office, can you image chairs 
which costed us 15 lac rupees per chair (looks around – everyone I laughs) 15 lac rupees per chair okay! I had 
about 20 of those; these were some designer, Danish designer chairs. I had 20 of those, then i had sofa sets in my 
office with was 10-20 lac each. I had lamps with were 8 lac rupees each, which I never switched on (folk fisher 
& laughs). So, so one day I, I called packing agency, and said, pack all these (laughs) and I couriered them back 
to Denmark and said now whatever you want to do, is your problem. You want to sell it off or do whatever. I 
rubbed, I rubbed it off from my balance sheet, I said now the cost coming. Because every month they were 
adding my depreciation cost, because somebody bought it there and send them to India, okay. It was all bought 
in Copenhagen, and the second like a big, and i only kept one of each just to have what you can say a similarism 
of them. We don't need it, we don't need it. So, sometime you had to stand up and say, that this will not work for 
this country, because otherwise no one will understand it. (Someone enters the room) They will keep comparing 
wrong, apple store, somebody has to stand up and say.  
X2: The costing is so different.  
X: So different, they were so angry first. You are not respecting over the Danish testing. I said, this is not matter 
of disrespecting. I respect my balance sheet.  
X3: Exactly, that`s exactly the words that I had used. I practice it clearly.  
 
X: I don`t care, I said. They say, this is but people don`t like it. I say, they don`t like it, because they don`t have 
time, I don`t have time to make people sit, they just line and adding my space where I am utilizing for more 
sitting space. So, I have to take up the decision and just move on to. Secondly, I was saying the motivation 
problem which comes. See we, we have that way saxopatism very very motivating, what you can say, an open 
kind, where everybody openly have own budgets, they can run on their way. That`s creates problems for me, like 
suppose everybody in our organization, everybody works Copenhagen okay, so every team is working. So, one 
team is working got of his own, manager calls me, so okay buy i-phones for all these people. I said no, this never 
happens. So, so, so, so I said, now the problem is I buy i-phone for these 5 people and 295 are standing in front 
of my office. Are we idiots, why we are not getting? ---Laugh-- So, this is very common in Copenhagen, correct. 
The manager there, whatever the budget they have, whatever they want to do it. They have no restriction, but it 
doesn’t work in India that way. So, what agreement, we have is whatever we want for India, we cannot go 
directly, they have to go through me, that`s the only thing it works. And you know Indians are very smart, they 
know, this guy has budget, how to get. Then they are very soft, fine you have to spent some money, or blow off 
some money, it’s absolutely fine. They say, it’s very easy, we have ten, and we have less zero. So, so it is not 
working, it’s fine. That`s, that`s not a way works in India.  
EVERYONE: LAUGH  
 
Pushpa: Oh. But, how did you negotiate? 
X: Let them face twice, they will learn. I told them, fine I have given i-phone 5, and I have 2 American people, 
now the bill is million Kroners. Who`s the budget I bill is to?  
Lady:  How you change the structure. 
X: I have not changed the structure, I will find a way which works for us and which works for them. I said, you 
need to get the job done, you focus on them. I make sure, these people stay, these people work actively, they 
help you deliver it, let me take care of local stuff. So, everything in India was the local policies, if you need to be 
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done, I will organize it but in more decent way and in more acceptable way, so that it doesn’t hurt the other 
people. Because, some people are too much flood mind and say, let us do this. I can give you one example, so, so 
ahh like my boss Cornemonses, coming to India everybody come to India and we take formula 1. I said formula 
1, taking everybody, nobody hear formula 1. I said, this is the wastage of money, I was so depressed formula 
1taking in Copenhagen, and we were totally up in the air. I said, if you want take that, then take to cricket match, 
that is probably much more lovely and formula 1 is 10 times much more expensive tickets. 
 
Lady: You and Ranga are very very strong people, obviously it very estimistic to negotiate. But tomorrow if 
somebody else, somebody negotiates in the same way. So, structurally have you been able to negotiate in 
Copenhagen, you have a matrix, no problem. But in India, you don’t have matrix, you go through me.  
  
X: Yes, that is clear. I have 7 bosses which I have working with, probably they should understood now because 
they tried the different things in a different way. So, now they much trust like. So he say something, it has value, 
to do it.  
 
Sudhanshu: There also sense of difference, sensodying is the post 19 back, it`s a post 19. It is built on smart that 
differentiates .0001% of difference in currency notes, that`s smart. It is created by 2 people, it`s a clean platform. 
Ahh-- Ranga`s company is generational company, it`s not a company that came about just 15 years ago, so the 
cultural would be different, the way they do. Also, I think, that, that why both of thing are very clear, ahh ahb 
instancesation of the experiences of Danes. My sense is that even the Danes are changing very rapidly.  
X2: Ya. Last 10 years, they have been changed. 
Sudhansu: Ya. And, ahh, amm, also then, also the grey hairs are becoming less of an issue as post to other 
situation. So, amm, here the, the, the interesting debate here is, is matrix organization are more command 
structure, and I think my senses is well the words for country like we.  Why, why impose something that work in 
the model in a country which in India, may be command structure works much better than other. But, also we 
need to account, the nature of infra state, right. In some places you need very high innovation, in some places 
you need very, ahh created people to do these things. And there you need to understand that a command 
structure has its own challenges. So, if we are too have ahh, Ranga ahh, not innovating or may be, I am just, 
amm, turn the ball back at you. And, and, you know and other people are copying these stuff, 15 copies he says. 
I mean those guys probably are doing something interesting and they are coping, coping right. So, it’s a question 
why he is not a head of the curve, right.  Pause--- It’s something to think about and is not a cultural issue. Ahh, 
the other point about Saxo Bank is that, yes ahh, they blow money and things in that. But they also been hit hard 
in 1990`s, ahh amm, in 2007-2008, you helped petty hard.  
X: Ya, we helped very hard till 2015. 
Sudhansu: So, I mean the whole cultural, the whole everything was under scrutiny, right. And, and, the it’s not 
that, it’s not that the Saxo Bank, yes the Saxo Bank is an icon in Denmark because it is one of those new kids on 
the block, for sure it is a new kid. It, it has more zealous, ahh IT driven, cultural iconism where their they 
sponsor us a cycle theme which is called the Saxo Bank cycle theme, that takes part in France which is iconic, 
right. Now, the Ranga`s company and, and Saxo Bank are very different animals, so completely different, they 
work in very different ways, ahh, Ranga`s company is very very ahh, technology driven, driven by generation of 
experience. Whereas your company is, is, is chockablock, you know new kid on the block, they discovered ahh, 
very innovative ageism, how to pick rack forms and maximize and make money on transaction cost or reduce the 
transaction cost. It`s very dismorals.  
Lady: And one more question before you.  
Sudhansu: Any comments? 
X: No, I fully agree with you, that even people work in the bank. I tell you like, they say it’s not a Danish bank 
because , it’s not a Danish, because it’ totally different. That`s  why I started things, I said, though we are Danish 
but this actually not a Danish bank but still a lot of formalities but it is very different type , even people leave the 
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bank, okay. Sometime they want to come back, because it is so much attractive to them, despite all the things it 
happens. 
Sudhansu: Give it, give it. 
X: Ya, but still they say, but we can`t, we can`t want to like, if a normal bank, we like to come back, but 
attractiveness and satisfaction is so much because of the perks they give, whatever things they give, still they 
come in such kind of environment, high environment is there.  
Lady: The things are interesting; there are 2 different, they work from 6-7 to 4 in the evening. But it is changing. 
 X: One, is that, the way we operate is totally different. You see, when we hire people, we are not just hiring 
somebody with normal skills, and we hire very productivity people, ok. Our job here is not that I have think of 
100 people, we are talking about 5 people who are highly productive, okay. So, lots of banks ahh which ahh in 
Denmark like ahh, you can say ahh Danske Bank or Nykredit all these, they come and catch me and they want to 
understand, how I able to deliver so much thing, which they cannot able to deliver 800 people, they have in 
India. Because, our concept of working is totally different because they are again choosing the Indian man 
outsource because they are going with the head count stuff, okay. Rest just you have filled up because somebody 
has seen many people because we don`t have that. We have really a tuff process of hiring of very high people, 
we pay them well but we hire really very high people, so we just don`t have ordinary people. So, we really have 
big difference. Second thing is, the other thing we fight which is job loss, okay because more work we are 
moving into India, there has been couple of positions going off in Copenhagen because of that. So that`s the 
fight which has, that`s not your case, where your ah ahh.  
X2: No one being accused for having to national TV asking how does you, how do you, when they fire people. 
How do you see when jobs created in India and use in Denmark?  
X: But our job is to acknowledge, even if you have and nothing is documented. Okay, that`s really makes the job 
tuff when those things move. A really tuff job. It`s more expensive, much more expensive the same furniture 
from Denmark. 
X2: I have same issue with furniture. Sorry, I can`t effort furniture from Denmark. That was in Denmark, they 
were packing up the whole furniture.  
Lady: Listen, you said something, you said about 3 predicate. Most of your people, they work on daily basis. I 
also said Indians those become do you find them.       X: Ah, it`s a big problem about it, even the organization 
have the problems. In some years, they have learned it, right. What I do is, I hold introduction program for all of 
them join us. I spent 1 hour. Out of I hour, 45 minutes I spent on this communication, communication, 
communication. I tell them, I tell them see, we hiring all of you very special people, so I am imagine all of you 
are technically very sound because of 4-5 rounds of interviews but still you can fail here, if you don`t open your 
mouth because I don`t know, how would you are, when you don`t speaks up. And the person sitting there, he 
doesn’t know, what he looks like there. So, you have to speak and lot of time happens still because it happens. 
Sometimes good people have poor feedback. I have analyze 90% of time it is disproved, because this guy is not 
speaking up. 90% of time is this. The other big problem I faces, performance of rival system, Denmark, they 
have different way of doing it.  
Sudhansu: It`s called moose, it`s called moose. It`s, it`s called not a performance of praise at all, it`s called, it`s 
called employee development. Employees’ dialogue and development. EDD ya, there are. I just putting the 
English words, but the moose is very easy. The moose is that, that, if I have boss too, she says okay. I am just 
assuming, I am just starting the T year 1. Year 1, that doesn’t happen, there is no performance, so whatever I do, 
I do whatever I have to do. Then after the year 1, 365 days I am kind of moose, they called it, right, one and a 
half to 2 hour, depending on. And then, he or she asked me, what you did. I said oh well, I did this. So, what did 
you think for next year, how much you want to do more? I said, I will do, if I will publish 3 papers. Oh, I will 
publish 5 papers, fine, she writes it down. Then I say, I will go to 5 conferences, okay, she writes it down, and 
how much money do you need for that. Ah, hundred thousand, she writes it down. So, everything I project, she 
writes it down, right. And that is what, we both signs. Now, the next one year, I am going to be evaluated 
basically, what I have committed to this person. Subsequent to that when I come in; she brings that same paper 
which I have the copy of that. Okay, now you say, you would do 4 papers, how many have you actually done. I 
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said I have not done 4; I have done only 1, so okay what happen. Why is your low in your productivity, what 
happened, how many conferences did you go to, you said 5 but you go to one. There is still money, why did you 
not use the resources. So, you kind of and then after 3 or 4 years, you will find she will figure out, there will be a 
pattern and then when you say 3, she will put 1. Laugh----laugh. So, is this just a way. 
X: what we can do, we are clear, what we can do. It is very easy to say, I cannot deliver. But India will newer 
say, we cannot deliver this, it will say, we will try. 
Sudhansu: That means good. 
X: You come to the 11th hour.  Laugh---Laugh. 
Lady: In which direction you talk, it’s a Manager or.  
X2: The feedback, the feedback is always downwards. Laugh—laugh. 
X: That is the biggest charge I face. Like, in our performance Manager system, what they have is, there is 3 scale 
kind of system. In India, it is a very big challenge, 1, 2 or 3. We have 2 scales, behavior and work, okay and we 
give equal weightage to both of them. So, we have 1, 2, and 3 scales. So biggest of the people is 2 dots 2.  That 
means for us, do perfectly fine when the job is supposed to do, is this fantastic, oh I do the job. So, I will think, 
3+1, the average is 2, we are doing average. Laugh---all laugh.  So, is this huge problem and even I debating HR, 
for India making 5 scales?  Laugh---all laugh. You cannot do anybody think. Is there nothing improve, correct. 
And you are not being good. It is a huge problem. So, it come demoralize, I got 2, you should be very happy, 
doing the perfectly job, you are supposed to do. There are no, no mistakes; it’s good for us, an average. Laugh---
all laugh. 
X: It says Met requirement. Hey, what is met requirement. You have done the job, you suppose to do. Do you 
exceed, I said, what you had exceeded? But I like to have it----Laugh. 
X2: It’s a huge cultural problem in this. We say inflation+3%. Earlier, it was 9% + 3%, 12% zero. Because 
otherwise, you are giving 25% hike there, we are not giving nothing here zero % is happening. I said, why don`t 
you change the place.  
Sudhansu: But the starting base in India is much low than you are telling. 
X: Yes. Yes. 
X2: See, the strange thing, so up to a particular level, a ticket to top levels. 
Sudhansu: It`s a same thing 
X2: All most universally. 
Sudhansu: Ya, ya, sure, sure of course. I think from the middle Managers and up. 
X2: That is sort of drops drastically. 
Sudhansu: Ya, then from the middle Managers and lower, are just very different. 
X3: This also we understand because in Europe, the salaries don`t change that much with the level of the people. 
That is all most, all most. 
X2: There is highest and lowest is 4X to 5X, maximum is 6X.  
X3: So, that doesn’t works. They are not going to understand or okay, why this guy because they try to have one 
formula base for everyone. Let`s say okay, we are giving 2% hike to everyone across here, that doesn`t, that 
doesn`t work here. Probably somebody getting 2 lacs having 50% hike, that`s why it is. Probably somebody 
getting 10 Lacs salary, I have to give 10% hike. That`s doesn`t goes to their head, why discriminating the people. 
I said, no, I am not discriminating the people, I a trying to reduce the discrimination because---Laugh—Laugh. 
So, this is a big problem which I have to face to explain every time and this comes every time because see the 
persons numbers, they goes bunkers because they say, they newer see in their lives, this kind of increments 
happening. 
X2: We seeks things around, because there is always Indo Danes coming to the way, or I did it very simply ah, 
started doing profit sharing for many, accept for me. And the profit is shared equally in all, divided by number 
and not based on the salary. So, a guy look always all most getting is your salary, as a profit sharing and those 
who is thrilled. So the guys comes and says okay, we don`t have enough load this month, so we get load for 
anything, we need to do, because he knows, he probably guess. So, is the same amount? 
X3: I have corpus model because we don`t sell anything in India, we are the.  
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Sudhansu: Ya, you are corpus.  
 X2: Now, now they have changed it, now they have gone to good profitability model.  
Sudhansu: That`s makes more complicated for you.  
X3: Very complicated, how can make good profit. I don`t have any control. 
Sudhansu: Control, ya. 
X4: Now, you have competition also. 
Sudhansu: No, it doesn`t mean competition.  
X3: See, what is happening now, thinking of, knocking of the local gadget, which means I have no control. Now, 
I start looking at other options of doing this. There is no plan in the next 2-3 years, I think I have no pain, and so 
is the private company. So, is all consolidated in Denmark in VKK and— 
Sudhansu: That means, it’s very challenging.  
X3: Very very challenging. Here at least, set my target & my target plan and anything higher, there is a targeted 
profit. Ah, 10 to 15 percentage of the revenue distributed for being.  Higher to the target profit, up to the target 
profit, we don`t distribute it. I think, higher in that. So, it was an incentive to work, to get higher profits, so that 
they get far of it, which is very fair.  
Sudhansu: I think, it’s very, it’s very Danish thing to do. 
X3: Ya, motivation. And I have seen some low collar workers, they come after me, you know, we have never 
seen much money in our life in one shot. Laugh—Laugh. I said, you do the job, you take your money. You make 
profit, if there is no profit, I won`t give you money, since then. So, we don`t have ah, Diwali bonus, we don`t 
have nothing, all that is out. I said, no union, they all are part of us, they all are part of team, the employees trust, 
the workers sit on trust along with me and they take a decision. I say, let’s all forget to do the business with the 
outsiders, that`s doesn`t makes a sense to us. We all are employees, as much employees, let`s see what we can 
do. The only thing do is what they pay for us. And that has work quiet well and come higher. And disaster 
completely, you know---Laugh. 
Lady: Is this also sending Indians back to Denmark for headings or some functions. You say, you also worked in 
Denmark for some time. 
X3: No, I had not worked in Denmark for some time. People from our, go for training and some sharing of. The 
Danish people are very good in handling sometimes, something they want to do or something, they are very 
good in putting a situation into where they keep on lingering on and on. But our people something and not going 
to handle that situation and they take a fight. Because Danish people are very good in putting something in a 
process or something, which will not happen for next 5 months or 6 months. They go very easy.                                                                     
X: 5 months?  
X3: Ya, so they put easily into process which our people don`t know, how to do it. If something is not 
happening, our people take a fight. 
X: I have to go to the previous CEO, call him Carsten; I think you take a call now.  
X3: Is this put it something around it and say in a sweet way, nothing will happen and we also got the work done 
and nobody is not. Our Indians are really not good that, they fight. 
X: But today or yesterday, I mean.  
Sudhansu: Now, I am not wrong, when I was there, as an academic, I use to propose, I use to propose projects 
and then they will decide and decide and the last 10 years I decided, I will not. I will have my own project, I will 
get my own money, I will do the project and then give them the papers, whatever is that there. Now, you have 
done it already, yes. I, I thought you want to include me, you newer interacted.   
X2: We want to build a ramp in India. As in your work, the relationship work. There are the people who can see 
all through this, you know all these little curtains that all the maze that we have, that is sort of ah, ah work with 
them and they say okay, don`t put us in trouble by packing to good idea keep going but let me also, not to focus 
on your work and not to start with good morning on the box boss. I said, you better well do your work, not to 
stand up, when to walking to somebody`s room. I said, you can`t do your work, not to expect people to come and 
beat you up when you are travelling. And I felt a strange thing; I am standing at the airport and have no work.  
X2: We look for productivity; either you want to ticks which you can share, how you actually capture.  
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X: I wanted to ask myself, so difficult is ….all speaks----all speaks. 
X3: I am a little confused actually; you see is very very difficult, okay. See there is no, ahh liquid test, they dip it 
and see, this was okay or not. What we are looking for is, in India after 5-6 years specially after 95 managers 
okay, one thing we make it very clear, weather have 15 years of experience or 17 years, 5 years. It’s a mutual 
contribution which hangs on. You will have to do coding, testing or whatever it is, and there is no clean manual. 
We are very flat organization in that form, we are very few managers, out of 350 people, 340 or 345 will be got 
immediate place. So, we are very flat organization, that`s one thing that make it clear, okay because lot of people 
comes. Then, we also focus on having a couple of rounds on interviews where we test the person on the basic 
stuff, what was a suit technically. So, the interviews process are pretty very tuff, okay. I can tell you certain areas 
our selection ratio is 1:100. Pause—we don`t have, so I have no ahh pressure of hiring the people, of course we 
get more people but it is not that I have to get some 10 jokers to fill up the post and move forward with it, that`s 
not what I am going okay, if I don`t find, I don`t find them.  
X: Can I actually just ask, in addition to the question, what Rani was mentioning, ahh, do you have specific 
assessment tools that you use for your hiring the process. Do you engage anybody externally? 
X3: No, doubt.  We just look at the individual candidate. There is one assessment tool which they use ahh, they 
are in force of use but I don`t think they are working for India.                                                                                                                                       
All: What is that?                                                                                                                                                          
X3: Something they use, I can get you the name. I don`t remember it.  
X: That is called TI.   
Sudhanshu: Which one?  
X: TI.  
Sudhansu: Oh, TI.  
All: PI 
Sudhansu: Oh, PI.  
X3: That is online, which there is some logical ability and all personality test. But I don`t think its working. It is 
more to the Danish side; it is not working at all, okay. Because, best of the people were feed technically, they 
score at lowest, so.  
X: The psychopathy people trust works for us, but I use it only 25% weightage. I got trained myself because 
sometime I want to know what I got to train myself, it’s a black box but yet those things. And sometimes when I 
start talking to the person as soon as I recruit, how can I know it. I know but this is what you have to do.  
X2: You know technically this is very sound ahh, ahh, for a person and he or she is very very well because the 
other side… 
X3: But that I think you also had seen a person, correct.  
X2: Yes, he starts a performance an sometime a syndrome. 
X3: Ya, ya they are we, we have some people like that, who are very good. They are not very good team player 
or they are not too good people, managers and all, to deal with. So that kind of ahh, new senses you have in the 
people industry, right where it is all people base knowledge. But one, of course those things are very difficult 
which are in the interview or something okay very, very. But then, what we do is, then we find a kind of work, 
we need those kind of people also because those kind of some work, they can do is more excluded, correct. So, 
you have to assign them that kind of stuff which okay gives it to a person. So, I say you miss and match correct, 
you don`t need ahh, same kind of person for everything, some time you need for those kind of people.  
X: We find to a shop & go to artistic people reflecting them to a jobs so focusing.  
 
Sudhansu: The helicopter ideas, the easy ones, the tuff ones are the real implementations. How do you develop 
mechanisms, rather the themes of struggles with mechanisms?  
X: The one thing Sudhansu I have to tell you, if you build the ability to pull yourself out of your body and look 
at the transaction used that. It’s very to put yourself in a buddy thing and you start reacting at. And moreover, I 
have learnt its fine and updating and little leave it there and pull myself as observer of my own self. It’s okay, 
what can we do with this.  
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Sudhansu: Ya, so okay, now it’s time to ahh, give you what you have earned and, and I hope you will be happy 
with it, what you get. Kindly up….all laugh, laugh.  
Thank you very much for the guests. Small gifts for the guests. Thank you, thank you. Thanks to the professors  
 

Appendix P: Individual Interviews  
 Cross-Cultural differences between Indo-Danish perspectives 

1. Bjarke Christensen My name is Bjarke Christensen; I am a student back in Denmark, studying MBA in 

business economics, international business and marketing. And I am here in India doing an internship at the 

Danish Embassy at the Trade Councilor.  That I can do as the Danish study program allows you to take a 

semester abroad, and I will get credit for that while being here. I am going to talk a bit about the school system 

in Denmark and what is characteristic of that and what I can achieve by studying there in Denmark. And the 

School system is sort of dividing by having an elementary school; where we have ten years of study, which is 

required by the law for every Danish citizen to at least have 10 years of school education. Afterwards it becomes 

very individually, where you can go to a Trade school, you can do a profession bachelor, you can go to 

university and otherwise there is high school, which I attended in the little town where I come from. Afterwards 

I moved to a big city where I attended the university. During your studies after you turn 18 years old, you 

receive a grant from the government. As you receive money so you can study, so unlike the other countries in the 

world, in Denmark you get paid in order to study. At the same time I do not need to pay tuition fee, so in that 

way you have a very sweet deal (smile). At the moment I am getting around 6-7 lakhs to study in a year. In this 

case I really do not have some real expensive, so that means I go out of the university without any debt. It is 

therefore quite easy for us Danish students to study and almost everyone gets a master degree. In this way we 

Danes are not risking our future in any sort of debt. Early in my education system I went abroad to have a 

semester in England. There I learned, how fortunate we actually are here in Denmark to have this kind of school 

system. Because my counter-students there in England usually only took half of the undergraduate (bachelor 

degree) and afterwards they needed to go out to the labor marker, in order to work. As they simply could not 

afford to pay their fee etc. And many of them required to have a part time or even a full time job at the same time 

so they could afford. But this did obviously affect the quality of their education and also their learning. 

Obviously, it is difficult to have a job and a full time education. If you look at the overall Danish market nearly 

everyone have either a master degree or a PhD. And if you would like to have a good job afterwards it is 

required to have a full five years of university degree. By being travelling to abroad one thing is that it gives you 

perspective and how lucky I consider myself being under the Danish school system. But it also points out the 

importance of what CBS is doing with collaboration with the Danish embassy at moment about breaking down 

the barriers between the Danish and the Indian cultures.  Because in order to understand and network globally, 

which is the big part of my education and hopefully my future job. It is therefore important that you understand 
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other cultures. You can’t network or you can’t really compete something across borders, if you do not have the 

ability to understand other people and their culture. So I think what the Danish Embassy and the CBS is doing 

right now with the conference here is an amazing opportunity for teams who are participating. And after my 

studies I am hoping of course to get a job (smile), hope to go abroad as my studies a quiet international, so hope 

to end up wherever in the world to do business (big smile). And hopefully go back (to Denmark) one day, I 

would like my kids to get the same opportunity as I got. As I feel very fortune to get out of the school without 

any debt and can build my future debt-free. Even if will do a PhD it will be the government funding that. But I 

am planning to get a job after my master degree. Thank you!  

2. Juile Left Hej My name is Juile Left and I am currently working at the Danish Embassy here in New Delhi, 

where I am at the bull  department. Back home I am studying law, I am enrolled at the Master program of Law at 

the Copenhagen University, where I am doing my final year. So next year I will be graduated, I will be 

completing my five years of Law program. Yeah, I am very much excited about that (big smile).  Even though, I 

have really enjoyed studying, especially they’re in Denmark. Because we have a very unique education system, 

(uhm) it begins when you are 6 years old and then you have to attend the elementary school for 10 years. This is 

a requirement by the law, as all Danish citizen at least get 10 years of education. And once you get graduated 

from the elementary school, you get to choose if you would like to go to high school for instance, to trade school 

or study some kind of craftminship, and most Danish students they use to do that. When I graduated the 

elementary school, I was 15 years old and I choose to go to a high school, as I had planned to go to university 

afterwards. Therefore, I thought high school was the best option for me. So, I went to high school and that takes 

you three years to graduate it in Denmark. And once you have graduated the high school, the trade school or 

what ever you have chosen, you can either continue your studies. As you can choose to study to be a nurse, you 

can be a teacher, or you can go to university. (Uhm) at the university, you first take your bachelor degree, which 

takes 3 years. And when you have graduated that you can choose to take a master degree, which takes 2 years. In 

Denmark mostly every students choose to take a master degree, because you cant really use a bachelor degree. 

Of course you can use it but as most people have a master degree, and in order to compete with them, you also 

need a master degree. So, yeah I am doing my master degree now and as part of my master study, I am doing my 

internship at the Danish embassy here in New Delhi.  I find this a very unique opportunity as a student you are 

here for 6 month and working at the embassy and learn so much about the different culture and about India.  Not 

only that learn more about my own country, so that is a very good thing what the Danish government offer the 

Danish students. At least I am very fund of it. So, while I am here I am working here but I also get credits, which 

I can transfer to my educational program back home. In this sense, I am not extending my study but it is just a 

part of my study program. During my early study I have also been studying abroad in USA, where I did a 

semester there at the American law school. That I liked as well, and really appreciate that how the Danish 
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education system gives this opportunity to all the Danish students. So that we can learn about the different 

cultures, meet different people but also develop our personal skills. As I told you before when you are in a 

country you learn about their culture and their system. But that also let you think about your own country and 

that is very unique. It is really good that we young people get this experience and when we go back home we 

will help in order to break down the cultural barriers. So the conference going on here at the embassy for 

instance hosted by CBS. I think it is very useful. It is good to provide insides into Denmark and India and the 

differences that could exist between the two countries. It is very interesting and I personal learn a lot from this.  

Yeah when I go home after my 6 months stay here in India, I will definitely know how to understand this culture 

and use that in my everyday life. As it just gave me an inside to a world, which is completely different from my 

own. I think you can use experiences like this in all kind of spectrum of life. Uhm, yes I am very excited with 

this opportunity and hope all Danish students will take this opportunity to do an internship.  

3. Deepak Gupta Hey, My name is Deepak Gupta; I am the Head of the Saxo Bank Indian Operations. And 

today I am here present at the CBS and Danish Embassy joint program for Danish culture for the Indian 

management team. I think it is a very big initiative taken by the Danish Embassy in India and also the 

Copenhagen Business School. Because it has been huge a missing factor for the Indian management teams, who 

were working with the Danish companies. As when working with different countries the difference in culture 

comes into play. And this kind of program really helps one to understand the cultural differences. And it was 

very interesting to see the kind of leaning and the type of questions people asked today. It was fantastic to share 

all the ideas as we can learn from how the other has been doing. What helped them but also the difficulties they 

faced and how they tackled the difficulties? I think all the participates have achieved a higher level of 

understanding. As I have been in the department from the past 8 years, I do have an understanding of how to 

work with the Danish counterparts. But it is always good to have a better understanding and share the stories so 

other can learn, and also get their inside.  

Unknown – Worker at Grundfoss I must congratulate the Danish Embassy and CBS for holding this program. 

Because many time when we have Indo-Danish collaboration or Danish companies setting in India. We had 

issues in terms of understanding (uhm) on small minor points, because of cultural differences. And in they way 

Indians handle the things and also how the Danes handle the things. This kind of a program really sensitizes both 

sides, this time at least most of them the Indians, but I am sure this will be helpful for the Danes too. Sensitizes 

both sides to have a better understanding, because ultimately I think both sides are looking for the same goal. It 

is just that the approaches are different and that is based on the cultural differences that exist and the way things 

done in the various countries. – So it was a good discussion today and it was nice to meet the people who were 

here, and exchange ideas and exchange experiences. As I have been working with the Danes past 17 years and 

we have gone through these issues and sort few of them quite successfully. And some of them we have failed 
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and understood why we have failed. It gives a lot of confidence for those industries, which are coming in India 

from Denmark or Indians who are working with Danes. As e.g. Danes like to involve everyone within the 

decision making process, in the beginning we saw that as being a very strange thing. And indeed it was a very 

strange thing. However, as we dsay we observed the benefit of involving everyone. However, it is sometimes 

very difficuelt to know whom you need to ask if you need anything. To have a better understanding and use the 

learning they have got from here, to ensure that they have a better work atmosphere, perhaps (Uhh) you will 

have a better work life balance (Pause) this is something commendable. Grundfoss has been in India since 1998, 

almost 17 years. (Uhh) Yeah 17 is nearly years completed and it’s going to be its 18 years. It s set up as a small 

unit of sale and overapited decade of a year and half. It has grown incrementally in size by having 300 people 

working. It has local assemblies, and it has a production in a certain extend RnD division  

Mette Zølner Yeah hello, I am Mette Zølner; I am an associate professor at Copenhagen Business School. I 

have been part of this program Nordic Business Ethics for the last three days that I have been doing with 

professor Rai. (Uhmm) First think I would like to say, is really to (hmm) express how good it is that this kind of 

program is organized. And that it is (hmm) there is an interest to take culture seriously in companies. Serious in 

the way it is discussed, what is culture and what is not culture and how culture can be something more than just 

an obstacle to overcome but also a resource. I think the only way we can come further in that way is to become 

aware of it, to define it and to discuss how we actually can get closer to use culture as a resource. The second 

thing is that (uhm) to do that we really need to engage in a dialogue and not just organize another culture course 

where we tell about all the differences. But really go in a dialogue on when these differences come to the fall and 

when and how we can use them as a resource. So what we are offering is different courses, first in India with 

Indian employees, secondly in Denmark with Danish employees and finally a third (uhh) module with dialogue 

between the two groups. - I think that is the way to do it.  

Anshul Jain During the interaction with Danish companies a need was felt to create a platform the Indian and 

the Danish managers could bring their challenges or issues on the table and discuss them and together coming up 

with a solution - maybe create some kind of middle path. Hence, the Danish Embassy and The Copenhagen 

Business School jointly designed their first Nordic Ethic Business program. Where we in the first module have 

invited the Indian participates to discuss the various challenges they have in their day-to day working. In the next 

module we would want to involve the Danish mangers and bring out their challenges. And finally assimilate 

these two learning and have a joint session where both of the can reach a middle path (uhh) a solution for a better 

bottom line for Danish companies operating in India.  

 Niels Søebeck My name is Niels Søebeck and I am working in Ramboll, I am the Director in the Ramboll 

Group for Urban planner and planning an urban design to create more livable cities. There is a very excited 
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agenda in Ramboll, because it is something where we can build our now a 17 year of company working 

particular in Nordic countries. Where we have developed some very prosperous and most livable cities in the 

world. Copenhagen where I come from is actually been awarded to be the most livable city in the world. And I 

am very happy actually to work with this area here now. And trying to work cities in other places than the 

Nordics, to see how we actually can bring some of the values that we have created for people at home and how 

we have bring that out to the world. When we are speaking about livable cities it is of course a prerequisite that 

the city has to be sustainable. We are lining in a period of where we are thinking of carbon neutrality or fossil 

free cities, Copenhagen will be a carbon neutral city. But we are also taking about cities for people how 

important it is that people can find identity in their city. So it is not a question of only sustainability it is also a 

question of livability. When you are designing cities you the aspect you need to take into consideration is the 

cultural aspect of the country where you are. As cultural is very different, if you are in enactive city how we 

actually can retain our population and how we can avoid people moving away. Or if you are going to the cities in 

the Middle East what is actually a livable city for a modern Arab family. And what are the cities here in India, I 

think that is really interesting to explore what would actually make a livable city here in India, respecting the 

culture and respecting how people are living and how they will actually develop in India. Taking in mind the 

biggest urbanization, which has started and will precisely we will actually see the worlds largest urbanization in 

a few years. So I think, livable cities here in India the city of course need to be sustainable and they need to be 

livable and they also need to be supported by smart technologies. So one of the things we are exploring a lot here 

for the Indian smart cities program is of course how we will obtain these three things that the cities are 

sustainable, the cities are livable and that we are able to apply the right technology. What is important to 

understand this is that we are just not building green cities all over the world but actually looking at the existing 

cities and there are many challenges in making existing cities. Uhh improving existing cities (uhmm) so this is 

also going to be a thing here in India where it is not only about new green field cities or expanding existing 

cities, it is also about improving the city environment we have already. And there I just want to say that there is 

something you can call a standard of living is that we have to have the infrastructure in place. We need to be sure 

that we have the right transport systems. In particular we are emphasizing on public transport we are also 

emphasizing here in India (smile). India is a great walking nation that you can be in India walking and bicycling 

and public transport. These are one of the keys in order to make Indian cities more livable. We are of course very 

happy here, Ramboll has a large company here in India, and we are in five different places through out the 

country, so we are able to reach out. We have some very high-qualified people and we have been here in India 

for the last 20 years, working with infrastructure development. But also with planning in particular in the 

transportation sector, as this is going to be a very focal point for the development or the urbanization in India. 

We are very happy to work with the Embassy here in Delhi is very professional and has given us a lot of 
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opportunities to work together. And they are connecting Danish businesses and pointing out to us and giving us 

the guidance. Both to us as we are coming from abroad but also for our Indian company here to be a part of the 

Danish community. So we see a big potential to coming in to the smart city agenda in India and we are looking 

forward to expand that even further in the future.  

Pavan Maini Hey I am Pavan Maini; I am the Managing director for the Ramboll Company here in India. We 

are an infrastructure engineering consultancy firm, we serve all over the sectors in India and globally. Globally 

we are about 30 thousand staff and we have got almost 900 staff here in India. We are very much excited about 

the different initiatives that have been started more recently in past year and a half. This includes what we will 

term smart livable cities and just not the smart cities program. And also the “Swacth Bharat” or the clean India 

program. We do believe that these initiatives provide a much-needed respite from what has been going on in the 

past. Where there has been focus on specific policies or certain projects only. Where these new initiative are 

looking in a more comprehensive basis as to hold a quality of life for people, which can be improved. This sties 

very well with the approach that the Ramboll has, being of a Nordic heritage company. We can bring in the 

livable caution into the life of people in India. (Uhm) Particular if we look at the smart livable cities, the 

livability concept is the key. While it is possible important to have a technology as well as an enabler, at a very 

basic level we need the infrastructure, we need the quality of life. So before we know that we can use the 

technology to know … when we are going to have water we would rather provide water 24/7. So that people do 

not need to know when there is going to be water and when not. So at a very basic level we do believe that the 

infrastructure provision that can be provided under the smart livable city concept can be improved. Because we 

are just not looking at technology but we are starting from the basic level, at the planning level doing detailed 

engineering, doing detailed design, and (uhh) looking at you know connecting with the citizen, by doing the 

public involvement and looking at a government perspective, looking at a funding perspective. And than sees 

how all these ties in together, so that at the end of the day there can be a certain provision of infrastructure to the 

citizens. On the similar basis the clean India mission is also very loadable, however we must also admit that we 

are a kind of dissatisfied with the lack of progress in the past few years. While these initiatives have been 

announced a while year ago and we believe that it has taken a bit too long for just the planning face. Or 

sometime there have been too much of focus on small … for instance take the “Swacth Bharat” mission on the 

clean India there has been a focus on toilets and than starting looking at the number of toilets that need to be 

clean. So that the focus not been on what is happening to the other million of the toilets that exists are those 

being improved and being maintained etc. So think we need to be more specific on what we want to achieve, and 

we need to have more goals that are set ups as a baby steps. And pilot projects need to be set-up, which we need 

to achieve and than we can look at what we can provide on an overall basis.   We do believe that the other 

programs such as Make India also fill in a critical gap, whereas in India we have been focusing more on the 
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services sectors but the manufacturing sector also need a lot of importance, both from the connecting 

infrastructure to the specific infrastructure. So people can actually manufacture their goods and can distribute it 

wherever they like or globally. And we look forward to participate in these initiatives, we have as already 

mentioned servicing the various sectors whether it is transport, buildings, telecom, environment,  water in all of 

these areas actively working with both the government but most with the private sector.  

Pushpa Joshi Pushpa Joshi Hey, this is Pushpa Joshi, I am representing my company Delta Pure Water India 

Limited. I am here for the program called executive program organized by the Danish Embassy and the CBS that 

is Copenhagen Business School. And I must say that it is very much well organized by the people who are here 

at the Embassy, especially Mr. Anshul Jain and the faculty is giving us very intellectual and very factual things 

to discuss. So that the gaps we can bridge, which we have if we are dealing with any company outside our own 

borders. Specifically here with the Danish people. The faculty is teaching us very well and they are making us 

understand all the gaps, which need to be rationalized, (uhh) which need to be understood. So that the business 

purpose or business can be made between the Indian and the Danish people. (Uhhh) like the (pause) what have 

the expectation of a Danish company if they are resting in a Indian company, in terms of the culture we follow 

here, in terms of our attitude towards work, in terms of the goal achievement. The Danes are just coming to our 

country and makes us work under their rules and regulation. So this kind of program can help out a lot to bridge 

that gap to make the things easier here in India, so that the common goals can be achieved. I am enjoying a lot 

and it is really a wonderful program.  

8. Rajiv Hello, I am Rajiv, I am the Senior manager from LM power based out in Bangalore, I work with 

engineering department, product design engineering and basically responsible of structural design and analysis 

of LM power plates. I am in to this executive program on Nordic Business Ethics basically to get the perspective 

of intercultural differences and define the differences. And build a bridge between the Indian and the Danish 

team (pause…). Mainly it helps me to get an overview of different kind of Danish management thought and how 

we can compare that with the Indian management thoughts and try to interconnect things. Also helps us to 

understand how we can design our organization in such a way that we will be able to manage the different 

management style between the Danish and Indian counterparts. Basically, (Hmm) I try to capture as much as I 

can in this three days executive program. I hope that this will be beneficial and I can take back the learning and 

apply that into my day-to-day work life.  

Vinod: Hey, I am Vinod, I am the regional Head of URC construction Private Limited Company from the state 

of Tamil Nadu. The interest for me to be a part of this program that is Nordic Ethical Practices by the Embassy 

of Denmark is that our organization is actually in its process to coordinate or Joint venture with some 

Scandinavian companies to bring technologies into India that could help us in order to create the smart city 

initiatives in different part of the country. The purpose behind this particular training is that we need to 
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understand the cross-cultural needs of both Scandinavian and Indians. Because they are from a different territory 

all together, when we do business with them we need to understand that where exactly we have an interface and 

what could be the challenges we need to overcome… overcome… And this kind of program will definitely help 

us to do that. Suddenly, what happened is that we recently have created some joint venture with some Swedish 

organizations. Where we feel due to the different cultural interfaces we are finding it little difficult to break 

down the challenges. So such program is really going to be beneficial in that particular motive. And the program 

has come out very and helps our to interact with two different, actually three different organizations LM Wind, 

FSL Smidt, and Delta Pure so this has given us a different insights, where these organization already got a 

Danish culture and they have got Indian employees working under a Danish umbrella. So this gives us an 

understanding of how two different cultures work together. So I definitely think this can progress us very well 

with our initiatives. So I thank our management who gave me this opportunity, and also thank the Embassy of 

Denmark to arrange this kind of program for us, so thanks.  

Guru Prasad My name is Guru Prasad, basically I am from Bangalore, and I have overall 14 years of 

experience within the HR profession. I have been associated with the LM Wind Power a Danish Multinational 

having its operations here in India. I am the Head of the HR for the engineering division of LM wind Power 

operating from Bangalore. (Uhhh) this business ethics program (Uhhh) has been very insightful, (Uhhh) which 

has been done in partnership with Copenhagen Business School. This through a lot of light on cultural 

differences (Uhhh) between Danish management thought and Indian management thoughts. (Uhhh) It has helped 

me to understand the different context (Uhhh) and then how we actually bridge and integrate by understanding 

these context and how we actually apply (Uhhh) this back within the organization. To make (Uhhh) the working 

culture more affective and more efficient and then more harmonious.  

Sudhanshu Rai My name is Sudhanshu Rai and I am an associate professor.  I work at Copenhagen Business 

School at the department of intercultural communication and management. The objective of this program is 

try…  and ensure that cross-cultural that … (pause) multinational who invest in India, don’t face obvious cultural 

challenges, which evident that they will emerge as they go intro a different country which has its own culture. 

The idea is how do they focus on the management and more on the (uhh) creating value based out of their core 

competencies. And here use culture as a resource. So culture doesn’t become a distracting feature between two 

regions of the world and their companies. But it becomes a resource of understanding, bridge building and 

cooperation. So this course is designed to actually enable that collaboration of culture as a resource away of from 

culture as a understanding as a black box, which is hard to understand. Taking it away from that perspective to a 

more resource driven way, where it becomes a part of a competitive advantage of companies to be either Danish 

or Indian. And how to engage across these boundaries. That is what I think is behind the thought process of this 

course. So that’s why we do this course in three modules, the first module we do it here in India with the Indian 
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employees of Danish companies. The next module we do it with Danes only and in the third module we do it 

together. So we have individual position and the individual cultures and then we bring them together and we 

work together on an interaction where competitive advantage is the most important driver, as apposed to the 

culture, which can become a black box and the red hearing that everyone chases without getting any solution out 

of it. So for me culture becomes a resource instead of being a challenge or any obstacle to the business. So that is 

the idea of the whole project and I hope it succeeds. Okay thank you, bye!  

 Kalpana Ganesh: Hey, my name is Kalpana Ganesh and I am the HR head for FL Smidth India. I wanted to 

attend this program held by CBS and arranged by the Danish Embassy on Nordic business ethics. The program 

is designed very meticulously where the focus is to understand the cultural perspective. Ultimately, we can have 

structures we can set contexts but it is people who have to really work within those contexts and structures. And 

people are being cultural beings. And therefore if we just can understand the essence of culture than we have the 

knowledge of how to work with people and how to collaborate. That is merging as the focus, it is a very 

interacting program, and it is done on a workshop-based mode. There is fully not theories but very many 

discussions and through the discussions the most important perspectives are coming out.  The participation are 

mixed some of them already have a Danish- Indian collaboration. And there are also companies who wanted to 

business with Nordic companies and Scandinavian companies. So my key learning from this program is how do 

I really bridge two cultures. How do I become an enable in order to bridge the two cultures. We actually have 

coined during the program called bridge-builders and I think my paramount learning will be how so I create 

more bridge-builders within the organization. Who can be these ambassadors of both cultures and make things 

more efficient. There are two professors who are delivering this program, I wish there was more participants that 

will help, as more perspective would have come. We are only 4 organizations participating right now and larger 

organization would have come with some larger perspective, value and diversity. It is also wonderful they way 

they wanting to go ahead with the program is to do a similar program in Denmark with Danish managers. And 

then taking both of the perspective and integrate it all in the third module.  This will be a common bridge 

program, which involves both the Indian side managers and the Danish side managers. It is a lovely program, it 

should go to strength to strength whatever learning we take now, it should continue. I feel that more managers at 

different level in an organization should participate over the years in this program. So all in all very good. 

Manoj Kumar Shina My name is Manoj Kumar Shina and I am working for LM Wind Power. We are very 

happy to undergo this program organized by CBS to understand the culture and the current business challenges, 

in order to have a better collaboration between India and Denmark. This program is very well designed for that 

purpose and we have a very good professor, a mentor, a guide (Pause) Sudhanchu Rai and Mette who are taking 

us through this journey. This is very good to understand cross-cultural aspects of our day-to-day business ethics 

life. There are few points, which came across the board with our participants as well as highlighted by the 
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instructor, which is very relevant in todays context. As these are the very small, small things but matter a lot. So 

we are focusing on that and how to overcome all these challenges, by understanding the cultural differences. So I 

can say thanks to the Danish Embassy to take us through this journey, and also to know that the program, which 

they are organizing, is in three faces. The very first face is an interaction with our Indian colleagues, what we are 

doing in this three-day program. And than the second part will be with our Danish colleagues so we will know 

their perspective. And the last part will be to bringing it all together, both the participants in that. That will bring 

more in light in this. This program organized by the Danish Embassy and we are looking forward to have a very 

good output of this, so once again I would like to thank CBS. And I look forward to more of these programs in 

the future. Thank you.  
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Appendix Q: Interview Guide:  
-‐ Med	  de	  danske	  interview	  deltagere	  (in	  Danish)	  

	  

Framing:  
-‐ Introduktion til mig selv og emnet  
-‐ Om interesse grundet valget af dette emne - og dets aktualitet 
-‐ Fortæl hvordan interviewet forventes at blive afviklet og dets forventede længde. Spørg om lov 

til at optage interviewet.   

Spørgsmål typer: 
-‐ Ønsker at høre om jeres oplevelser og historier med dansk-indisk samarbejde 
-‐ Fortæl om din oplevelse med dansk indisk samarbejde. Jeg vil gerne høre historien med dine 

egne ord og skulle jeg have nogle opklarende spørgsmål tager vi dem hen ad vejen eller 
bagefter.  

-‐  
Indledende:  

-‐ Fortæl mig om din og din virksomheds rejse til Indien    
-‐ Hvorfor valgte i den indiske marked 
-‐ Hvornår oplevede du for første gang____? 
-‐ Oplevde du nogle sjove historier?   
-‐ Fortæl om hvordan du lærte at håndtere____.   
-‐ Kan du beskrive begivenhederne der ledte op/førte til____?   
-‐ Hvad bidrog til____?  Løbende:   
-‐ Kan du beskrive en typisk situation for dig når du____? o Hvad skete der der efter?  
-‐ Kan du fortælle om den mest værdifulde lærdom du har lært gennem oplevelsen af____?  

 
Afsluttende:  

-‐  Efter du har gjort dig de erfaringer, hvilke råd ville du så give til én/nogle der_____?   
-‐  Er der noget som du ikke har tænkt over tidligere som er dukket op i løbet af dette  interview?   
-‐  Er der noget andet du synes jeg bør vide for at kunne forstå_____ bedre?   
•  
• Afrunding  
• Tusind tak for hjælpen og din tid.  
• - aftale om jeg må kontakte eller skrive ang afklaring undervejs  
• - Interresserede om rapporten eller hvad jeg er kommet frem til 
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Appendix R:  Grounded Theory Results  
Fundamental	  differences	  	  

-‐ Hierarchy	  	  
-‐ Language	  	  
-‐ Task	  	  
-‐ Nonverbal	  	  
-‐ Face  
-‐ Time  
-‐ Beaurecracy  
-‐ Family  
-‐ Engagement  
-‐ Communication:  

-‐ High vs. low context  
-‐ Direct vs. indirect  
-‐ Formal vs. informal  
-‐ Explicitness vs. implicitness  

 
Lack	  of	  collaboration	  	  

-‐ One	  hand	  distance	  	  
-‐ Task	  oriented	  vs.	  having	  detailed	  description	  	  
-‐ Hierarchy	  

	  
Cultural	  convergence	  	  

-‐ Learning	  by	  doing	  	  
-‐ Talking	  	  
-‐ “would	  like	  to	  have	  training”	  
-‐ Dialogue	  	  
-‐ Understanding	  	  
-‐ Respecting	  	  
-‐ Giving	  space	  to	  each	  other	  
-‐ Goal	  	  

 

Danes = (How Indians describe Danes) 

-‐ independent  

-‐ business oriented 

-‐ rationally  

-‐ Structured 

-‐ Direct in their communication - having no hard feelings 

 

India = (How Danes describe Indians) 

-‐ Relationship oriented = networking (putting people into boxes) 

-‐ Titles à social acceptance  
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-‐ Want to build relationship 

-‐ Fluent with time  

	  
	  

Memo reflecting upon the code “Hierarchy”	  
There is a general correlation between theoretical statements and the results of our analysis indicating that 

India is a more hierarchical society than Denmark. In India, hierarchy is not only prevalent in private 

businesses, but it also plays a significant role in public institutions, which are dominated by an excessive 

bureaucracy. People with power are, because of the steep hierarchy, eager to maintain their power in 

society. The fear of losing status or rank continuously upholds power inequality, and it may thus be difficult 

for India ever to change its habits. In spite of the official abolition of the thousand-year-old caste system, the 

continued practice of it is a proof of the Indian inclination for hierarchical division in society, and also 

serves as a reason for people’s fear of losing status. This hierarchical structure in society is projected into 

the organizational structure. This view of the Indian society was supported by all respondents and the vast 

majority agreed that Denmark was quite the opposite in terms of power distribution. 

	  
	  
	  

Memo reflecting upon the code “Power”	  
The power inequality in India affects both superiors and subordinates, and they find it equally challenging 

to address one another. The underlying emotion is that of fear. However, we are dealing with different kinds 

of fear: for the subordinate it is a question of fear of disagreeing with a superior, which was also the 

emotion Hofstede used to measure power distance, whereas for the superior it is a fear related to losing his 

power position. He will risk compromising his power if he treats a much inferior employee as an equal; this 

behavior is to a large extent associated with his public image and face, which will be dealt with later in this 

chapter. Additionally, with power comes responsibility and in India not having power means not taking 

responsibility. While Indians are very reluctant to take on more responsibility than their position demands, 

Danes seem to be more willing to accept a responsibility that will promote and accelerate the work process. 

We believe that the difference lies in the Danes‟ individualistic and egalitarian frame of mind, and in the 

fact that status is attained through achievement not by ascription.  
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Memo reflecting upon Hofstede’s Individualism and Collectivism dimensions	  
Another trait Western educated business people from India adopt when studying abroad is a somewhat 

individualistic mindset. Individualism has also become more evident in Indian culture after India has 

opened its economy to the Western world. Even though Indian business people have embraced some 

individualistic attitudes they, and the society as a whole, are still predominantly collectivistic. India is 

considered to be a collectivistic culture by some of the world’s leading anthropologists, and we have treated 

it accordingly. In this particular instance, however, Hofstede’s theories should be applied with caution, as it 

is important to bear in mind that his research is almost 40 years old, and India has undergone a substantial 

development since, especially in metropolitan areas such as Mumbai. Hofstede’s theories were proposed 

before India became a large player in the international business market, thus they may not be as applicable 

today as they were earlier. Thus, the point of a coexistence of individualism and collectivism in Indian 

culture may be more appropriate. This dualism becomes obvious in the Indian appreciation of networking, a 

collectivistic trait, and in their aggressive approach to business, an individualistic trait. For that particular 

reason the Indian business person can be difficult to classify and it may be hard to establish a cultural 

stereotype. 

The Danish encounters experienced Indians as being more collectivistic than they were used to. This was 

evident in the Indians‟ use of back-ups at meetings, their wish to establish a personal relationship with their 

business partners and especially in the importance of networking. The Danish respondents were unable to 

understand the necessity of the numerous participants on the Indian side, especially because most of them 

did not contribute openly and actively to the actual negotiation. While this may be a mere expression of 

collectivistic behaviour, it may also be a way of intimidating the counterpart by displaying power and status. 

Our data showed that sometimes Danes also turn out in large numbers. The straight-forward, individualistic 

explanation for this would be that they needed different experts to evaluate specific details. Another, more 

culturally sensitive explanation would be that the Danes have accepted and applied the Indian strategy and 

employed a geocentric approach in order to show their willingness to cooperate. Relationships and 

networking are important elements of Indian business, and as exemplified by one of the Indian respondents, 

what is most important is who you know and how you know them. Both Indian and Danish respondents 

agreed that this was essential when doing business. This may be where foreign business people will have 

most difficulties when attempting to do business in India. The criterion of success is having the right 

network and the challenge lies in finding a person with desirable connections. 
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Memo reflecting upon the code “networking”	  

Indians are most comfortable with creating relations, while Danes tend to compartmentalize. This was 

clearly expressed by one of the Danish respondents who did not wish to include his business partners into 

his personal life. This is a typical individualistic, ethnocentric approach to a foreign culture. While it may be 

the least demanding strategy for a foreigner in India, it is most likely to also be the least profitable. Theory 

suggests that Denmark is an individualistic society and thus this method will usually be sufficient in 

Denmark, because focus is on the task at hand and not the relationships. This corresponds with our findings 

that Danes wish to separate their private life from their business life. But in India, it is essential to be 

personally involved in the business as well as in the business partners. Though it might be boundary-

breaking for a Dane to establish numerous close relationships with business partners, it is both necessary 

and favorable in India, as one of our Danish respondents experienced that he was able to make things 

happen faster and run more smoothly because of his relationship with a high-ranking Indian government 

official. This is clear evidence that it is crucial to establish in-group relationships, because Indians are more 

reluctant to do business with people from an out-group. We assume that Danes, too, prefer dealing with in-

groups, but we assume that they are less dismissive of people from out-groups.  

	  
	  
	  
	  
Memo	  upon	  the	  Category	  	  ”Developing	  Strategies	  for	  Collaboration”	  
	  
How to overcome these cross-cultural conflicts is an ongoing discussion. It is difficult to say how to 

completely prevent the cross-cultural conflicts. One good way to decrease these cultural barriers is by 

educating and preparing the workforce if the organization has done its homework regarding understanding 

both the market and culture and trained its people in understanding the cultural aspect, one may decrease 

these cross-cultural conflicts. According to the interview I did with the cultural trainer, she states that 

cultural training for both parties is very essential, since it makes it easier to understand the reason of why 

things are done. As explained with the interview with the cultural trainer, explains that it is important for the 

organizations to be open to diversity integration, especially when they are operating in other 

markets/cultures. This statement is aligned with Moore’s (1999) theory that some organizational cultures are 

more positive and supportive than others; therefore the organizational view on DM can create some barriers. 
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Memo	  upon	  the	  Code	  ”	  Bridging	  the	  cultures”	  	  	  
One easy way to dismiss cultural differences is by bridging the differences. First of the essential part of 

this process is to understand the cultural differences and than applying the best parts from both of the 

cultures. This involves to bridging the cultural difference, as a way to bring compromises between different 

cultural practices. Here managers from both cultures may come up with some management techniques and 

programs that are acceptable to employees of both cultures. This will essentially lead to mutual respect and 

trusts due to that both business partners can share long-term business dealing in succession that can lead to 

co-operation and collaboration. And hence, culture would not be a black box (as mentioned in the memo 

“Culture being a resource of competitive advantage”) but would be a resource of any given company.  

	  
	  
School	  system	  in	  Denmark:	  	  
	  
	  
Emphasizing	  how	  important	  it	  is	  to	  have	  a	  good	  education	  system,	  as	  we	  have	  here	  in	  

Denmark.	  Giving	  students	  an	  opportunity	  to	  go	  abroad	  for	  a	  semester	  in	  order	  to	  explore	  

their	  knowledge	  but	  also	  other	  cultures.	  This	  does	  not	  only	  give	  them	  an	  extending	  

understanding	  of	  different	  cultures	  but	  does	  also	  enhance	  their	  personal	  skills.	  This	  

experience	  is	  very	  essential	  as	  for	  these	  students	  as	  they	  will	  be	  the	  one	  helping	  to	  break	  

down	  the	  cultural	  barriers.	  It	  is	  very	  essential	  to	  understand	  the	  different	  cultures,	  especially	  

within	  a	  business	  perspective.	  Otherwise	  you	  wouldn’t	  have	  the	  ability	  to	  communicate	  or	  

work	  together.	  Therefore,	  within	  a	  business	  perspective	  it	  is	  very	  essential	  to	  handle	  these	  

cultural	  differences,	  which	  the	  Danish	  school	  system	  gives	  a	  great	  opportunity	  in	  order	  to	  

take	  a	  semester	  in	  a	  different	  country.	  	  

	  
	  
	  


